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ABSTRACT
Memorializing the Gods: A Study of the Ritual Practices of the Izanagi-ryū
Carolyn Pang

This dissertation focuses on the Izanagi-ryū, a Japanese folk religion closely associated
with the Monobe region in Kōchi Prefecture, to study the challenges faced by local communities
in preserving and transmitting their intangible cultural heritages. Using an interdisciplinary
approach that combines historical and textual analysis with observational ethnographic studies of
actual ritual practices and performances, the study of Izanagi-ryū is intended to draw out the ways
in which competing narratives amongst local communities and institutional rhetoric over the
preservation of intangible cultural heritages affect the transmission of local cultural practices. The
strategies undertaken by the practitioners of Izanagi-ryū to construct their local identities and
legitimize their status within the framework of governmental policies and scholarly rhetoric will
be examined, along with studying the effects of modifying ritual spaces and procedures to fit
contemporary demands and limitations.
This research encourages us to look deeper into the repercussions of cultural preservation
whereby the enthusiastic drive to secure the continuity of cultural practices might conversely
distort their significance and transmission instead. This dissertation argues that the implementation
of cultural preservation, while critical for defining and protecting the identity of a culture, would
require a more careful consideration whereby allowances for cultural practices to discontinue,
when necessary, should be factored in to ensure the integrity of these practices. Cultural practices
should always be allowed to continue, or cease, on their own terms.
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INTRODUCTION
Setting the Stage of Research: What is “Izanagi-ryū”?

On 2 February 2001, a group of Japanese scholars eagerly gathered in the deep mountains
of Monobe, Kōchi to witness the last grand ritual ceremony of Izanagi-ryū, the Nichigetsu Festival
(Nichigetsu-sai). Equipped with an assortment of recording devices from pen and paper notepads
to cameras and video-recorders, they proceeded to sit through the week-long ceremony to
zealously record and archive all aspects of this ritual. As poignantly noted in the accounts of some
of the scholars in attendance, this much-anticipated event marked the end of large-scale ritual
festivals of Izanagi-ryū.1 It was also considered the final opportunity for ritual specialists (tayū) of
Izanagi-ryū to bequeath seals of acceptance (yurushi) on their disciples to validate and to announce
publicly their elevated status as tayū to the local communities.
Since its recognition as a National Important Intangible Folk Cultural Property in 1980
under Japan’s Cultural Properties Protection Law, the continuation of Izanagi-ryū became an
important task for the residents of Monobe. But their persistent efforts to preserve and transmit
this local folk religious practice were rendered futile against the inevitable, the demise of the aging
tayū. Over the course of the past decade, several of the tayū in attendance at the Nichigetsu Festival
had passed away in succession, leaving only a scarce number of their disciples struggling to
continue the legacy of Izanagi-ryū rituals. Japanese scholars had deemed the Nichigetsu Festival
of 2001 to be the “last” due to the convergence of many factors. The Nichigetsu Festival was
considered the largest in scale among the ritual festivals of the Izanagi-ryū, and it was an event
that was limited to specific families who venerated tutelary deities and the gods of the sun and

1

A few of the scholars were Komatsu Kazuhiko, Saito Hideki, and Umeno Mitsuoki. Refer to Komatsu (1994) and
Saito (2000, 2002) for their accounts of the festival.
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moon.2 The complicated nature of this ritual festival required immense amounts of preparations
and continuous days of lengthy prayers by many tayū and their helpers to bring it to fruition. With
rapid depopulation and aging population in the region, the dwindling local communities drastically
limited the provision of financial and logistic support to conduct any big-scale ritual ceremony.
There seemed little hope of ever being able to witness another Nichigetsu Festival taking place.
However, on a sunny day on 16 October 2016, some of the scholars who had attended the
“last grand ceremony” of 2001 reappeared at the scene of another ritual festival of Izanagi-ryū. It
was the Nichigetsu Festival fifteen years later. Puzzled Japanese scholars at the site could not give
any clear explanations for why this ritual was taking place, not when the same ceremony was
deemed to have had already been concluded more than a decade ago in 2001 and there was no
longer any family in Monobe with the resources or need to conduct such an elaborate ritual festival.
And I was there with the assembly of Japanese scholars to find out more about this ceremony that
seemed to have suddenly manifested from nowhere.
Drastic changes were noticeable in this Nichigetsu Festival of 2001. The configuration of
ritual specialists had expanded from consisting only of the tayū of Izanagi-ryū to include a medley
of religious representatives from Shinto, Shugendo, and Shingon Buddhism. The congregation
comprised of patrons of the organizer of the event, Japanese scholars, media journalists, curious
onlookers, and avid photographers from other parts of Japan. Instead of the customary period of
seven days, the ritual ceremony had been condensed to a three-day event. The venue was at a
constructed shrine called the Kitōjō (Prayer Venue) instead of a family house. There were major
changes made to this 2016 ritual festival of Izanagi-ryū, changes which might have seemed
incongruous to the scholars who have witnessed the 2001 ritual festival. But this conversely fits

2

Takagi Keio. “Izanagiryū no hanashi.” Sonpō monobe, no. 54 (September 1, 1979): 7.
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the fluid nature of Izanagi-ryū, a religious tradition that was highly responsive to local conditions
and managed by ritual specialists who constantly adapted its practices to fit the needs of individual
clients.
For this dissertation, I focus on the Izanagi-ryū, a Japanese folk religion closely associated
with the Monobe region in Kōchi Prefecture, to study the challenges faced by local communities
in preserving and transmitting their cultural heritages. In the following chapters, I contextualize
the Nichigetsu Festival within the larger issues of nationalism, modernity, and cultural
preservation. Along with studying the effects of modifications of ritual spaces and procedures to
fit contemporary demands and limitations, I also look at the strategies undertaken by the
practitioners of Izanagi-ryū to legitimize their status and to construct their local identities within
the framework of governmental policies and scholarly rhetoric. A running theme in my dissertation
concerns the detrimental effects of cultural preservation efforts on the transmission of intangible
cultural heritages whereby the significance of cultural practices might conversely be distorted by
the enthusiastic determination to ensure their continuity instead. In my dissertation, I argue that
while cultural preservation is critical for defining and protecting the identity of a culture, its
implementation would require a more careful consideration where allowances for cultural practices
to discontinue, when necessary, should be factored in to ensure the integrity of these practices.

Situating the Site of Research: Where is Izanagi-ryū?
To start our foray into Izanagi-ryū, it would require an understanding of the Monobe region
which was often considered the cradle of Izanagi-ryū. Monobe was located in Kami city in the
north-eastern side of Kōchi, one of the four prefectures on the Japanese island of Shikoku.
Bordered by Tokushima Prefecture on north-eastern side, Aki City on the south side, the districts

3

of Kagami and Kahoku on the south-western side, and finally linked to the village of Ōtoyo of
Nagaoka District on the north-western side, Monobe was located around 40 kilometers away from
Kōchi city, the capital city of Kōchi Prefecture. While having a total land area of 291.07 km2, the
region’s landscape was primarily marked by mountainous terrain with an auxiliary ridge of Mount
Tsurugi, the second highest mountain in Shikoku and an important center for Shugendo, running
through its center from the north-east to the south-west. Surrounded by overlapping mountain
ridges with topographical prominences averaging higher than 1000 meters above sea level,
Monobe was situated in midst of numerous high mountains.3 Cutting through the central mountain
ridge was Makiyama River. With Kaminirō River flowing in from the south-west and Mai River
meandering in from the north, the two rivers intersected and converged with Makiyama River and
Monobe River to form the two lakes of Okumonobe and Ōdochi. Cliffs and steep slopes marked
the sides of the river valleys. There were vastly limited areas of flat lands, resulting in the formation
of a natural obstacle to transportation.
With such topographic features, it would be easy to assume that an enclosed environment
allowed for the formation of a unique local culture. The National Highway No. 195 that slices
through the Monobe region, was designated in 1953 and construction to link up Kōchi city with
the capital city of Tokushima enabled ease of access, though public transportation in the form of
buses that serviced the area remained limited to only hourly rides. With the opening of the roads
between Ōdochi town to other regions in Monobe, it made it easier for the transportation of
fertilizers, cement, steel and metals for construction, daily necessities and groceries, while
allowing for the export of lumber, timber, raw materials for paper production and konjac yam.

Some of these mountains are Goigamori (1,185m), Mount Kukuba (1,417m), Mount Akagio (1,436m), Mount Gyōja
(1,346m), Mount Ishitate (1,707.7m), Mount Shiraga (1,769.7m), Sanrei (1,893.4m), Mount Nishikuma (1,815m),
Tenguzuka (1,812m), Tsunatsukemori (1,643.1m), Mount Okujinga (1443.1m), and Mount Kōnoita (1,427.1m).
3

4

The centers of Monobe are the towns of Ōdochi, Oka-no-uchi, and Yasumaru which had
post offices. Much of the heart of economic transactions took place in the town of Ōdochi which
concentrated most of the commercial and financial industries and had key services such as post
office services, a bank, commerce and farming co-operatives. The town of Ōdochi overlooked
Lake Okumonobe. Ōdochi was sometimes said to be the gateway into the Monobe region, the main
entry point into the locus of the Izanagi-ryū tradition. This was also the location where I stayed
from October 2015 to September 2016 and embarked on a 14-month fieldwork discovery about
the Izanagi-ryū.
In some parts of Monobe, the climate ranged from the highest at 36.9 degree Celsius during
summer and lowest at minus 7.2 degree Celsius during winter. 4 The moderate annual average
temperatures, humid climate with high annual precipitation levels, balanced with mild winters,
low rate of snowfall and long hours of sunlight in certain regions had created good soil quality and
a rich abundance of forest resources and biodiversity. This rich temperate rainforest encouraged
forestry and the flourishment of the logging industry in Monobe. Kochi was a supplier of timber
in Japan and boasts cedar, cypress, and larch as some of its wood exports. The lumber industry
was a prominent feature in the landscape of Monobe. A large timber stockyard and lumber mill
dominated the sides of the road leading into the tunnel that marked one’s entry into Monobe.
Upon emerging from the tunnel, an imposing white building loomed into sight. This was
the main factory for the agricultural cooperative of the yuzu fruit, where the processing, packaging
and distribution of this fragrant citron took place. Monobe was a thriving producer and exporter
of yuzu to other parts of Japan, claiming to be the top in the national production volume of this

4

Kochi Meteorological Office: http://www.jma-net.go.jp/kochi/ [accessed on January 17, 2017]
Japan Meteorological Agency
http://www.data.jma.go.jp/obd/stats/etrn/view/annually_a.php?prec_no=74&block_no=1229&year=2016&month=
&day=&view= [accessed on January 17, 2017]
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citron fruit. The inland mountain slopes had plenty of sunlight with drastic temperature changes
between day and night and good water drainage which made this region particularly suited for
producing yuzu with rich flavors. Every early autumn, the factory rumbled into life when this
seasonal fruit was gathered, and member farms sent trucks of their harvest for processing in this
consolidated factory. Seasonings made with yuzu juice came in the form of ponzu vinegar
seasoning, salad dressings, vinegar and miso that are staples in Kochi cooking. By late winter,
banner flags (nobori hata) printed with yuzu logos were removed from the main road outside the
factory to mark the end of the seasonal collection and the completion of processing. Steam stopped
billowing from the factory chimneys and the factory retreated into the landscape to remain a silent
metal monument until the next annual yuzu harvest.
Charcoal production occupied a considerable portion of the industry, while forestry trade
involved shitake mushrooms, bracken fern (warabi), oriental paper bush (mitsumata) for paper
production. Unlike the western sides of Kochi prefecture where the region of Shimanto was famous
for their rice crops, the varying latitudes and high elevation of lands limited the region’s capacity
to plant rice crops. Agricultural produce was split among grains like buckwheat, barley, konjac
yams, sugar cane, lotus root, as well as mulberry for production of washi paper and for silkworm
rearing. The silk industry used to dominate the economy, but in terms of livestock, chicken farming
and egg production became increasingly prominent. There were some rearing of cows and sheep
undertaken by a few households, allowing for cow milk production. But these small-scale
industries were overwhelming dominated by the forestry and lumberjack industries.
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Environment of Monobe and the remapping of spatial boundaries
Kōchi Prefecture is located on the south coast of Shikoku, facing the Pacific Ocean, and
was previously known as the province of Tosa before the Meiji Restoration. During that period,
the Meiji government converted Japan’s provinces into prefectures. The policy of tochi
kinbaku then had restricted and regulated the movement of ordinary people, binding affiliations
with the land and allowing for the establishment of identities with regional ties.
Under the 1953 Municipal Merger Promotion Law, the Japanese government remapped the
Monobe region by merging several hamlets to create new districts and reduced the number of
municipals so that the central government could have more efficient administrative control of
regions and to reduce administrative costs. On 30 September 1956, the villages of Makiyama and
Kaminirō were merged to form Monobe village. Since 1 October 2005, a new configuration of the
major districts of Kōchi started taking place which dissolved some districts that were designated
during the Meiji period and created new mergers that terminated their existence as independent
municipalities. On 1 March 2006, the Kami District was dissolved. The towns of Kahoku and
Tosayamada were merged with the village of Monobe to form the modern city of Kami. On the
same day, the towns of Akaoka, Kagami, Noichi, and Yasu were merged with the village of
Yoshikawa to form the city of Kōnan. The current Monobe region was made up of three municipals.
The merger of physical territories remapped territorial boundaries and caused village
communities in previously different regions to be identified under the same district name. This had
repercussions on identity construction and communal associations. The municipal merger policies
by the present-day Japanese government restructured territorial boundaries by merging hamlets,
reducing municipalities, and naming new districts. These compulsory government actions
consequently dissolved traditional communal systems and affected native identities. It also
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disrupted existing local religious practices by remapping the spatial jurisdiction of the deities of
the rivers and mountains, resulting in a reorientation of the cosmological outlook of local
communities. When Izanagi-ryū became associated closely with the Monobe district, communities
that did not engage in practices related Izanagi-ryū were inevitably identified with it. A few
residents living in the current Monobe region had told me that Izanagi-ryū belonged to the old
Monobe district, and firmly stated that they did not practice it.
Social structures also changed as communities moved out from declining villages within
the mountains to seek better job opportunities within Ōdochi town or the larger and comparatively
more bustling Tosa Yamada ward. The communities of Monobe were always friendly and
receptive towards newcomers. But their reception towards newcomers took on a different form of
assessment when judging the abilities of tayū. Within the town of Ōdochi that I was residing in,
there were three remaining tayū, out of which one, Komatsu Toyonori, was touted as the last tayū
who knew all the rituals of Izanagi-ryū and famed for his detailed written contributions towards
the recording of ritual procedures of the Izanagi-ryū, was nearing his mid-90s and was unable to
conduct any more rituals. The other two tayū, Muneishi Rikio and Moriyasu Masayoshi were not
originally from the Ōdochi town and had moved here from other parts. Yet, by contrast, their
personalities were as different as the ways they conduct their ceremonial rites. Complicated by the
inevitable predicament of depopulation and a rapidly aging population in the region, ritualists of
the Izanagi-ryū were forced to innovate ritual procedures to cope with such spatial reconstructions
and to resolve the dilemma of a drastic lack of patrons and successors to continue the practices of
this local folk religion of Kochi.
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Structure of dissertation
For my research, I utilize an interdisciplinary approach that combines historical and textual
analysis with ethnographic methods. I situate the practice within larger socio-historical context by
combining fieldwork observations of actual religious practices and ritual performances with
primary historical sources in the form of ritual texts of the Izanagi-ryū, maps and trade documents.
Included with the analysis are promotional publications such as local newsletters, posters, and
government census together with material culture in the form of ritual implements. I seek to
contribute my own understandings to the study of Japanese folk religions based on 26 months of
fieldwork experiences.
During my first year of fieldwork study in Japan, I started with attendance at public
symposiums, workshops, and talks related to Izanagi-ryū, followed by conversations with Japanese
scholars of folklore studies. I participated in field trips and study trips organized by the Kochi
Prefectural Museum of History and conducted onsite observations of public ritual ceremonies. In
the next stage of my fieldwork, I submerged myself within the site of research by moving to
Monobe for a 14-month stay to engage in extended period of interactions with Izanagi-ryū
practitioners, residents, village heads, and local government staff. I also participated in local
activities like kagura and was invited to attend private ritual events held in homes of Monobe
residents and tutelary shrines of village communities. By studying the ritual performances of the
Izanagi-ryū, I seek to draw out the ways in which rituals create meaning in the object, and to review
how rituals are intended to achieve significance in the socio-cultural realm.
My dissertation unfolds in four parts. In Chapter 2 which is titled, “Praying for the Gods,”
I provide an overview of the performance, structure and settings of Izanagi-ryū rituals and the role
of Izanagi-ryū in the communal events and ritual festivals (matsuri) of Monobe. The second part
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of the chapter focuses on the ritual performance of Izanagi-ryū kagura and its characteristics,
components, and dance repertoire. By elaborating on the purpose and roles of Izanagi-ryū kagura
within the larger framework of ritual festivals, I aim to illustrate the inter-connected relationship
between the rituals and kagura of Izanagi-ryū.
For Chapter 3, which is titled, “Dancing for the Gods,” I continue my discussion of cultural
preservation by looking at the traditional Japanese performance of kagura. Engaging ethnographic
observations of the outreach activities of the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society, I highlight
the ways local communities attempted to mediate the effects of government policies on local
cultural practices and resolve the problematic issues of transmission in a situation of lack of
successors. Observations from participation in training sessions and outreach activities of Izanagiryū Kagura Preservation Society are incorporated to present the separation between practice and
performance. Issues concerning the interpretations, representations, and presentation, are intended
to highlight the problems of transmission of local traditions.
In Chapter 4, titled, “Communicating with the Gods,” I look at the strategies of legitimacy
engaged by the practitioners of Izanagi-ryū to assert their religious authority and to create the
impression of ritual authenticity. From imparting ideas about “real power” to staking claims of
discipleship and lineage relations with certain reputable tayū masters, to getting involved in media
productions and scholarly publications about cultural heritage preservation, the manifold ways in
which practitioners of Izanagi-ryū reinforced the impression of authenticity of their ritual methods
and sought endorsement of their religious legitimacy highlighted an innovative reaction of a slowly
disappearing tradition against the unrelenting onslaught of modern developments. The driving
impetus behind their efforts came from the challenges of transmission where the current existing
tayū faced the dilemma of how to legitimize the current one as authentic when they had already
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lost their legitimate status. Within this context, the patron-client relationship that the tayū held
with the local communities comes to the forefront to highlight the social power structures that
supported, or undermined, the efforts of the tayū. The underlying question that is worthy of
consideration is how we can study folk religions that operate on oral traditions.
For Chapter 5, titled, “Negotiating with the Gods,” I look at the effects of disappearing
venues for the enactment of rituals to discuss how ritual tools and spaces are treated when they
have lost their venue of use. In face of a rapidly aging population and depopulation in the region,
there is a drastic lack of successors to continue the practices of the Izanagi-ryū, which meant that
this local religion is headed towards eventual extinction. With the demise of each practitioner of
the Izanagi-ryū, family members often resorted to destroying cache of ritual texts and tools
belonging to the deceased ritualist to protect secret ritual methods and to prevent possible punitive
effects from the gods. Fieldwork examples will be engaged to illustrate the situation in which local
traditions cope with the issue of disused religious artifacts, such as ritual altars and talismans, that
have lost their venues of operation but are still believed to retain potent ritual efficacy. There was
dilemma over the disposal of ritual texts and tools where the preservation of pertinent local
knowledge and cultural heritages were sometimes countered by fears of supernatural retaliation.
Related to relationship between museums, archives, government policies, and concerns of local
communities. Through this chapter, I seek to highlight limitations in cultural preservation efforts
and strategies engaged by local communities to bypass such efforts. Discussions on how ritual
spaces (festivals, ancestral graves, altars, location of veneration) were relocated and its effects.
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A note about the term, “Izanagi-ryū”
“Izanagi-ryū,” as a name, did not exist until the folk religious practice called Izanagi-ryū
gokitō was officially recognized as a National Important Intangible Folk Cultural Property in 1980
(Showa 55) under the Cultural Properties Protection Law. This local religious practice in Monobe
appeared to have influences from Buddhism, Ise Shinto, Onmyōdō, and Shugendō, but there was
no specific way to refer to it. It did not have a common name of reference. For this local practice
to be recognized as a cultural property under the Cultural Properties Protection Law, Japanese
scholars had to decide on a name for it. And this was done after referring to one specific ritual text
which describes the origins of how this religious practice came to Japan.
In the ritual text, it narrates how a Japanese princess, Tenchūhime-miya who was well
versed in Buddhist scriptures and famed for her divinatory skills, desired to learn magical methods
of healing. Princess Tenchūhimemiya was very talented and memorized the reading and writing
of Buddhist scriptures. Yet, she was unable to conduct prayer-rituals (kitō) as she did not have
sufficient knowledge in supplicatory prayers (kinen). But as such magical methods did not exist in
Japan, she travelled to India (Tenjiku) where she encountered the Great God Izanagi (Izanagidaijin, Izanagi-sama), who imparted the knowledge of kitō prayer-rituals to her. And that was how
healing rituals were transmitted to Japan. Since the rituals came from the god, Izanagi, it was
decided by Japanese scholars that the religious tradition was to be named the sect of Izanagi, or
Izanagi-ryū.
Izanagi-ryū is unique, or you might say, idiosyncratic because it goes against conventional
ideas of what organized religions in Japan are like. It has no historical founder, no traceable
lineages, and no discernable hierarchical or bureaucratic leadership structure. It is not an
organization that can claim to be a religious sect or to possess a specific group of followers. There
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were no formal set of teachings or institutional doctrine to bind practitioners to fixed rules of
conduct. It did not even possess any architectural or permanent spatial location. Which meant that
there were no shrines, temples, or any structural building where believers could congregate or to
focus their faith on. Even the ritual paper wands (gohei) and altars that were constructed for the
rituals of Izanagi-ryū are a temporary fixture that were quickly dismantled and removed after the
ceremony was completed. As such, conventional ways of defining religions through the study of
textual treatises, founding religious heads, or temple complexes are rendered in apropos when
faced with the amorphous nature of Izanagi-ryū.
Furthermore, the long tradition of oral transmission within this religious practice
diminishes hope of retrieving sufficient existing written materials for analysis and further
interrupts attempts to rely on coherent historical records to trace its developmental history.
Furthermore, with the demise of each tayū practitioner of the Izanagi-ryū, family members
oftentimes resorted to destroying the cache of ritual texts and tools belonging to the deceased tayū,
presumably to avert them from falling into the wrong hands which might result in possible punitive
effects from the gods.5 Most simply did not know what to do with the items as no one within the
immediate family was continuing the practice. Attempts by museums and scholars in Japan to
retrieve such private collections of historical records often met with difficulties as the artifacts
were usually disposed of before the scholars were informed of the situation. What could be
retrieved, such as ritual texts, ceremonial masks, and tools for everyday use (mingu), 6 were
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See Chapter 5 for a discussion of this local attitude towards ritual objects that are believed to hold power.

6

Mingu is a general classification for a broad variety of items that were used in the daily activities of the Japanese. It
consists of household items and tools for agriculture, sericulture, forestry, fishery, metalsmithing, and traditional
artisanal industries like ceramics, paper making, and lacquerware. These are seen to provide pertinent insight into the
lifestyles and livelihoods of the plebian people, and to reveal the technological developments and geographical
characteristics of different regions in Japan.
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deposited in the storerooms of the Kochi Prefectural Museum of History and the National Museum
of Japanese History where they languished from a lack of staff and scholars to sort through the
mess of arbitrary materials.
Due to a lack of systematic structure and limited resources, a handful of Japanese scholars
in the overlooked field of Japanese folklore studies and regional history, such as Komatsu
Kazuhiko and Saito Hideki, have tried to define Izanagi-ryū by engaging in ethnographic research
on the practices of ritual specialists in the region.7 Other scholars like Matsuo Koichi, Takagi Keio,
Umeno Mitsuoki, and Yamamoto Hiroko, further tried to uncover the historical connections of
Izanagi-ryū by analyzing the folk performing art of kagura and material objects like ritual texts
(saimon, hōmon), ritual paper wands (gohei), and ritual masks (kamen).8 This purposeful attempt
to systemize the diverse local religious practices of the Monobe region into a cohesive whole
resulted in a religious entity that Japanese scholars termed as “Izanagi-ryū.”9
Another way in which the historical origins of Izanagi-ryū is explained, is often traced back
to legends related to the defeat of the Taira clan, particularly to Taira no Sukemori (c. 1158-1185),
the younger son of Taira no Shigemori (1138-1179). Sukemori is known for his chastisement and
humiliation by Fujiwara no Motofusa (1144-1230), the imperial regent during the reigns of
Emperors Rokujō (1164-1176, reigned 1165-1168) and Emperor Takakura (1161-1181, reigned
1168-1180) for refusing to give way for the Regent during an imperial procession in 1170.
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See Komatsu (2011) and Saito (2002) regarding the historical developments of the Izanagi-ryū.

8

See Takagi (1996), Saito (2000) and Umeno (2012) for a broad overview of the collection of ritual texts and
implements used in Izanagi-ryū.
9

But this would have its own set of problems; When cultural icons are determined, it assumes that the icons will
remain the same with a lack of innovative changes. I will discuss in further details the problematic relationship between
scholarship and local traditions in Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation.
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Motofusa was on his way to attend at a ceremony at the Hōjūjidono where the retired Emperor
Go-Shirakawa (1127-1192, reigned 1155-1158) resided, when his large retinue encountered and
was blocked by Sukemori’s carriage. After Sukemori refused to show respectful deference by
descending from his horse or give way to the retinue, the Regent’s attendants proceeded to destroy
the carriage. This incident angered his grandfather, Taira no Kiyomori (1118-1181) who took
actions of retaliation by attacking the Regent’s men during their journey to a ceremony by dragging
them from their houses to humiliate them. This was an event that contributed to the increasing rift
between the Taira clan and Emperor Go-Shirakawa. This Battle of Dan-no-ura marked the victory
of the Minamoto clan and the destruction of the Taira clan.
Legends about the Heike said that when the Taira clan was defeated during the crucial 1185
sea battle at Dan-no-ura, in the Straits of Shimonoseki, Sukemori was said to have escaped into
the deep mountains of Shikoku and his descendants established themselves as powerful families
in the region. The arrival of the Taira brought the culture of the capital with them and their presence
gentrified the remote locales. While it is unclear whether Izanagi-ryū bore any relation to the Taira
clan, one explanation claimed that the Nichigetsu Festival originated from the prayers for the rise
of the Taira clan and to set curses (chōbuku) on the Minamoto clan.
For semantic purposes, I engage the prescribed terminology of “Izanagi-ryū” as a broad
reference to the types of religious practices within the Monobe region. I am aware that by
continuing the use of “Izanagi-ryū” simply for the convenience of discussing issues only serves to
simplify the complex historical developments while assuming a single organized religion, linear
development, and shared understandings about local practices when there is clearly a plurality of
ideas. Much like how terms like “Shinto,” “Daoism,” “Onmyōdō,” and “Hinduism” are imposed
upon religious practices to contain their plurality within a framework, the term was coined by
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scholars and historians as an attempt to reconstruct the regional histories and they did this by fixing
the point of reference to the practitioners and the ritual texts. For purposes of studying the effects
of fixing a terminology on a practice, I will be using “Izanagi-ryū” throughout my dissertation.

The tayū ritualists of Izanagi-ryū
Before the term, “Izanagi-ryū” became broadly recognized under the impetus of the
Cultural Property crusade to preserve the cultural heritages of Japan,10 the locals of Monobe called
the specialists that engaged in this form of religious practices, “tayū.” When I started my fieldwork
in Japan in 2015, there were only six persons who explicitly identified themselves as tayū in the
entire region of Monobe but it was not uncommon in the past to have three to five tayū in a single
village community of thirty households. And there were multiple village communities dispersed
around the mountainous slopes and gorges of Monobe.
Within the region of Monobe itself, “tayū” encompassed the manifold functions of a
religious specialist, a physician, and a spiritual counsellor. Their skills and knowledge were
particularly important in the past when public transport and medical facilities were very limited in
this distant, rural region. The tayū was often held in high regard for his or her abilities to cure the
sick through healing rituals known as byōnin-kitō, as well as for their divination skills involving
the use of a bow (yumi-kitō)11 or rice grains (fuma-uranai).12 They were usually engaged to hold
purification and protective rituals for the household such as yagitō and susobarai.
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A discussion on the effects of Japanese government laws and regulations on local religious practices, such as the
1950 Law for the Protection of Cultural Property (Bunkazai hogohō), is provided in Chapter 2 of this dissertation.
11

This is a form of divination involving reciting incantatory prayers (kinen) while rhythmically beating with an arrow.
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A method of divination that requires interpreting the meanings of patterns of rice grains or soybeans that have been
boiled in water inside a metal pot.
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Other responsibilities of a tayū involved conducting annual rituals for the tutelary gods
(ujikami) of the family clan and for the deities of the household, as well as to pacify the anger of
gods of the mountains and rivers (kami-matsuri). In a way, the tayū was considered the custodian
and transmitter of knowledge pertaining to local conditions as well as each community’s
particularities. Some households in the community required specific rituals conducted for certain
deities such as the divine protector of the household, Onzaki-sama, or the god of trade and fortune,
Ebisu.13 There were family members who might be engaged in forestry work in the mountains or
involved in agricultural production. As such, the tayū would be tasked with placatory rituals related
to mountain gods (Yama-no-kamisama), the water deities (Suijin-sama), and gods of the heavens
(Ten-no-kamisama). Occupations that dealt in metalwork required rituals for Tenjin-sama, the god
of heaven associated with metalsmith.14 Such knowledge required long-term, regular contact with
the household to obtain the necessary information on what might be ailing family members and
which ritual was required to resolve the issue. In fact, ritual practices of the Izanagi-ryū evolved
in accordance with the community that the tayū resided in. It was a religious tradition that was
tightly bound to the community itself.
While “tayū” holds strong bearing in the realm of Izanagi-ryū as the acknowledged bearer
of its traditions and practices, it was a generic term used in Japan’s regions of Shikoku and
Chugoku to refer broadly to a person holding a religious position, whether they were Shinto priest
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See Sumitomo (1999) for an understanding of the types of gods worshipped in Monobe.
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Metalsmithing was one of the main occupations in the Monobe region, together with forestry, agriculture, sericulture,
and paper-making. In a few conversations with a tayū, Muneishi Rikio, he mentioned the importance of having ritual
implements cast by a metalsmith whose family lineage extended back to at least nine generations. This would ensure
the power (chikara) of the ritual tools which, by extension, guarantees the efficacy of rituals conducted with the use
of such tools. When I asked Muneishi Rikio for clarifications about where he had derived this concept of a ninegeneration metalsmith, he said that it was his master who had imparted this idea to him. What was particularly
intriguing was the idea of a dependent relationship between religious practitioners and craftsmen to fortify ritual
efficacy.
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or other religious practitioners.15 Yoshimura Yoshiho related the spread of this term to include
Shinto priests to be the result of the legal license required before one could operate as a ritualist or
hold a religious position (452). With the subsequent rise of State Shinto during the Meiji period
and the increased influence of the Yoshida and Shirakawa lineages of Shinto, local religious
practitioners were legally required to obtain a license from the Shinto households to practice their
religious rites. Since these ritualists were originally known as “tayū,” the law on licensing resulted
in a conflation of local religions with Shinto. As a result, the license issued by the Shinto authorities
became synonymous with these local religions and Shinto priests were sometimes referred to as
“tayū” in place of kannushi by the locals (Komatsu, 81).
Muneishi Rikio said the term “Izanagi-ryū” was already used by the people of the local
communities then to differentiate between a Shinto tayū priest and a tayū of Izanagi-ryū.16 I was
confused and asked whether it was termed due to attempts to be registered under the National
Important Intangible Folk Cultural Property? He said that this was not so and that the term was
already existing in the saimon and cited Izanagi Tenchuhimemiya a few times.
During my fieldwork in Monobe, I often heard the locals refer to the Shinto priest as “tayū”
indicating a functional attitude towards the term.17 A person who conducts the ritual was a “tayū,”
regardless of religious affiliations. Furthermore, due to the lack of sufficient Izanagi-ryū
practitioners in present times, it was not uncommon for a Shinto priest to act on behalf of the local
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Refer to Komatsu Kazuhiko (2011).
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Muneishi Rikio. Personal Interview. 29 August 2017.

The Shinto priest referred to here was Komatsu Shūshi. As he was the only Shinto priest working in the Monobe
region, many of the local festivals I attended were presided by him. The festivals held at Komatsu Shrine would be an
exception as a tayū worked in tandem with him to conduct the ritual ceremony, though they appeared to hold separate
rituals for the same festival. See Chapter 2 for an analysis of this cooperative relationship between different religious
practitioners for ritual ceremonies.
17
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community to conduct rituals that were previously the purview of tayū. In the inner recesses of
Monobe where Befukyo village was located, I attended the winter festival held at the Kōjikata
Shrine.18 The Shinto priest presiding over the rituals for the festival, Komatsu Shūshi explained
that separate rituals used to be held annually for each deity of the region but with depopulation and
diminishing communities, it became both financially and logistically hard to organize the rituals.
There were simply insufficient remaining members in the community to provide the necessary
manpower and monetary contributions for the ritual festivals.
As a result, the Befukyo village community was forced to combine three festivals into one.
With the death of the one remaining tayū in this village community, Komatsu Shūshi was engaged
to conduct the ceremonies and to prepare offerings for the gods, Yama-no-kami, Myōjin-sama,
and Suijin-sama. Imparting his knowledge of Shinto ritual protocols, he instructed locals on minor
details such as which directions that the offerings were supposed to face. Despite not conducting
any rites for Suijin-sama, an important deity in the Izanagi-ryū tradition associated with the rivers
and waters, Komatsu-san set aside offerings for this deity and passed them to one of the locals,
Nakao-san to bring to the hidden site where the temporary ritual stand of Suijin-sama was usually
erected. Nakao-san told me that ritual paper wands (gohei) used to be prepared for Suijin-sama but
it was no longer done now, presumably because there were no longer any tayū present to do so.
Even though a Shinto priest might be enlisted to continue local ceremonial traditions, certain ritual
roles pertaining to that of a tayū could not be replaced.
Although the term, “tayū” appeared to be loosely used to refer to any religious practitioner,
there was a clear understanding among the locals on whom they were referring to when they sought
to engage services for a specific ritualistic or spiritual purpose. I was informed by two persons that
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Autumn Festival, ritual event, Kujikata Shrine, Befukyō, Kōchi, Japan, 21 November 2016, 09:00-16:30.
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a Buddhist monk could not be called a tayū on the basis that they are associated with funerary rites
and are unable to perform rituals specific to that of Izanagi-ryū. A tayū might have the ability to
conduct divination but such skills were not seen to be the same as that of a diviner, referred to as
uranai-san in Japan. An uranai-san would also never be considered a tayū since they perform
separate duties. While a tayū is engaged to perform more ritualistic functions related to local gods
and ancestors, an uranai-san is often consulted for advice and spiritual guidance on one’s life and
future course of actions. A diviner is perceived to possess extrasensory powers conducive for
communicating with the gods and spirits which might appear to be an important pre-requisite for
becoming a tayū, but such abilities are perceived by some to be exactly what prevented them from
transiting to become a tayū.
Muneishi Rikio, a tayū of the Izanagi-ryū, expressed that the powers of insight of a diviner
might be an obstacle in a person’s ability to be a tayū instead.19 In his view, diviners are constricted
by what they can see and interpret messages based on their visual perceptions, rather than the true
message related by the gods. His explanation came from his own experience of interacting with a
highly regarded diviner who had predicted his abilities of becoming a ritualist. She claimed to be
able to see his guardian spirits who would aid him during rituals. Muneishi Rikio, or Rikio-san, as
what some locals referred to him, said that while he did not possess her strong powers of being
able to see the gods and spirits in their entire forms, he was able to get a less subjective
interpretation during divination since it was his guardian spirits who would be conveying to him
the predictions.
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Muneishi Rikio. Personal interview. 28 March 2017.
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Ultimately, the specific functions and types of technological knowledge possessed by a
tayū enabled a different classification of religious practitioners such as Shinto priests, Buddhist
monks, diviners, and Shugendo practitioners.

Conclusion: Where are the “gods” of Izanagi-ryū?
It is undeniably problematic to assume that gods are the foci towards which ritual practices
are always directed towards. Not all practices are conducted with the aim towards a perceived
numinous entity that we often termed as “gods” To assume so would be to fall into a JudeoChristian framework where God is regarded as the apex for faith and its manifestations. Religious
traditions in Japan are multi-valiant and manifold, and the higher powers are not necessarily
conceived in terms of a godly entity. One intent of my dissertation is to set out the modes of
behavior where humans have various forms of relationships with higher powers that did not
necessarily encompass a purely hierarchical relationship. Humans can feast with and even
negotiate with the gods. The “gods” here are not regarded as entities with all-encompassing powers.
Instead, they can be cajoled into acquiescing to human demands.
Considering that I had critiqued the problematics of using god, it is understandably ironic
that I had used “gods” as the icon to bind the various chapters and various elements of discussion
into a cohesive and hopefully, coherent whole. Yet this is exactly where my dissertation aim lies.
Practices change but the advocacy of cultural preservation meant that we try all means to iconize
and memorialize practices in a permanent form. To memorialize is to commemorate and celebrate
an imagined reality of a moment. Even as I recorded my impressions and analysis of Izanagi-ryū
practices while being educated by the locals on the evolving nature of their practices, I was merely
recording a single moment. The gods of Izanagi-ryū are temporal, manifested in the perishable
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medium in which they temporally reside, paper. They are not permanent and cannot be contained
into an iconic form. But there is always a desire to create cohesive wholes out of diverse elements
so that they are all structurally and conceptually coherent. We fervently try to capture and record
their existence using videography, photography, and our own written words. Yet, this would only
be a rendering of the occasion/moment in which they were manifested, while the passage they
transit towards extends infinitely. This book is one of the renderings of a moment in the
evolutionary history of practices.
Ritual practices do change to match the contexts. There would be a basic set of ritualized
behaviors that set the fundamental rules for ensuring standardization, ritual efficacy and
continuation of traditions. There might be manuals, leaders, teachers, or institutions encouraging
and enforcing such continuation of fixed behaviors. But to acknowledge and memorialize these
elements would be to ignore the innovations undertaken to adapt rituals to new situations. Through
my study of Izanagi-ryū, I hope to present the problematic effects of cultural preservation and
insistence on heritage conservation had on local communities.
All photographs produced in this dissertation are my own and permission has been sought
from the individuals featured in the photos to publish them. While open consent and permissions
have been given by the informants to write the accounts, some names have been changed due to
issues of privacy and for the protection of their rights. Real names that have been changed are
indicated. Japanese names are written with their family names first, followed by their given names.
The appendix “-san” is attached to Japanese names as a gender-neutral honorific suffix of respect.
If there are any mistakes in this dissertation, I claim them as my own and will be grateful for
suggestions to better my work.
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CHAPTER 2
Praying to the Gods: A look at the rituals and kagura of Izanagi-ryū

During its development, Izanagi-ryū has absorbed influences from Buddhism, Shinto,
Shugendō, Onmyōdō, and Japanese folk religions to generate its own system of religious practices.
This chapter provides an overview of the structure of Izanagi-ryū rituals to highlight how ritual
festivals (matsuri) in Monobe were organized and to explain the role of Izanagi-ryū in such
communal events. Descriptions of the occasions of performance, structure and setting of the rituals
are provided in the first part of the chapter. The second part of the chapter focuses on the ritual
performance of Izanagi-ryū kagura. 20 My introduction on the kagura of Izanagi-ryū and its
performance environment will provide basic information on its characteristics, components, and
dance repertoire. This includes the stage setting, music, costumes, choreography, and the style of
Izanagi-ryū kagura. Here, I elaborate on the purpose and roles of Izanagi-ryū kagura within the
larger framework of ritual festivals to illustrate the inter-connected relationship between the rituals
and kagura of Izanagi-ryū. Equally important, this section will also contribute to the paucity of
English language sources on the genre of kagura and provide additional data on the cultural
meanings and ritualistic functions of Japanese performing arts.

It should be pointed out here that the term, “kagura” holds complex meanings that differ based on local contexts
and understandings in Japan. The broad definition of kagura as “entertainment for the gods” resulted in the term being
used to encapsulate all forms of ritual performances that are done to delight the gods in return for their protective aid.
These consist of, but are not limited to, performing arts like music, songs, dance, acrobatics, puppetry, pantomime,
plays, and other theatre arts. In the context of Monobe, the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society stated in
Izanagiryū: Tosa, Monobe-son that kagura refers to the singing of the ritual texts of saimon or honji while being seated,
and mai-kagura refers to the ritual dances that are performed standing (6). It is Izanagi-ryū kitō that constitutes the
specific ritual act of singing saimon or honji while performing the dance-rituals of mai-kagura (Izanagiryū: Tosa,
Monobe-son, “Izanagiryū mai-kagura,” 6). However, the nomenclature of “Izanagi-ryū kagura” is used by residents
of Monobe and Japanese scholars to differentiate mai-kagura dance-rituals from kitō prayer-rituals. For the purpose
of clarity, and consistency with broader scholarly ideas of kagura, “Izanagi-ryū kagura” and “kagura” are used in place
of “Izanagi-ryū kitō” in this dissertation to refer to ritual performances consisting of both kitō and mai-kagura.
20
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Although this chapter is intended as a guide for readers to navigate the many components
of Izanagi-ryū rites, I wish to point out here that it would be misleading to present these practices
as static and unchanging. The resilience of Izanagi-ryū lies in its ability to incorporate various
practices and constantly adapt its rituals to fit the changing social, cultural, and physical conditions
in Monobe. As such, the rituals of Izanagi-ryū have many variants, the result of a constant process
of adjustments and accruement of new influences from other religious traditions over the centuries.
Furthermore, when the landscape of Monobe changed with the development of new facilities and
highway roads, and the provision of public transportation to a once remote region that was mainly
accessible through mountain paths, Izanagi-ryū responded accordingly to such alterations in the
physical environment of its belonging. And it will continue to develop new versions to fit the times.
Thus, any academic treatment of the structure of the rites can be seen as a snapshot of a highly
inventive religious tradition.
But this should not be a deterrence for understanding how Izanagi-ryū conducts its
practices. Izanagi-ryū is an orally transmitted practice, and the organization of its divergent
structures is only possible with early ethnographic studies and surveys conducted by Japanese
scholars since the 1960s, namely Matsumoto Minoru, Yoshimura Yoshiho, Takagi Keio, and
Honda Yasuji, as well as the continuing efforts by Japanese scholars in the likes of Komatsu
Kazuhiko, Saito Hideki, Umeno Mitsuoki, and Matsuo Koichi to further uncover the details of its
rituals. What I am providing here is a collation of data from the works of these Japanese scholars
who had conducted extensive surveys, ethnographic studies, and analysis of historical documents
that were still in existence. To highlight the changing nature of Izanagi-ryū rituals and kagura, I
supplemented this material with interviews that I had conducted with the tayū and fieldwork
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observations of local ritual festivals that I had attended. In so doing, I am also placing myself
within both the academic and indigenous discourses surrounding the study of folk traditions.

Ritual festivals of Monobe and Izanagi-ryū
Ritual festivals (matsuri) in Monobe are an important affair. Serving the vital function of
re-affirming the community’s ties to the tutelary gods of the village, they were conducted on a
regular basis to give thanks to the gods and ancestral spirits for their continued provision of good
health and fortune, and for their protection against harmful influences. The ritual festivals of
Monobe were usually conducted in spring and autumn, which are pertinent periods for revitalizing
connections with the gods and for showing appreciation for the previous year’s divine protection.
These celebratory events were meant to entertain and to propitiate the gods, thus helping the village
communities gain their favor for another year of safety and prosperity. Ritual festivals also
provided an opportunity for people to break the monotony of daily life with ritual ceremonies,
festive displays of song and dance, and feasting.
Within Monobe, the ritual practices of Izanagi-ryū complemented the concerns of the
residents with rites that pertain to gods whose powers have direct impact on their livelihoods and
well-being. Many gods were venerated in Monobe but not all households venerated the same set
of gods. Instead, each household venerated their choice of gods. Such gods could be tutelary deities,
ancestral spirits of family clans and industries, and deities of the mountains and rivers. Protector
gods such as Ten-no-kami and Onzaki-sama, as well as the god of fortune and commerce, Ebisu
were some of the deities commonly worshipped in many households. More will be said of these
gods later in this chapter. Majority of the rites of Izanagi-ryū are family-centered and presented an
occasion for familial members to gather and to join in the ritual ceremonies. Izanagi-ryū
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practitioners were often engaged to conduct dedicatory rites (kami-matsuri) for the tutelary gods
of the clans and communities, and to carry out placatory rituals (shizume) to propitiate gods of the
mountains and waters. They were particularly sought after for their prayer-rituals (kitō) for
enlisting the protective aid of the gods and for healing the sick (byōnin-kitō).
From the standpoint of the tayū, ritual festivals allowed them to establish their status within
the communities as ritual specialists as well as served as an interactive venue for them to exchange
information and knowledge with each other. The disciples of tayū also took this opportunity to
receive oral instructions and become trained in conducting the rituals when they assisted their
masters during the events. Learning how to cut gohei and how to recite the ritual texts are
considered the basics for a disciple but what determined their caliber as a fully-fledged tayū is their
knowledge and ability to conduct appropriate ritual ceremonies for the right occasions. Such ritual
expertise is only possible through extensive participation in many ritual festivals to accumulate
practical experience and knowledge. The concomitant effect of such onsite training is that the
residents come to associate the disciple with the master tayū and acknowledge his progressive
standing as a ritual specialist in the community.
The scale of ritual festivals was dependent on the community that decided to organize one.
The village headman was often the person who had the authority and responsibility to take charge
of the organization of communal ritual festivals for tutelary gods of the clan or community. But
any family with the intention and financial means to do so could also organize a ritual ceremony
that was directly related to their own concerns. When a communal ritual festival was held, the
entire village community would contribute help in various ways. As the ritual festivals of Izanagiryū involved multiple stages of preparations and tended to last for several days, it necessitated
enlisting the help of many people throughout the festival period. It was entirely up to the individual
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on how they choose to show their support for the ritual festival. Such help could come in the form
of monetary donations or contributing offerings such as sake, food snacks, or seasonal harvests
like rice, vegetables, and fruits. Some might decide to help with gathering materials for the rites,
the most important of which was the creation of the sacred rope barriers (shimenawa) by twisting
strands of hemp and braiding them into long ropes. Some aided in setting up the ritual venue by
helping to bind the bamboo poles, wooden planks, or metal poles in current cases, to form the base
frame for the ritual altar. Others cleaned the venue through small acts such as sweeping the grounds
of dust and fallen leaves or clearing weeds.

Left: Disciples and acquaintances of the tayū, Ogasawara Kenji learning how to set
up the ritual altar for the Nichigetsu Festival of 2016.
Right: Clan members (ujiko) of Komatsu Shrine assisting the tayū, Ohara Daitaro
with the preparation of the mochi offering for the spring festival on 3 January 2017.

A ritual festival would not be complete without celebratory banquets (naorai) and the
generous provision of snacks and drinks to guests and visitors as a show of hospitality (go-shōtai).
Furthermore, frequent breaks took place between rites which entailed the need to provide light
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refreshments and drinks to the tayū. It was usually the women of the community who would take
charge of the vital task of preparing these meals and refreshments for the participants and guests.
While ritual festivals are made up of components that require participation from many people
within community, not all were large-scale events that required communal involvement. There
were regular ritual ceremonies such as yagitō which were held in private for individual households.
Since family members and relatives commonly resided in proximity within the same area, a ritual
ceremony that was organized by one household sometimes became a village affair as everyone
was roped in to help prepare for the rites.
The main participants for the ritual festivals were usually residents of the local
communities. Over the decades, better job opportunities and facilities in other cities and
prefectures have compelled many residents to move out of Monobe to distant locales or other
prefectures in Japan. But when a ritual festival was held, many sometimes returned to their village
to help with the preparations. As new roadways and public transportation made remote villages in
Kōchi increasingly accessible, the component of attendees at local ritual festivals saw new
additions of curious visitors from other regions. News reporters, scholars, and tourists from other
districts in Kōchi, prefectures outside of Kōchi, and even foreign countries flocked to the ritual
festivals to view and to record the activities. This allowed for the dissemination of information
about local customs beyond the village confines. The wider public could easily gather additional
knowledge about lesser known places and customs through broadcasts made on the news and
newspapers about upcoming events, and by reading travelogues published on online forums and
blogs.21 The pique in interest over disappearing traditions impelled some to travel to the venues to
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The local news programs of Kochi such as Sun Sun TV have regular segments that advertises events and festivals
taking place in various villages around the prefecture. Newspapers like Kochi Shimbun and Asahi Shimbun have
reporters and photographers who attend the events to report on the activities. Several travel programs such as NHK’s
“Journey in Japan” feature local traditions and festival events. These programs which are usually concise segments
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learn more about local practices and to experience them before their impeding demise. I was part
of this growing influx of inquisitive visitors.

Japanese visitors at the Nichigetsu Festival of 2016. Majority of the visitors were
from other regions and had found out about the event from acquaintances, the
internet or local newspapers.

Some residents of Monobe welcomed the arrival of visitors to infuse new energy into the
ritual festivals and heighten the festive atmosphere. Others seemed more bemused by the
incomprehensible interest of outsiders in their village activities. Even though the events functioned
as a voyeuristic spectacle of exoticism for strangers, the engagement of outsiders served to endorse
their efforts and reminded the residents of the value of their traditions. Pride in the awareness that
their events could attract the attention of people appeared to invest a renewed purpose in their
ventures, signaling that there was significance in their efforts to continue their local traditions. I
had sometimes found myself the lone stranger among small groups of elderly residents struggling

lasting between twenty to fifty minutes showcase regional specialties to the wider Japanese public. This helped to
widen knowledge and foster public interest in local activities.
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to continue the annual ritual festivals of their villages. They warmly welcomed me to join in their
activities even though they were unsure about how to deal with my presence. At least two residents
have remarked to me that the gods will be pleased to have new people coming to give offerings. I
was also told by a village headman of how my attendance allowed the residents to find new
conversation topics after more than forty years of facing the same group of people. They took joy
in explaining local customs, teaching me the dialects and intonation differences amongst the
villages of Monobe, and sharing gossips about people and happenings in their communities. As
they explained the ritual procedures to me, the residents were also driven to rethink about the
changing practices and the role of Izanagi-ryū rituals in their communities.

Types of rituals in Izanagi-ryū
There are many types of dedicatory and purification rituals in Izanagi-ryū which serve
similar functions of protecting the individual and households through the expulsion of hostile
forces but differ in their occasions of performance and the purpose of conducting them. The
residents of Monobe believed that harmful influences can come from any possible sources. It could
be accidental such as mistakenly offending a deity when venturing into the mountains without
conducting the proper rituals and thus, resulting in punitive actions from disgruntled gods and
spirits. It might be intentional, arising from the malevolent intentions of people jealous of one’s
fortune. It might even be situational, arising from the unfavorable positioning of star constellations
or the effects of one reaching certain critical ages in their lives. These specific ages are called
yakudoshi, (“years of calamity”) and are believed to be unlucky years where calamity is likely to
befall upon the person. As harmful influences accumulate, it would have adverse effects on
individuals. This is manifested through illnesses or by causing mishaps such as injurious accidents,
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unfavorable crop harvests, and failed business ventures. To prevent such troubling periods of
illnesses and problems, a tayū of Izanagi-ryū is engaged to ameliorate the situation by conducting
rituals that earn protective aid from the gods and get rid of accumulated harmful influences. We
will look at some of these rituals distinct to Izanagi-ryū in the next section.

Kitō (prayer-ritual)
An indispensable part of Izanagi-ryū rituals is kitō, an act of praying that involves the
incantatory singing of the ritual texts of saimon to call upon the presence of the gods to act as
protectors and to aid in the success of the rites. During kitō, it is considered necessary to recite all
the saimon of the gods who would be present at a ritual ceremony. Since each saimon is specific
to a god and many gods are often present for an Izanagi-ryū ritual, it can take the tayū hours to
even days to complete a full set of kitō. The length of time depends on the scale of the ritual festival.
Much emphasis has been placed on a tayū’s ability to conduct kitō for all types of situations. The
versatility of a tayū to attend to any situation with the appropriate kitō prayer-ritual was commonly
attributed to their extensive cache of saimon and their knowledge on how to engage these ritual
texts for specific purposes. The more saimon a tayū knew, the better their ability to summon more
gods to aid them in conducting more efficacious kitō.
Saimon are an important source of information about the cosmology of Izanagi-ryū. They
describe the origins and characteristics of the gods and often present a retelling of the origination
of events and practices.22 As each saimon narrates the legendary exploits of the gods, it also reveals
the characteristics and functions of the gods and explains how ritual tools came to be used in
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William P. Malm wrote briefly about the transformation of saimon from a religious hymm into another form that
relates to magical practices by mountain ascetics (yamabushi) in Japanese Music and Musical Instruments (1st Ed.)
2000, 19. This signals the variable ways religious practitioners engage in the use of saimon and the diverse functions
of saimon.
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Izanagi-ryū rituals. The saimon maps out the interactions among the gods, their connections with
locations in Japan, and their relationships with the human realm. The importance of saimon lies
not just in its explanation of the origins of gods and ritual practices, but also in its descriptions of
ritual methods to mitigate and resolve any negative effects incurred through any unintentional
offending of the gods. Saimon is seen as a source of solutions for unresolved issues and the tayū
would refer to their store of saimon texts for answers should they encounter any problems.23
There are over a hundred versions of saimon, of which Japanese scholars have classified
them into major genres according to their function and type.24 One prominent saimon is the Izanagi
no saimon which explains the origins of how the rituals of Izanagi-ryū were transmitted to Japan.
Another saimon, the Daitokkū saimon narrates the destruction and rebirth of the world. For the
nature gods of the mountains, earth, and water, there are the respective ritual texts of Yama-nokami saimon, Jigami no saimon, and Suijin no saimon. For gods that are commonly venerated in
households such as Onzaki-sama and Ebisu, there are Onzaki no saimon and Ebisu no saimon.
Adding to this list of ritual texts for calling upon the gods are saimon for exorcistic and pacification
purposes such as the Suso saimon that is used to remove curses, and the Tengeshō that is recited
during rituals to cure the sick and unwell. Within saimon, there is also a set of ritual texts called
honji which narrate how ritual tools came to be engaged in rites. Examples of ritual tools used in
the rites of Izanagi-ryū are the bow for augury, the sakaki branch for purification, the shimenawa

A tayū, Muneishi Rikio showed me his collection of ritual texts and explained that he would use them as reference
when he could not understand an issue. He had to resort to this method of verification as there are no master now who
has enough knowledge about Izanagi-ryū rituals for him to consult. This was also why he was eager to request a family
who possessed a large collection of ritual texts to allow him to look at the documents, as it would provide him with
more answers for ritual practices. Fieldnotes, October 2017.
23
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See Takagi, Saito, Umeno, and Komatsu for their detailed analysis of the saimon. The studies by Saito and Umeno
were particularly insightful for understanding various versions of saimon. In their Izanagi-ryū saimon-cho, they
provided explanations of the contexts, summaries of the saimon, and original source texts with annotated
commentaries.
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rope for creating sacred boundaries, and the taiko drum which is an essential tool in the kagura
ritual dance performances. Reciting the saimon through the dedicatory act of kitō serves to please
the gods that were called upon and the recitation of honji works to sacralize the ritual tools that
will be used for the festivals.

Yagitō (household prayer-ritual)

A yagitō conducted by the tayū, Ogasawara Kenji at a client’s home in April 2017.
Family members of the client who live in nearby towns travelled back to the main
house for the ritual.
The tayū were often engaged by individual households to conduct annual rituals known as
yagitō during winter or spring seasons to cleanse the house of negative influences in preparation
for the coming new year. Yagitō is a protective rite for members of the family. Family members
would gather in the main house for the occasion to give thanks to the ancestors and the gods of the
household, thus affirming their affiliation with ancestral spirits and household gods. Part of the
yagitō ritual involves purification of the home vicinity to ensure that any harmful influences
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incurred through the year would be eradicated. By cleansing the house of such ill effects through
yagitō, family members benefit from the renewed protective powers of the gods of the household.
Although the detrimental effects of accumulated negative influences can be alleviated by the rituals
conducted by the tayū, there is no solution to permanently fend it off. New sources of harmful
influences would accumulate as time passes. This made it necessary to engage a tayū to conduct
yagitō on an annual basis to ensure a continued renewal of divine protection and safeguarding
against the hazards of malevolent forces.

Purgation of curses (suso no toriwake, susobarai)
While yagitō serves to cleanse the household of negative influences that were generally
incurred throughout the year, there are situations in which a different set of rituals needed to be
done to purge specific harms, namely those incurred through curses. It should be pointed out here
that there are different meanings attached to the Japanese ideas of curses, and not all pertain to the
deliberate invocation of hexes to inflict harm or punishment. My using the English word, “curse”
as a generic term to categorize this form of ritual practice is problematic. Since semantic limitations
tend to cast curses as a form of witchcraft that engages the use of black magic to cast spells, it
ultimately implies an intentional desire to cause malicious harm to others. It denotes the calculated
use of magical measures to knowingly impair a targeted victim.
Within Izanagi-ryū, ideas of curses are multivalent and denote a complex system of
operation that highlight subtleties in human relationships with each other and with supernatural
presences. 25 The subtleties in differentiation are somewhat expressed through specific terms

For a more discerning discussion of curse beliefs in Japan, refer to Komatsu Kazuhiko’s Noroi to nihonjin (2014).
His dissection of the multiple meanings of curses throughout the history of Japan and their significance in various
socio-political contexts presents a fascinating probe into the Japanese psyche and highlights the deep influence of
curse beliefs on ritual practices and religious behaviors.
25
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attached to different types of curses, such as noroi and suso. Noroi are curses deliberately sent by
other people with malevolent intent or are the results of punitive actions by spirits and gods
displeased with the actions or behavior of the person. When a noroi is set upon a person, there is
an expressed intentionality to bring harm to the targeted individual. Suso, on the other hand, refers
to curses that arose from negative emotional responses such as envy, discontentment, or anger.
This form of curse is characterized by feelings of animosity and is an involuntary product of the
hostile energy incurred from discord and antagonistic situations such as disputes over territories
or soured relations with acquaintances. Suso is a derivative outcome of circumstances and could
be the accumulative result of many factors.

Left: The tayū, Muneishi Rikio preparing the shimenawa for the susobarai ritual.
Right: Muneishi Rikio conducting susobarai at a client’s house in January 2017.
People who believe that they are affected by suso would request a tayū to perform a susono-toriwake, a “purgation of curses” which is alternatively referred to as yomiwake, haraiwake, or
susobarai. During suso-no-toriwake, the tayū performs purification rites to expel the curses and
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rid harmful influences that had accumulated in the household and affecting the family with
misfortune. Augury is also conducted to ascertain the cause of the family’s misfortune, allowing
them to rectify the situation with rituals and offerings. It can take an entire day in which many
saimon and various magical incantations (jumon) are recited. This is done to return the curses and
evil spirits inflicting the curses back to their source of origins. Those that could not be sent back
would be collected into a receptacle called mitegura which is constructed from woven straw and
decorated with paper wand offerings (gohei). The mitegura would be sealed by the tayū in a hidden
venue called the susomori or released downstream into a nearby river in the hopes of casting the
evil influences away to a distant locale.

Byōnin-kitō (healing prayer-ritual)
For more specific rituals pertaining to the treatment of bodily constitutions, there is byōninkitō which is a ritual to rid a sickly patient of negative influences causing or delaying the healing
of the illness. Causes of the illness might come from punitive actions from the gods, curses, or
other unknown forces enacting on the health of the individual. The true nature of and the reason
for the disease can only be determined through the healing prayer-ritual of byōnin-kitō. The process
of byōnin-kitō involves the tayū performing divinatory rites to determine the cause of the illness
and to communicate with the influences inflicting the ailments. After which, the tayū conducts
purificatory rites to return the affliction to its source and thus, rid the patient of the illness. It was
believed that doing so would bring about a speedy recovery for the patient.
When medical facilities were previously non-existent in the remote villages of Monobe,
byōnin-kitō had been an essential healing alternative for the residents. With the paucity of doctors
and difficulties of medical personnel to travel to the villages, the tayū often served as healing
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specialists for the village communities. Their magical therapeutic methods of byōnin-kitō and
herbal knowledge were much sought after by the residents. The predicament of scarce medical
care has now been eased by the establishment of a Western medical center in Ōdochi town and the
building of highway roads which enabled easier access to hospitals in the nearby cities of Kami
and Nankoku. But the status of tayū as a healing specialist still retains a significant influence
among some residents of Monobe, especially in situations where Western medical treatments
prove to be inefficacious. The residents prefer to consult the expertise of the tayū when a patient
suffers from prolonged illness and medical treatments fail to bring about a smooth recovery. The
residents tend to view byōnin-kitō as part of the healing process that is complementary with
Western medical treatments. As such, they are open to engaging a tayū to conduct this ritual to aid
in a speedy recovery even as they continue to undergo treatment at the hospital.

Augury
The variability of an Izanagi-ryū ritual festival is a unique aspect that differentiates it from
other Japanese ritual festivals. A ritual festival of Izanagi-ryū follows a standard structure of
conducting purification rites before the main rites of inviting the gods to the venue and ending it
by sending the gods away, but the ritual procedures would change based on the situation at the
time of the ritual festival. And such changes affect the length of ritual performance. A ritual festival
of Izanagi-ryū usually lasted between three to seven days, the length of which is determined by
the types of rituals conducted, the procedures for conducting these rituals, and most importantly,
the responses of the gods called upon for the festival. The tayū needs to conduct augury at each
stage to ascertain if a rite was successfully completed before moving on to the next segment of the
ritual ceremony. A ritual is regarded as successful only when the gods are satisfied with it.
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To attain the gods’ responses towards the rituals, a tayū uses a few divination methods.
One of the common methods of augury requires a long string of tightly-bound beads called juzu.
In an act called kuji wo hiku (to cast for lots) or kuji wo toru (to take lots), the tayū hold the juzu
between the thumb and forefingers of both hands. Raising the juzu reverently towards the forehead,
the tayū poses a question to the gods before quickly sliding one hand along the string of beads until
the hand stops. The question could pertain to whether the gods had any remaining displeasure, or
if the offerings were satisfactory. After which, the beads before the hand would be counted to
determine if it was an even or odd number of beads. Odd number of beads is an affirmative answer
while an even number presents a negative answer. Should the tayū receive a negative response to
the question, further juzu augury is done to ascertain the cause for the disagreement and to
determine solutions for rectifying the situation. This might involve needing more purification rites
to be performed or providing specific offerings. The use of juzu divination is an intuitive process
that requires the tayū to have a strong instinctive sense to detect the right questions to ask the gods
and to intuit the answers. Asking the right questions means that the solutions can be quickly found.

Muneishi Rikio using juzu beads to conduct divination.
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Another type of augury used by the tayū called fuma-uranai involves rice for divining the
responses of the gods or to gain answers for solving troubles. Before conducting the fuma-uranai,
a purification rite is performed on the rice grains, the oshiki (flat wooden square tray) for holding
the rice grains, and the supplicant to get rid of impurities (kegare).26 After the purification is done,
the tayū will call upon the gods and buddhas with prayers known as kōrikubari, followed by the
recitation of the supplication (monku). As the tayū recites the supplication, he or she will grasp a
handful of rice grains and place it in the middle of the oshiki tray. This is repeated three times until
a small heap of rice grains is formed. Finally, the tayū will take half a handful of rice grains and
slowly release it onto the heap of rice grains. The shape and pattern formed by the rice grains on
the tray are interpreted by the tayū who would then decide on the next step of the rituals.
A third type of augury called yumi-kitō (bow prayer-ritual) is done by using a bow with a
bowstring made from metal. The bow is fixed onto a small wooden box with the bowstring facing
upwards. Reciting incantations, the tayū rhythmically taps the metal bowstring with a thin stick to
draw out the proclamations of the gods. The yumi-kitō is usually conducted for an ill person to
search out the source of the ailment. In Monobe, yumi-kitō is further classified into azusa and kinen,
the difference between the two lies in their end functions. Azusa is done to directly driving out
spirits and other harmful influences causing the ill health of a client. The sacrality of the bow is
seen as being powerful enough to function as a healing tool. 27 Kinen, on the other hand, is a
lengthier process that can take two to three days of prayer-rituals and ritual incantations. For this
ritual, the bow functions as a communicative device to draw out the words of the gods for the
clients. This form of augury is now no longer known among Izanagi-ryū practitioners and the
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The rice is usually contained inside a masu, a squared shaped wooden container that is used as a measuring cup

.
27

Izanagi-ryū saimon-cho, 118-124.
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remaining source of information about it lies in the ritual texts of some tayū and photographic
recordings made by Japanese ethnographers.
While attending three separate ritual festivals in Monobe, I was informed by the residents
that a tayū is often preferred over other ritual specialists such as a Shinto priest. Unlike the tayū of
Izanagi-ryū, Shinto priests are unable to conduct ceremonies pertaining to ancestral spirits and for
beings that fall outside the pantheon of Shinto deities.28 This limits the types of rituals that a Shinto
priest could conduct in place of the tayū. Furthermore, a Shinto priest does not conduct divination
and provides no insight for problems at hand.29 Shinto rituals conducted for the gods are a oneway process where offerings and dedicatory prayers are made to the gods, but interactive responses
and prognostications are not expected. The tayū of Izanagi-ryū, on the other hand, would use their
juzu beads to conduct divination. The residents preferred having a tayū conduct ceremonial rites
as answers for issues troubling them could be obtained through such divinatory methods. This also
strengthens the sense of personal affiliation as extended years of interactions and sharing of
personal concerns with the tayū established close relational ties. However, the diminishing
numbers of Izanagi-ryū practitioners meant that the death of a resident tayū within the community
easily resulted in a vacuum of Izanagi-ryū specialists to continue the practices. Some communities
resorted to engaging a Shinto priest instead to continue some of their annual ritual festivals. When
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This point was highlighted to me by a tayū, Ohara Daitaro at the Spring Festival at Komatsu Shrine. The festival
was conducted in tandem with a Shinto priest who took charge of the rites for the tutelary deity of Komatsu Shrine
while Daitaro-san was responsible for conducting rituals for the gods and spirits of the mountains and rivers in the
region. Part of the rituals he conducted included distributing offerings to entities that are not venerated at the shrine.
He stood at the door entrance of Komatsu Shrine and threw rice grains into the air for the entities. Daitaro-san
explained that Shinto priests cannot create hotoke, a form of deification of the dead, and do not provide offerings for
the beings he referred to as “soto no mono” or “things of the outgroup.” Fieldnotes, private conversation with Daitarosan, 3 January 2017.
29

Fieldnotes, private conversations with Monobe residents, November 2016-September 2017.
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a resident needs guidance for troubling situations, they seek the aid of a fortune-teller (uranai-san)
to obtain answers and hopefully, get advice on possible solutions.

The basic structure of Izanagi-ryū rituals
When a village community or a family decided that it was time to hold a ritual for the gods,
they engaged a tayū to conduct the rites. Depending on the tayū, the structure of rituals is arranged
based on the conditions of the ritual venue and sometimes modified to fit the requests of the clients.
A ritual of Izanagi-ryū usually consists of multiple stages of expurgation and purification rites. It
is made up of three main processes, starting with the expurgation rite of tori-wake, followed by a
formal rite of hon-matsuri, and ending with a pacification rite of sadame.
Tori-wake, which is also alternatively known as yomi-wake, is a preparatory step for
readying the ritual venue by getting rid of any harmful powers from the interior of the house where
the ritual is held and the surrounding area. It is considered a pertinent first step for all Izanagi-ryū
rituals as it expunges the ritual arena of all negative influences that would affect the overall success
of the rites. It is a lengthy process that can take up to a day or even a week to complete as the tayū
recites numerous saimon to call upon the protective aid of various gods and spirits to expel all the
evil spirits, curses, and other hostile forces back to their places of origin. It is possible to conduct
the tori-wake a few days before the main ritual ceremonies are to take place if an augury had
divined it to be more auspicious to do so during a certain time period. But the common practice
now is to conduct it the day before the main events. Such a preference is likely to be in the interest
of time and convenience.
For the expurgation ritual of tori-wake, ritual altars called hō-no-makura and mitegura are
prepared. The artistry of their meticulously constructed structures masks the potent functions of
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these altars as repositories for formidable and potentially harmful powers. The hō-no-makura
serves as the seat for which the gods and spirits called upon for the rituals reside in. It is constructed
by filling a large cylindrical container such as an open-mouthed jar or bucket with rice grains and
then inserting the gohei of gods such as the Yama-no-kami, Suijin, attendant gods, animal spirits,
and Kōjin into the rice grains. A mitegura is created to act as a purification receptacle for gathering
remaining harmful influences that cannot be expelled. It performs exorcistic functions as it gathers
and seals evil spirits and curses within it.
There are two types of mitegura, the single-layer structure that is used for usual ritual
ceremonies and the more complex three-tiered structure that is used for large-scale ritual festivals.
To make the single-tiered mitegura, a bundle of dried hemp stalks is first tied together with hemp
rope to form a tight circular wreath. Five gohei are inserted into several sections on this hemp
wreath with the gohei pertaining to the god Daiba taking center place. Across the center of the
mitegura, a piece of paper with its edges cut into a round floral shape is laid on it to form a shallow
dish for holding rice grains. The three-tiered mitegura is more elaborate as it is assembled from
three hemp wreaths which are vertically layered above each other. Long bamboo stalks inserted
through each hemp wreath are used to raise and secure the hemp wreaths in place. Multiple gohei
are placed into each layer of hemp wreath, resulting in an ornate column teeming with fluttering
pieces of carefully crafted paper.
Both the mitegura and hō-no-makura are dissembled at the end of the tori-wake and
disposed of. After the evil spirits and curses have been gathered in the mitegura, the tayū would
then seal their powers by burying the mitegura in a designated area that is not commonly set foot
upon by other people. Another method of banishing the evil forces is to cast the mitegura into the
river and let it flow downstream. To prevent the evil influences from returning after the mitegura
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was released into the river, the tayū would gesture hand signs (kuji wo kiru) to cut all ties to the
mitegura and to set up a sacred barrier to bar the trapped negative forces from attaching to them.
The influences are traced to be from Onmyōdō or Buddhist Mikkyō practices. In a large-scale
ritual festival, the tayū who has conducted the tori-wake will not conduct subsequent rites even
though he or she will continue to participate in the event. Instead, another tayū takes charge of the
second stage of the rituals. This division of responsibilities is more for practical reasons than
concern over the possible contaminated state of the tayū who had conducted the tori-wake. The
length of time and amount of exertion needed to conduct the tori-wake would take a toll on the
tayū, making it more practical for a division of labor.

Left: A disciple looked on as the tayū, Ogasawara Kenji dismantled the mitegura
which was later rolled up in white paper and secured with a rope of shimenawa.
Right: Hand seals were made over the bound mitegura to seal the evil influences
attached to it. The mitegura was then brought to a nearby river to be cast away.

After the tori-wake is completed and the ritual venue is deemed secured from harmful
forces, the formal ritual known as hon-matsuri is conducted. The hon-matsuri comprises of three
parts, the purification rite of yu-kagura, the ceremonial ritual of rei-kagura, and the formal ritual
of hon-kagura. Yu-kagura is part of the divinatory practices within Izanagi-ryū and is conducted
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to divine the overall success of the festival as well as to ascertain if the gods are agreeable to
proceed with the next segment of the festival. For this divinatory ritual, soy beans or rice grains
are boiled inside a pot of water. Once the grains are gathered in the center of the pot through the
bubbling motion of the heated water, the tayū proceed to scrutinize the grains. The tayū read the
patterns formed by the grains and examine the cracks formed on the grains by the heat to decipher
the conveyed message.
When a positive message is divined, indicating that the gods consent to proceeding with
the next part of the ritual ceremony, rei-kagura is performed. This serves as the opening part of
the festival to welcome the gods and to empower the ritual tools that would be used for the rituals
by presenting them to the gods for viewing. During the segment of rei-kagura, the tayū conduct
korikubari, a form of invocation prayer, to recite the names of the gods to invite them to the ritual
venue and performs dance-rituals called mai-kagura to create a sacred space for the rituals to take
place. Korikubari prayers are often recited at the start of rituals where a lengthy list of god names
is muttered rapidly to summon them to the rituals. It is not uncommon for this process to take at
least a day to complete. The korikubari is sometimes regarded as the tayū having the power to call
upon and gather the myriad gods and spirits. The kinen (litany, supplication) easily demonstrates
the line-up of gods that the tayū interact with. During rei-kagura, the tayū also sing the honji ritual
texts that narrate the origins of ritual implements such as the drum (taiko), bow (yumi), sakaki tree
branches, hemp rope for securing sacred space (shimenawa), and woven bamboo headgear (kasa).
This is done to sacralize and to infuse the ritual implements with magical powers, enabling their
use in subsequent ritual performances.
The hon-kagura is the core of the festival where the tayū engages in the prayer-ritual of
kitō to recite the saimon of each of the principal gods of the festival. Mai-kagura related to
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particular gods are also performed during this segment. More details of mai-kagura will be given
in the later half of this chapter. It is believed that by pleasing the gods through prayer-rituals (kitō)
and dance-rituals (mai-kagura), they would grant wishes for the longevity, safety, and prosperity
for the household. Considering that it usually takes about two hours to complete a full set of kitō
and mai-kagura for each god, it is possible for the entire process to take days to complete if all the
gods are venerated. The final process of the entire ritual festival is the pacification ritual of sadame.
The tayū use hand seals (inkan) and perform ceremonial dance steps (henpai) to seal the Kōjin,
gods believed to cause obstructions and disturbances.30
With the completion of the sadame, the ritual festival concludes with a celebratory banquet
known as naorai. The naorai is considered part of the ritual festival where participants and visitors
come together to partake in the food offerings that were presented to the gods, such as the mochi
rice cakes and sake, and to enjoy the lavish meal in a symbolic act of feasting with the gods. The
mochi and the sake are always served first and consumed before the feasting commences. Intimate
connections with the divine powers are believed to be nourished through these acts of feasting with
the gods. The intentional transition from the heightened energy of ritual ceremonies to the
gastronomic satisfaction of naorai banquets serves to ease the formality of ritual festivals and
draws the participants into a state of increased awareness of their connections with the gods.
The naorai is also an important venue for shared participation and communication among
the residents. It is during this communal sharing of food and the mutual exchanges of sake-drinking

30

This is a form of ritual dance where a pattern of steps based on star constellations and signifies the heavens is
performed. The origin is said to come from Chinese mythological figure of Yu who had stopped the Great Floods
from causing further damage in ancient China. He walked with a limp, and this led to the “Steps of Yu” 禹歩 (jpn.
uho chi. yu bu) which is developed into later Daoist practice of gang bu 罡步. Stepping these steps would actualize
the heavenly realm in this human realm. It is believed that performing these magical steps have protective properties,
allowing the performer to gain supernatural powers of avoiding evil and alleviating calamities. It also has the function
of blocking evil spirits or injunct the presence of powerful spirits.
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where relationships among residents are renewed and information are transmitted. One becomes
part of the household when one shares the same food.31 Simply than just a private gathering to
celebrate the successful end of another festival, or to break out of the triviality of daily life, the
naorai feasts embody a set of meanings and rules that are both a break from the formality of ritual
ceremonies and yet, still a continuation of ritual conventions. The naorai feasts present
opportunities for the residents to present questions of a more private matter to the tayū and to learn
more about the ritual procedures while they relish in the foods and offer each other sake.

Left: A typical dish of sawachi-ryōri served with a smaller dish of pickled bamboo
shoot sushi, another Kōchi cuisine that is common in the mountainside villages.
Right: Lunch refreshments of somen noodles in light broth, azuki red bean rice,
country-style sushi (inaka-sushi) with a slice of braised tofu and hot tea provided
for visitors to the Nichigetsu Festival of 2016.

In terms of the types of food served at naorai, the sawachi-ryōri is a frequent staple at most
large feasts in Kōchi. This is a large dish meticulously arranged with an assortment of sushi,
31

At the start of my fieldwork in Monobe, I had initially held back from consuming the foods as I viewed myself as
an unannounced outsider who intruded into private events. This was until the residents informed me about the
significance of eating the mochi and sake served at the ritual festivals. They explained that consuming the food and
drinks offered to me serves as acknowledgement of the hospitality of the hosts. More importantly, it serves to unite
me with the community or household organizing the ritual festival. After attending several of such events and
partaking in the feasts, I had come from seeing myself as an intruder sponging on the warm hospitality of the residents
to learning about the importance of participating in the same food consumption as a way to break down cultural
barriers and ease into conversations with the residents.
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sashimi, shellfish, and small appetizers, and is a mainstay of Kōchi cuisine for celebratory events.
The expenses that amount to providing these foods are costly and sometimes affect the scale of a
ritual festival. It is expensive to prepare the feasts and it requires much help from the residents.
Usually, wives of the organizers or residents well-known for their cooking skills are engaged to
prepare the feasts. The better the quality and quantity of the food are, the more it signifies that
there are many residents and helpers supporting this event.
The exhibitionist quality of lavish spreads of delicately prepared food underpins the role
of naorai as an outward expression of community status and the level of support from donors. But
there is more to be gleaned about the social functions of naorai. The willingness of the community
to prepare types of food and drinks prepared to accommodate preferences forms an illuminating
subtext about the residents’ reception towards the ritualist conducting the ceremonies. It is
considered protocol for the organizer of the ritual festival, mainly the village headman or the head
of the household, to serve liquor to the presiding ritualist. One village ritual festival I attended had
large bottles of sake and shochu brought to the table and copious amounts of sake was served to
the ritualist who was well-known for his fondness for the drink. The liberal servings of sake were
meant to inundate the ritualist with liquor until he was satiated enough to leave early. A spring
festival that I attended at another village had the same ritualist presiding the rites. There was a
small attendance of five elderly residents. They no longer expected visitors to attend their
celebrations and thus, scaled down their celebratory feast to modest bento box lunches instead for
an efficient and affordable meal. Only a large bottle of sake was prepared and served in a small
sake carafe to be rationed out to the ritualist during the naorai. The residents were well-aware of
the ritualist’s preferences for sake but were also well-acquainted with his penchant for overstaying
his time to get his fill of his favorite beverage. To deter him from staying too long which prevents
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them from returning home, they sought to limit his drinking spree by budgeting the sake in a small
carafe and delayed refilling his emptied cup. This seemingly parsimonious approach was a
different tactic from the unstinting servings given at the village ritual festival, but both served the
intended purpose of prompting the ritualist to leave earlier. The naorai serves as a way of
illustrating the relationship of the ritualists with the local communities.
Not all naorai took place within the direct vicinity of the ritual performance such as a
shrine. The usual practice is for the participants to proceed to a person’s house for the banquet or
to retreat to a side-building of the shrine. There are no direct clean breaks in time to indicate when
the banquet starts or end. Instead, it lasts till people are sated with food and sake. It is informal and
people come and leave as they like. There are people who overstay their time and the time to leave
is hinted when the women started tidying the tables.

The kagura of Izanagi-ryū
The tayū depends on the assistance and protection of numerous gods for the successful
completion of rituals. To secure the aid of the gods, the tayū performs the ritual dances of Izanagiryū kagura to entertain them and to enjoin on their presence. Unruly or disgruntled gods with the
potential to disrupt the success of ceremonies constitute a potential source of problem that the tayū
are unwilling to risk. As such, their performances of Izanagi-ryū kagura are also intended to placate
such gods and temper their powers. The kagura of Izanagi-ryū is closely tied to its ritual festivals
and is performed throughout many segments of the rites. It is a ritual performance involving
incantatory singing of ritual texts, dances, and percussion music that serves multiple functions of
purifying ritual venues, empowering ritual tools for use in the rites, inviting the gods to the
ceremonies, and placating unruly gods. The historical origins of Izanagi-ryū kagura are often
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attributed to the Heike clan. Local myths and speculations claimed that the Heike clan brought
court culture from the imperial center and introduced new forms of ritual practices to Shikoku
when they escaped to the island after their defeat in the Genpei War. This included their knowledge
of court kagura.
Izanagi-ryū kagura is considered an interval step between rituals, rather than performed at
the start or end of the ritual festival as an opening or closing ceremonial rite. As mentioned in the
earlier section of this chapter, the basic structure of Izanagi-ryū rituals comprises of three main
processes: the expurgation rite of tori-wake, the formal rite of hon-matsuri, and the pacification
rite of sadame. The second stage of Izanagi-ryū rituals, which is hon-matsuri, has three parts. The
first part is the purification rite of yu-kagura to cleanse the ritual arena. This is followed by the
ceremonial ritual of rei-kagura to empower the ritual tools that will be used in subsequent rites,
and then, the formal ritual of hon-kagura to call upon and to welcome the gods. Izanagi-ryū kagura
is performed during yu-kagura, rei-kagura and hon-kagura.
Izanagi-ryū kagura consists of both kitō prayer-rituals and dance-ritual components called
mai-kagura or “dance entertainment for the gods.” The number of tayū performing consists of a
minimum of three persons, with twelve persons being the formal convention. During a typical
performance of Izanagi-ryū kagura, the group of tayū sit in a circular formation in front of the
ritual altar. The altar is positioned in the east, a direction that is regarded as the center position.
Holding a ritual tool in their hands, usually a meter-long gohei called kagura-hei, the tayū sway
gently from side to side while intoning the kitō associated with the segment of the ritual. The voices
of the tayū carry on for lengthy periods until an almost trance-like state is achieved, and at the
designated juncture of the kitō, they abruptly rise to their feet to perform the mai-kagura. Each
mai-kagura involves repeating the same circular dance steps in a clockwise direction and in the
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cardinal directions of east, north, west, south, and center as the tayū hold the ritual tools high for
all to see. This is done to present the ritual tools to the gods. After the presentation of the ritual
tools, the tayū perform actions specific to each item such as jumping over the ritual tools, footstamping, doing sweeping or slashing motions while continuing the circular dance steps in all the
cardinal directions. Such actions are intended to effectuate the power of the ritual tools and to
invest the ritual venue with divine potency. A common saying stated that the mai-kagura of
Izanagi-ryū should be performed within the space of half a tatami mat. 32 Although no specific
explanations were given for this saying, such a choreographic decision was likely determined by
considerations over venue circumstances, since the ritual festivals of Izanagi-ryū were often held
inside the house of a resident. In view of the spatial constraints of a traditional Japanese house and
the many people required to perform the kagura, it made practical sense to design the dance steps
such that the mai-kagura can be performed within a reasonable space limit inside the house.
For Izanagi-ryū kagura, it is necessary to have both kitō and mai-kagura to empower a
kagura performance with ceremonial significance33 The gods cannot be called upon and will not
be present if the kitō is not performed, thus invalidating the liturgical purpose of mai-kagura.34

Izanagiryū gokitō kagura: Hozon denshō no shiori, foreword, and Izanagiryū: Tosa, Monobe-son, “Izanagiryū maikagura,” 6. This saying was also repeated to me by Handa Kotomi, a senior member of the Izanagi-ryū Kagura
Preservation Society. Based on the dimensions of the kyōma tatami, a half-tatami mat measure about 0.955 meters by
0.955 meters, making it roughly 0.90 square meters in dimension.
32

The foreword by Takagi Keio in Izanagiryū gokitō kagura: Hozon denshō no shiori specifically stated that maikagura cannot be performed if kitō is not recited.
33

The lack of kitō prayers during mai-kagura is what determined the kagura performed by the Izanagi-ryū Kagura
Preservation Society to be a performative entertainment with no ritual capacity. There are other contributing factors
which also undermine the ritual efficacy of the kagura performances by the Preservation Society, such as the occasions
and venues of performance, the performers being not Izanagi-ryū practitioners, and the deliberate decision to use ritual
implements that are purely decorative in function. But the lack of kitō prayers is the main factor that differentiates the
kagura performed during an Izanagi-ryū ritual festival and one performed by the Preservation Society at a public event.
The members of the Preservation Society are fully aware of the performative nature of their kagura and see their
activities as mainly efforts to continue the traditions of their locale and to enable wider public understandings of
34
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But it is difficult for a tayū to perform mai-kagura while simultaneously incanting the lengthy kitō
prayers. This led to a division of tasks where one tayū will do the kitō as another tayū performs the
mai-kagura. A typical Izanagi-ryū kagura performance requires a minimum of three tayū, one to
hit the taiko drum, one to intone the kitō and one to perform the mai-kagura. This division of tasks
made it common for some tayū to specialize in mai-kagura while most were well-versed in kitō
incantations. A formal grand festival (taisai) would require a group of twelve tayū to perform the
kagura. When there were insufficient tayū to take on the tasks of mai-kagura, it was common to
draw upon the help of family members of the ritual festival organizers and other residents in the
community to participate in the performance of the mai-kagura or to take charge of the beating of
the taiko drums. It was usually during such informal arrangements that residents became familiar
with Izanagi-ryū rituals and the tayū were able to interest them into becoming their disciples.35

Kagura and kitō
Izanagi-ryū kagura consists of both kitō prayer-rituals and mai-kagura dance-rituals.
Without kitō to invoke the names and presence of the gods, Izanagi-ryū kagura is regarded as
having no ritual efficacy. Without mai-kagura to mitigate the taut transition between kitō rituals,
a deeper state of connection between the participants and the gods cannot be achieved. Komatsu
Toyonori, a tayū who was a prominent figure in providing detailed written descriptions of Izanagiryū rituals for submission to the National Intangible Folk Cultural Heritage committee, explained

Izanagi-ryū. Further explanations about the purpose and activities of the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society are
given in Chapter 3.
It is often the case that regular encounters with festivals and witnessing the knowledge and capabilities of the tayū
cultivated residents’ interest in becoming a tayū. The tayū used festivals as venues to demonstrate their skills and
legitimize their position as true successors of Izanagi-ryū. This allowed them to appeal to clients or recruit potential
disciples. More explanations are given in Chapter 4.
35
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the relationship between rituals and kagura as an interconnected system that parallels the yin and
yang balancing of the operations of this world.36 Using the terms of omote and ura to express the
duo aspects of rituals, Toyonori-san posited the setting of the ritual altar and performance stage
followed by kitō prayers to invoke the gods to the ceremonies as the surface (omote) of the ritual
festival. The mai-kagura that is performed afterwards to connect the gods, tayū performers, and
ujiko clan members in a shared experience of enjoyment is the ura undersurface or inner part of
the ritual festival.
Toyonori-san stated that if a ritual festival consists only of ceremonial somberness without
some lighthearted entertainment to ease the gravity, it is considered not a ritual festival but a Shinto
ceremony.37 Ceremonies conducted by Shinto priests have a sobriety that delve too much into
formality, which creates a sense of distance and detachment between the gods and participants.
This is where mai-kagura holds the pertinent role of breaking the formality and easing the staid
environment incurred by extended periods of ceremonial rites. The success of a ritual festival
depends on the sense of cohesiveness obtained through communal involvement in the ritual festival,
which is achieved through shared enjoyment of the mai-kagura. When the audience laugh in mirth
at the mai-kagura, the gods are said to be laughing along with them.38 Much like how the Kojiki
narrative records laughter of the myriad gods to be a device to arouse the curiosity of the sun
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Komatsu Toyonori. Izanagiryū gokitō kagura, 1988, 32.

37

When I attended some of the Shinto rituals held in Monobe, the participants were mainly sitting with a certain sense
of boredom as the Shinto priest conducted the one-hour long ceremony. They engage in occasional small talk to while
the time but kept their voices low to avoid interrupting the priest’s prayer intonations. There was little movement
among the participants, except for the occasional shifting of feet to ease the numbness incurred from the kneeling on
the tatami mat.
Audience reaction reflecting the gods’ sentiments towards the kagura performance is an idea that the senior members
of the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society told me. In my first public performance of the mai-kagura, I was
worried about making mistakes since I only had four practice sessions. But three of the senior members assured me
that laughter induced by any mistakes made is an indication that the gods were entertained instead.
38
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goddess and subsequently lure her out of the cave retreat to revive the world with her heavenly
light, ritual laughter is seen as a necessary device to propitiate the anger of the gods or to increase
their vitality.39 Toyonori-san saw both the heavy decorum of rituals and the levity of mai-kagura
as necessary for creating bonds between the gods and the participants.
The explanations given by Toyonori-san emphasize the complementary relationship
between the rituals and kagura of Izanagi-ryū, casting both elements as necessary to ensure the
overall success of the ceremonial rites. Despite Toyonori-san’s attempts to elevate the importance
of Izanagi-ryū kagura, some tayū considered kagura distinct from kitō even though both are part
of the ritual repertoire of Izanagi-ryū. A rift exists despite the symbiotic relationship between the
kagura and kitō rituals. To help us further understand the differences between the functions of
kagura and kitō, Umeno Mitsuoki pointed out in his study of Izanagi-ryū kagura that kagura is
performed only during grand ceremonies (taisai). 40 Since the grand ceremonies are held
infrequently once every few years or even once every few decades, it marks kagura as an infrequent
occurrence, unlike kitō, which is commonly conducted.41 From Umeno’s observations, kitō and
kagura hold fundamental differences in the content and the performance of ritual chanting. Kitō is
uttered with a fast-paced tempo and under the breath to the degree that it cannot be easily heard by
the audience. While kagura has kitō prayers as part of its ritual performance, it involves loud,
rhythmic chanting and singing to bring joy to the gods. Kitō can be performed by one person
though there are situations in which it is performed by two or three persons. Kagura requires the
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Matsumura, 91-98.

Umeno uses the term, “inori” to denote ritual prayers in his chapter, but he clarified that inori is another way of
referring to kitō. I retain kitō here to ensure consistency and to minimize confusion. (Umeno Mitsuoki. “Izanagi-ryū
kagura kō: kome to bakkai wo chūshin ni.” In Kagura to saimon no chūsei: henyō suru shinko no katachi. 257).
40
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Ibid., 257-83.
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assemblage of several tayū with one tayū leading the singing of the prayers as the rest harmonize
their dance-ritual performances with the singing. Kitō can be performed anywhere but the venue
in which kagura takes place requires the setting up of a sacred space that is created by stretching
shimenawa rope in the four directions to create a square sacred boundary. The observations of
Umeno seem to indicate that the occasions and format of performance determine the ritualistic
importance of kagura and kitō. Kagura is only requisite for periodic grand ceremonies, which
conversely indicates that it is not a crucial element in Izanagi-ryū rituals such that it must be
performed for every rite.
The dismissive attitude of some tayū towards kagura seems to stem from the effects of
preservation efforts to maintain intangible folk cultural properties. As part of the preservation
efforts and concerted promotional strategies of prefectural and city governments to promote their
regions, public performances of kagura became a regular occurrence, rather than a ceremonial
performance dedicated to specific ritual occasions. An example is the annual Kōchi Castle Festival
which gathers kagura and other local traditional performing arts of the prefecture for an evening
of showcase. Kagura come in many forms in various parts of Japan but the immediate impression
of this broadly defined traditional Japanese ritual performance is that of a folk performing art,
where performers weld ritual tools like gohei, bells, swords, bows, or spears as they dance to the
rhythmic beats of musical instruments such as taiko drums, flutes, and other percussion
instruments. The venues of performance vary from within homes to inside shrine halls but kagura
is now commonly performed on theatre stages and community halls as folk performing art. It is
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likely this current association of kagura with performing art that some tayū dismiss Izanagi-ryū
kagura as a theatrical act of dance entertainment instead of a ritual practice.42

Types of kagura in Izanagi-ryū
Throughout the long history of kagura in Japan, many genres of kagura developed as a
result of myriad influences from the religious traditions of Shinto, Buddhism, and Shugendo, and
from other performing arts of folk music, dances, and theater. As kagura became popularized and
spread to villages, it blended with folk traditions and became part of local folk worship practices.
Many kagura schools absorbed local folklores and included the enactment of folklores in their
repertoire of dances. Izanagi-ryū kagura underwent the same process of accretion,
metamorphosizing a variety of ritual-dances that correlated with the profusion of gods assembled
for the ritual ceremonies of Izanagi-ryū. Many of these ritual-dances are now unidentifiable and
hints of the variety can only be detected through historical records in travel journals and through
ethnographic observations of similar traits in kagura performed in other parts of Kochi
prefecture.43
While the exact number of genres of kagura in Izanagi-ryū remains unclear, Japanese
scholars in collaboration with the tayū undertook an early attempt to create a coherent record of
Izanagi-ryū kagura. This resulted in the publication of a 1988 guidebook, Izanagiryū gokitō
kagura: Hozon denshō no shiori. This guidebook is a compilation of some of the known kagura of
Izanagi-ryū and contains short descriptions as well as step-by-step instructions with photographic
The differentiation between kitō prayer-rituals and mai-kagura dance rituals post problems when the Izanagi-ryū
Kagura Preservation Society is cast as representative of Izanagi-ryū even though majority of the members are not tayū
and no kitō is taught during the bi-monthly practice sessions. More about this imbalance is explained in Chapter 3.
42
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Japanese scholars such as Abe Yasuro and Saito Hideki have been studying commonalities in kagura from different
regions of Japan to analyze continuities since medieval Japan and to uncover linkages among various regions.
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guides for the dance steps. A later booklet publication by the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation
Society titled Izanagiryū: Tosa, Monobe-son provides detailed descriptions of the dance routine
of ten known types of Izanagi-ryū kagura. Information about the kagura was gathered from
members of the Preservation Society who had undergone training with tayū. These kagura are
broadly identified by their functions, namely empowering ritual tools and purifying the ritual
venue during the ceremonial rite of rei-kagura and calling upon the gods during the formal ritual
of hon-kagura. We will look at these ten types of kagura in this section.
When a ritual festival is conducted, the decision to perform which set of kagura during a
certain segment of the ceremonial rites is dependent on various factors. Such factors could be
insights gained from divination, the preference of the presiding tayū, the length of time dedicated
to the ceremonial rites, and the availability of people to perform the kagura. Although there is no
fixed standard with regards to the sequence and types of kagura to be performed, Izanagiryū gokitō
kagura guidebook specified that the first kagura to be performed during rei-kagura will always be
the Reigi-no-mai or “dance of ceremony.” During Reigi-no-mai, the tayū display their prized ritual
implements to the gods and to the clan members (ujiko). The ritual objects commonly favored by
the tayū are the sounding staff (shakujō) and a white fan (ōgi). As such, the Reigi-no-mai comprises
of two types of kagura, the Shakujō-ōgi-no-mai and the Inkan-no-mai. In Shakujō-ōgi-no-mai, the
tayū perform with a shakujō and a white fan. Before the commencement of the kagura, the tayū
kneel in front of the altar with the shakujō and fan placed in front of them. They place their palms
together in front of their chests, clap twice and bow once before picking up the shakujō with their
left hand and the white fan with their right hand. After which, they rise to their feet to proceed with
the circular dance steps in all the five cardinal directions of east, north, west, south, and center. A
prayer of reverence is made to Izanagi-sama and Tenchūhimemiya as the tayū gently shake the
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shakujō and make sweeping gestures with their fans, letting the ringing sounds of the shakujō bells
fill the ritual venue.
The completion of the Shakujō-ōgi-no-mai is usually followed by the Inkan-no-mai where
the tayū display hand seals (inkan) to the gods. Traditionally, the hand seals of the tayū are not
meant to be shown to the people at the festival. With their hands hidden by the long sleeves of
their clothing, the tayū use quick hand motions to make a sequence of hand signs as they perform
the circular dance steps. But a simplified version of hand seal is now used by the Izanagi-ryū
Kagura Preservation Society when they perform the Inkan-no-mai. To form the hand seal, the
index and middle fingers of the right hand are extended, and the other fingers are curled into the
palm. The thumb is placed over the other fingers. The kagura performers hold their right hands to
their brows and keep their left hands placed on the hips as they repeat the circular dance steps. The
Shakujō-ōgi-no-mai and the Inkan-no-mai work to empower the ritual tools as well as to purify
and secure the ritual venue.
Aruji matsuri is another kagura that is performed during rei-kagura. It is done to pray for
the successful completion of rituals and is performed using shallow wooden square trays called
hegi. A tayū stands at the side with a gohei and a tray of rice grains. He or she will not be
performing the dance steps but is responsible for placing handfuls of the rice grains onto the hegi
held by the other tayū at intervals. The tayū starts the kagura by performing the same basic steps
in the five cardinal directions while holding two hegi, which have been placed on top of each other,
with both hands at eye-level. As they perform the circular dance steps, the tayū sweep the hegi in
a half circle to the right, followed by a half circle to the left and finally another half circle to the
right before returning to face the front. The tayū then take a step back on their right foot. As they
gently bend their knees and lean back onto their right foot, the tayū bring the hegi in with both
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hands towards their chests in a smooth continuous motion. After which, the tayū move their right
foot forward to place it beside their left foot. As they do so, they extend their hands out to push the
hegi towards the front. This action is repeated twice before they sweep the hegi once more towards
the back on the right side, followed by another sweep toward the back on the left side.
After two rounds of this sequence, the tayū receive the rice grains with their hegi. While
receiving the rice grains, the tayū recite a short supplicatory prayer to the gods and buddhas for
their blessings. After collecting a handful of rice grains, the tayū repeat the same sweeping motions
of three half-circle turns to the right, left, and right again, making sure not to drop the hegi boards
or spill the rice grains. Once they have completed the sweeping motions, they proceeded with the
same movement of bringing the hegi in towards their chests, with the additional action of tossing
the rice grains out towards the front when they push the hegi out towards the front. This sequence
of kagura is repeated twelve times. Once completed, the tayū separate the two overlapping hegi
and hold a hegi with each hand. As they receive the rice grains on the hegi, they recite a short
supplicatory prayer to the gods and buddhas. This is followed by the repeated motions of halfcircle turns to the right, left, and right. The tayū then raise their left hand to lift the hegi. And with
a single-leg hop on their right leg, they deftly turn the hegi in their left hand downwards to scatter
the rice grains towards the floor and stamp their left foot down onto the ground. This action of
hopping, stamping the foot, and turning the hegi downwards to scatter the rice grains is repeated
on their right side.
The scattering of the rice grains is done as a form of offering to the demonic beings in the
surrounding areas. As their demonic existence excludes them from being venerated during the
festival, the beings are unable to partake in the offerings given to the gods. Instead, a separate
offering is provided to persuade these beings not to disrupt the festival and to return peacefully to
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their own abodes. This special provision of offerings to demonic entities is considered a typical
method of Izanagi-ryū that is different from Shinto rituals.44 Purification rites can temporarily cast
out potential evil influences from the ritual arena, but it is also the practice in Izanagi-ryū to provide
offerings to these evil presences to prevent any disgruntled spirits from affecting the full success
of the festival. This kagura is completed after another four rounds of offering the grains and
circular dance steps with the hegi in the five cardinal directions.
For the formal ritual of hon-kagura, several types of Izanagi-ryū kagura exist which are
performed for specific gods to request their presence at the ritual festival. The Ōgi-no-mai is
performed for Onzaki-sama.45 The tayū start the kagura by holding a closed white fan with both
hands above the eye-level. As they proceed with the circular dance steps, they swing the fan in
tandem with their steps. The next five segments of this kagura repeats the same dance steps but
with the fan open and held in different ways. In the final segment of the kagura, the tayū hold the
open fans in their right hands. They then take a step backwards to lean onto their right leg. Keeping
their left leg extended forward, the tayū wave their left hand and fans in an inter-crossing motion
above their heads. They repeat this waving motion twice before bringing their right leg forward to
return to a half-standing position with their feet placed next to each other. The same motion of
waving and intersecting the fan with the left hand is done twice.
The Tasuki-no-mai is a kagura that is primarily performed during ritual festivals for
Onzaki-sama and Ten-no-kami, and during the Nichigetsu Festival. A long band of red and white
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The same ritual of scattering rice grains was done during the Autumn Festival of Komatsu Shrine. No kagura was
performed then. The tayū only walked to the door entrance of the shrine and threw handfuls of rice grains out of the
doorway as he muttered some prayers. When asked about the purpose of this act, the tayū informed me that the offering
of rice grains was intended for the beings of the surrounding mountains and rivers who are not part of the shrine.
Fieldnotes, Spring Festival at Komatsu Shrine, 3 January 2017.
45

This kagura is also called Hachiman-no-mai and is performed to receive Hachiman. Since Onzaki-sama is closely
associated with Hachiman, this kagura is also performed at the ritual festivals for Onzaki-sama.
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cloth called the tasuki is held stretched out with both hands at the start of the kagura. After two
rounds of performing the circular dance steps while swinging the tasuki in three half-circle turns
to the right, left, and right, the tayū deftly tie the tasuki into a shoelace knot with wide loops as
they twirl through the dance steps. The knotted tasuki is later used to secure the sleeves of the tayū
in preparation for other kagura such as the Hegi-no-mai, an acrobatic kagura that requires the tayū
to interweave the continuous motions of doing forward and backward rolls while balancing a hegi
tray on each palm. The somersault motions are accompanied by the taiko performer’s twirling a
drum stick above the head and doing backward rolls in tandem with the kagura performers’ actions.
The dramatic nature of this kagura is intended to entertain the ujiko clan members and bring
merriment to the occasion. Other than Hegi-no-mai, the Tachi-no-mai is another physically
demanding kagura. The heavy physical demands of this kagura limit many elderly tayū from being
able to perform it. It is dedicated to the protector god, Hachiman, and a long sword or tachi is the
ritual tool used for this kagura. Much like the Hegi-no-mai, the kagura demands much athleticism
as several sequences require the tayū to do jumps and slashing motions while welding the tachi
followed by a continuous series of forward and backward rolls in all five cardinal directions with
the sword in hand.
The Hoko-no-mai is also a challenging kagura that requires agility as it involves a series of
high leaps over the hoko, a meter-long bamboo pole with white paper strips on both ends. This
kagura is performed for Ten-no-kami. After the requisite circular dance steps in all the cardinal
directions to display the hoko and to empower it, the tayū hold the hoko poles in front of themselves
with both hands at thigh level. At the salient moment, they leap over the hoko without releasing
their gripe on the poles. The feet of the tayū narrowly clear the height of the hoko as it is passed
under their legs. Once the tayū have safely completed the jump and positioned the hoko behind
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their thighs with both hands, they do another leap with the hoko passing under their legs to return
the poles to the front. A successful Hoko-no-mai performance requires the tayū to complete
continuous forward and backward jumps over the hoko without tripping or dropping these poles.
Another kagura that requires a certain level of fitness is Hōjingu-no-mai. It is performed
with a white paper fan and gohei as a dedicatory service to the Ten-no-kami god during the
Nichigetsu Festival, but it is also usually performed outdoors during the rituals for the god of the
farm and paddy fields. At the start of the kagura, the tayū hold the fan and gohei together with both
hands and raised the items above eye level as they perform the circular dance steps in all the five
cardinal directions. This is followed by a sequence of dances whereby the tayū hold the fan and
gohei interchangeably in either hand or at different heights. The kagura culminates in the ending
sequence where the tayū jump down into a partial kneeling-position with a bent right knee and the
fan and gohei held together in their left hands. Once in position, they reach their left hand down to
plant the fan and gohei items upright onto the ground in a symbolic impression of rice-planting.
Following which, the tayū jump up and as they do so, they quickly transfer the fan and gohei to
their right hand to repeat the same kneeling position and planting action on the right side of their
bodies. The entire sequence is repeated on the left side. The final part has the tayū doing a strenuous
succession of jumps, kneeling and planting motions continuously in all five cardinal directions.
The Yumi-no-mai is performed at the end of the ritual festival to quell and repose the
powers of the gods that were called upon for the festival. A bow (yumi) decorated with tassels of
white paper strips at both ends and a bamboo stick which represents the arrow are used for this
kagura. Two persons perform this kagura, usually a tayū and a representative of the ujiko clan
members. The tayū first empowers the bow and bamboo stick by doing the circular dance steps in
all the five cardinal directions with the items raised with both hands above the forehead. This is
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followed by another three sequences of circular dance steps with the bow and bamboo stick held
at different angles. In the third sequence of the kagura, the tayū sings a prayer denoting that the
bow will shoot at and exorcise the demonic beings in the eastern direction as he gently swings the
bow. As he leans forward to make the motion of shooting the bamboo stick with the bow, he sings
that the bow is for exorcising. Following which, he brings the bow in towards his chest while
singing that the bow will attract prosperity and good fortune. The next sequence of the kagura has
the tayū passing the bow to the ujiko representative while singing that the bow will be relinquished
to the clan members who have gathered there for the ritual festival. After receiving the bow, the
ujiko representative proceeds to repeat the first two sequence of the kagura. The climax of this
kagura comes near the end when the ujiko representative extends the ends of the bow towards the
other clan members to offer the attached paper strips. This often causes much excitement and
laughter as people rush forward to snatch bits of the sacred paper strips from the bow.

Music in Izanagi-ryū kagura
A performance of Izanagi-ryū kagura is always accompanied by the drumbeats of the taiko.
Considered one of the treasures of the gods, the taiko drum is an indispensable ritual tool in
Izanagi-ryū kagura. Woodwind instruments like flutes might make appearances to add a lively
melody to the heavy drum beat of the taiko but it is the sonorous timbre of the large barrel-shaped
percussion instrument that carries the energy of the Izanagi-ryū kagura performances. The loud
energetic drum beats that is used to coordinate the movements of the kagura performers would
sometimes reduce to a low, continuous, and almost hypnotically monotonous beat when a saimon
is being sung.
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Only one taiko performer is needed for the kagura, either a tayū or a resident with a good
sense of rhythm and willing to help at the ritual festival. It is necessary for the taiko performer to
watch the kagura performers while drumming to ensure that the drumbeats match the dance
movements. This is especially so for a few Izanagi-ryū kagura where the taiko performer needs to
give sharp, hard hits to the drum in tune with the leaps and foot-stamps of the kagura performers
to accentuate their dramatic movements. The basic drum pattern is the same for all the Izanagi-ryū
kagura but the method of hitting the drum changes with the type of kagura being performed. There
is a strong sense of showmanship when this happens as exemplified in the Hegi-no-mai. The taiko
performer would swirl a drumstick above the head after hitting the taiko, an action that parallels
the hand movements of the kagura performers when they swirl their arms to sweep the hegi trays
from one side to the other. When it is time for the kagura performers to do their forward and
backward rolls while carefully balancing the hegi trays on both palms, the taiko performer also
does a backwards roll in tandem with the kagura before returning quickly to the taiko to continue
the drumbeats. These showy feats of the taiko performer add flair to the percussion music and
amplify the entertainment appeal of Izanagi-ryū kagura.

Costume
To state that there is a costume for performers of Izanagi-ryū kagura would be a misnomer
since there were no specific outfits that they are required to wear. The preference of many tayū is
usually a samue, a traditional Japanese informal garment made from cotton or linen that is often
worn as a form of daily or work clothing.46 A way to indicate the change in their status to a ritualist
during a ritual festival is to don a simple and plain white haori, a traditional Japanese formal upper
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It consists of a long-sleeve jacket with long pants and is popular as work wear for monks in Zen Buddhist temples,
artists, and performers of traditional Japanese instruments.
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garment with wide sleeves, over their daily clothing. Some tayū prefer to wear a multi-layered
kariginu and an eboshi that is the standard formal attire of the Heian aristocratic class and the
ceremonial outfit for Shinto priests. The choice of clothing for ritual festivals is dependent on the
preferences of the tayū and it is not uncommon to see a mix of different clothing choices when
they gather for a ritual festival. Since the tayū themselves already have different preferences with
regards to their outfits, such random sartorial choices are naturally reflected in the costumes of
Izanagi-ryū kagura.
It is with the establishment of the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society that the
members decided that a standard costume should be worn during public performances of Izanagiryū kagura. The final costume design is based on a combination of the appearance of travelers of
the past and the outfits of religious figures like the shrine priestesses of Shinto shrines. Part of the
inspiration came from the Izanagi saimon which described the travel outfit of Tenchuhimemiya
when she embarked on her journey to search for Izanagi-sama to learn methods of prayers and
healing. The saimon described her as dressed simply for her travels, in plain clothing with straw
sandals (waraji), a bamboo twill hat (kasa), and carrying a travel box on her shoulders. This image
of Tenchuhimemiya served as the prototype for a dance outfit consisting of a white kimono (hakue
or shiraginu), red or sky-blue trousers-skirt (hakama) and white tabi socks. The outfit is furnished
with a headgear that is a uniquely designed ayakasa (round flat straw hat). The ayakasa is a distinct
feature of Izanagi-ryū and some tayū would wear it during ritual performances as it is considered
to have a shamanic function. It is a large, round and flat hat that is woven from straw or bamboo
and constructed with a paper board. The edge of the ayakasa is decorated with white or colored
paper strips and two strings are attached on both sides of the headgear. The flat hat is secured onto
the head by tying the strings under the chin. When the ayakasa is worn, the paper strips dangled
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around, masking the upper portion of the performers’ faces. When more acrobatic forms of maikagura are performed, the headgear is replaced by a red and white headband that is tied around the
forehead. A longer red and white tasuki sash-string is used to gather up and secure the sleeves. The
performance of the Tasuki-no-mai which involved the deft tying of the tasuki into a shoelace knot
and the subsequent quick insertion of arms into the loops of the knot while dancing the circular
steps, is sometimes met with applause from the audience for the skillful performance.
Masks were previously used for some mai-kagura performances of Izanagi-ryū, but they
are no longer seen in Izanagi-ryū rituals because of the lack of ritual venues to engage their use.
The masks are hand-carved from wood and treated with lacquer or painted to form face-patterns
with exaggerated features of demons or humans. They are treated as sacred objects in Izanagi-ryū.
The power of the masks led to several local folklores claiming that masks can be used to inflict
curses. One myth told of the problems that a family suffered until the discovery of the cause, which
was a mask hidden in behind one of the walls in their home. Beliefs in the sacred power of the
masks necessitate a reverent treatment of these potentially dangerous objects. Particularly
powerful masks are not shown to public eyes but are securely kept in boxes and passed down from
generation to generation. The family who owns the collection of masks would sometimes loan the
masks for ritual performances. But due to the lack of practitioners and ritual venues to engage their
use, the masks are now regarded as antiquated objects with much cultural value and are sometimes
loaned to museums for special exhibitions on local traditions.

Ritual tools (torimono)
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Props used for Izanagi-ryū kagura performances are known as torimono or “things held by
hand.”47 They serve to summon the gods and activate the powers of the gods and differ based on
the type of kagura being performed. The ritual tools often used in Izanagi-ryū kagura are paper
wand offerings (gohei), sounding staff (shakujō), white paper fan (ōgi), a long red and white strip
of cloth (tasuki), a flat rectangular wooden tray (hegi ), spear which is a long pole with strips of
paper on the ends (hoko), long sword (tsurugi, tachi), and bow (yumi). The white paper fan that is
used for the kagura is said to hold special significance whereby the pivot pin that holds the monture
of the paper together represents Japan, the bamboo frame denotes China, and the paper leaf
signifies India.48

Clockwise from bottom: red and white cloth strips (tasuki), sword (tachi, tsurugi),
spear (hoko), fan (ōgi), sounding staff (shakujō), paper wand offering (gohei), and
tray (hegi).

Early kagura performances in Japan showed the strong influence of Shinto and Shugendō rituals. Natural objects
such as young bamboo (sasa) leaves and sakaki branches are used as part of the stage tools (Takatori, “Torimono,”
165-184). Later additions include sword (tsurugi), bow (yumi), spear (hoko), fans (ōgi), bells (suzu), paper offerings
(mitegura), paper wands (gohei), and vine (kazura). These torimono are used to activate the power of the gods and
works as a channeling device (yorishiro) for the gods to enter the body of the shamaness (Averbuch, 12-13).
47
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Izanagiryū gokitō kagura, 33.
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Modifications to ritual practices
Throughout my fieldwork in Monobe, I was informed by the residents on a few occasions
that many of the rituals have disappeared. The most disheartening comment given when I
expressed interest in viewing the rites of Izanagi-ryū informed me that less than ten percent of the
ritual practices now remained. The reality of Monobe’s waning religious activities seemingly
foreclosed any possibility of my studies on folk practices and reaffirmed the idea that folk
traditions would inadvertently vanish due to the pressures of depopulation, aging population, and
other social and economic factors commonly associated with rural regions. But it also jolted my
awareness about the ritual practices that resolutely remained. In line with the mutable spirit of
Izanagi-ryū, the tayū adjusted ritual practices to the changing demands in Monobe and made
modifications to suit current circumstances. The modifications made to the rituals were intriguing,
and even bewildering to me. Ritual festivals have now been condensed to a succinct three-day
affair from a week-long event. Smaller scale rituals for individual households are clipped down to
a highly-concentrated three-hour period, compared to past rituals which feature lengthy durations
of a few days. The drastic truncation of ritual procedures could not have been so arbitrarily done.
As such, the ways in which rituals were adapted to fit contemporary demands and the rationale
behind the modification process directed some of my queries during conversations with the tayū.
Explanations given by several tayū point to changing clientele demands as the primary
reason for adjusting ritual processes. Some of their clients desire a shorter period of ceremonial
rites and would request for a specific time frame to have the tayū perform the rituals in their homes.
This is usually when they could afford a break in their work schedule, rather than based on
auspicious dates that were derived from divinatory calculations done by the tayū. As time is
precious commodity in present circumstances, it is regarded by some residents as being more
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prudent to invest it in productive work, rather than to exceedingly devote it to rituals. Tayū who
received such requests would adjust the length of their rituals to match the schedules of their clients.
On the other side of this time-saving explanation lies the scoffing criticism that it is not
necessarily clients who desire a shorter period of ritual. Rather, there were some economicallyminded tayū who would prefer to spend less time, and presumably less effort, on each ritual. Since
payment for the rituals is fixed at a standard rate, it does not matter how long, or how brief, one
conducted the rituals. The earlier one completes a ritual at the client’s place, the more jobs these
tayū could take on to earn more income.49 Such scathing remarks are unwarranted, but it discloses
a certain degree of latent displeasure among some of the residents of Monobe over the contracted
length of time used for conducting rituals. The underlying assumption being that a decreased timeperiod diminishes the efficacy of a ritual. Such views of time-duration being a measurement of
ritual efficacy might be a matter of perception since the assessment of tayū’s ability is fully
dependent on their relationship with the residents. There are ways to reduce the amount of time a
tayū spend at a client’s house which do not have a direct effect on the overall success of the rituals.
One such way is to finish the preparations beforehand. The usual custom is for the tayū to
gather at a client’s house on the morning of the ritual event and then commence with preparations,
such as cutting gohei, setting up the ritual altar, and positioning the offerings. It is the timeconsuming activity of cutting and folding the numerous gohei required for the rites that often
resulted in the lengthy, multi-day duration of many Izanagi-ryū rituals. To save time, some tayū
might prepare the paper wands in advance so that they can immediately proceed with the rituals

The payment for rituals is normally around 10,000yen for each tayū. Apart from monetary remuneration for the
services, complementary gratuities in the form of food gifts are common. Offerings that were prepared for the rituals
would be distributed among the participants and a portion given to the tayū after the completion of every ceremonial
rite. The offerings include items like fresh seasonal vegetables, fruits such as apples, oranges, tangerines, and
strawberries, fish, preferably fresh red seabream but preserved dried anchovies can also serve as an alternative in times
of limited supply, traditional Japanese snacks, dried seaweed, and sake.
49
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once they are at their client’s house on the day of the event. While it appears to be a judicious use
of time, there is not much incentive for many tayū to resort to this method in actuality. There is no
monetary compensation for the extra time spent on the task and most clients prefer to witness the
efforts of the tayū in assembling the materials for the rituals. Furthermore, some gohei designs are
specific to the household and the tayū need to be at the venue to understand which ones to prepare.

Left: Ogasawara-san cutting the gohei for the yagitō ritual at his client’s house.
Right: The tayū, Moriyasu Masayoshi (seated on the right) preparing the gohei for
the Nichigetsu Festival. He was assisted by Ogasawara-san’s disciple and an
acquaintance in the cutting and folding of the gohei.

Another explanation for the need to reduce the time period of rituals came from Rikio-san
who told me that a minimum participation of three tayū was required to conduct rituals in the
past.50 One to take charge of the taiko drumming, one to perform the kagura entertainment, and
one to conduct the inori chanting. For large-scale rituals, the tayū who had done the toriwake, a
purificatory ritual that Rikio-san equivalated to a big spring-cleaning of all the harmful and
negative influences in the ritual arena, would retire from the rest of the ritual ceremonies as other
tayū continue to the next stage. But with the lack of helpers now, it had become that one tayū
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Muneishi Rikio. Personal interview. 29 August 2017.
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would take on all the ritual duties, including the toriwake. Kagura is removed from the repertoire
of ritual requirements, simply because there is insufficient manpower to conduct it.
Similar reasons were given by the tayū, Ohara Daitaro when asked about the changes in
the length of rituals.51 With the lack of assistance from disciples and other tayū, but also mainly
for practical reasons of time restrictions, rituals have been abbreviated and efficiently compressed
into a short tight period of about an hour. He explained that it would have conventionally taken
more than a day to recite the names of each individual god to call upon them to be present at the
ritual festival and to partake in the offerings. Instead of reciting individual names, he now
consolidated the gods to be called upon into their broad classifications, such as mountain deities
and gods associated with water sources like rivers and seas. The list of gods he chose to call upon
is also narrowed down to those within the central area and immediate vicinity of the Komatsu
Shrine where he is responsible for conducting the annual ritual festivals.

Clan members of Komatsu Shrine awaiting the start of the Autumn Festival. Many
clan members who have moved to other regions return annually to participate in the
communal ritual events.
51

Ohara Daitaro. Personal conversation. 3 January 2017.
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By abridging the list of gods, Ohara-san was able to cut down the amount of time needed
for the rituals. This shorter time-frame greatly suited the clan members of Komatsu Shrine.
Majority of the clan members have already moved out to other regions and live a far distance from
the secluded Komatsu Shrine. It takes them considerable effort to travel back to this far-flung
locale which includes trekking down multiple flights of steep stairways to reach the solitary shrine
hidden deep in the forest. The long travel distance engendered a more efficient way of conducting
annual ritual festivals to reduce the hassle of making multiple trips to the venue. Evidently,
practical needs entailed adjustments to be made to ritual practices to suit changing demands. While
traditionalists might lament at the inexorable disappearances of long-held practices, receptivity to
modifications are exactly what helped the tayū and their Izanagi-ryū practices stay relevant to
changing contexts.

Conclusion
Izanagi-ryū practitioners serve as intermediaries between the residents of Monobe and the
gods. Through their dedicatory rituals and kagura, the tayū convey the gratitude of the residents to
the tutelary gods. They conduct kitō prayer-rituals on behalf of the communities to anchor the
continued protection and divine blessings of the gods. They extract causes of unfavorable
situations through divination and they provide healing solutions for inexplicable sicknesses. They
use placatory rituals to propitiate ancestral spirits, and the gods of the mountains and waters,
including supernatural beings not commonly acknowledged by Shinto and Buddhist rituals. To say
that the tayū and their Izanagi-ryū rituals are an indispensable part of Monobe would be an
exaggeration of their roles, but it is impossible to deny the important supporting role that the tayū
play in ameliorating the anxieties and problems encountered by the residents in their daily lives.
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As Izanagi-ryū practices are strongly tied to the concerns of the residents of Monobe and their
ritual festivals, changing client demands and decreasing numbers of communal events and
practicing tayū affect the continuation of Izanagi-ryū. The tayū tried to cope with the situation by
modifying the structure and length of rituals to fit contemporary contexts but the problem of how
to continue and transmit Izanagi-ryū persists.
With the setting up of the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society in 1984 to cultivate
successors to continue the practices of Izanagi-ryū, the issue of what aspects of Izanagi-ryū to
teach came to the forefront. Ritual practices of Izanagi-ryū broadly comprise of both kitō prayerrituals and mai-kagura dance-rituals. Compared to mai-kagura, kitō requires the ability to read
classical Japanese and intense rote learning to master the techniques of reciting the ritual texts and
conducting the corresponding rituals. Such difficulties in transmitting the complex kitō, and the
stronger interest of local communities in the visually aesthetic and comparatively less technically
demanding mai-kagura have resulted in divisive debates among tayū about which training to focus
on. This debate was never resolved. In the next chapter, we shall look at the Izanagi-ryū Kagura
Preservation Society to examine the effects of competing dimensions that highlighted the split
among the tayū, residents of Monobe, and public institutions regarding the representation and
transmission of Izanagi-ryū.
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CHAPTER 3
Dancing for the Gods: Managing the Representation of Cultural Heritages

Heartened by the 1980 official recognition of Izanagi-ryū as a National Intangible Folk
Cultural Heritage and apprehensive over the impending decline in practitioners, the Kami city
government, upon the advice of Japanese scholars and with the support of some tayū and residents
of Monobe, established a preservation society (hozon-kai) for cultivating successors of Izanagiryū practices in 1984. This non-profit community organization was known as the Izanagi-ryū
Kagura Preservation Society (Izanagi-ryū kagura hozon-kai) and was considered a key notch in
preserving and promoting the cultural traditions of Monobe as it took on the responsibility of
training interested participants in Izanagi-ryū practices as well as manifesting the religious view
of Izanagi-ryū to a wider audience through regular public performances of dance-rituals (maikagura).
Through the continued efforts of the Preservation Society over the decades, the mai-kagura
of Izanagi-ryū became widely recognized to be an integral part of Izanagi-ryū identity and deemed
a cultural pride of the Monobe region. However, the format and brief length of public performances
necessitated the curation of a limited selection of mai-kagura to be performed for the public, which
inadvertently condensed Izanagi-ryū practices to a tiny snippet. Such essentialization of Izanagiryū practices caused much consternation to some tayū who considered themselves the authentic
guardians of Izanagi-ryū practices and held differing views from the Preservation Society with
regards to the representation of Izanagi-ryū. To illustrate the challenges of heritage transmission,
this chapter focuses on the development and activities of the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation
Society to examine how the definition and construction of Izanagi-ryū was negotiated by the
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members of the Preservation Society. I will be examining the issue of representation and
authenticity within the heritage preservation debate as it relates to the transmission of Izanagi-ryū.

Developments of the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society
Before the designation of Izanagi-ryū as an Important National Intangible Folk Cultural
Heritage was officially announced in 1980, preparations to establish a preservation society (hozonkai) for the protection and transmission of local traditions began in early July of 1979 in Kōchi.
An Izanagi-ryū Prayer-ritual Preservation Preparatory Committee (Izanagi-ryū gokitō hozon junbikai) comprising of Japanese scholars, staff of the Kami city government, and representatives of
Monobe’s residents, was set up to determine how to proceed with the establishment of the
preservation society. Through meetups and discussions, the Preparatory Committee sought
opinions from the tayū and residents about the functions of the preservation society, and
conceptualized ways to manage the activities of this community organization and garner
participatory interest in Izanagi-ryū practices.
In tandem with such dialogues, a series of articles that emphasized the cultural importance
of Izanagi-ryū were also put up in the monthly village newsletters that were circulated to every
household in Monobe.52 The articles were contributed by Takagi Keio, an advisory member of the
Preparatory Committee and one of the key proponents for pushing for the intangible cultural
heritage designation of Izanagi-ryū. His articles, which were published between July to November
of 1979, described the characteristics of Izanagi-ryū and explained the rational for applying for the
official designation of Izanagi-ryū as a cultural heritage. Alongside the articles, notifications
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See Takagi Keio, July-November 1979.
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enjoining residents of Monobe to participate in the preservation society were also regularly
published in the village newsletters.
The euphoria from the 1980 cultural heritage designation quickly motivated the
Preparatory Committee, as well as local institutions and communities to devise ways to further
promote the Izanagi-ryū. Activities such as public talks and performances showcasing the ritual
practices of Izanagi-ryū were conducted by Japanese scholars and tayū in community halls and
seminar rooms in schools and museums. Some tayū participated in recordings of documentary
programs to share their knowledge of Izanagi-ryū on national television. 53 A wood cabin of
Befukyō Onsen, the popular and single hot-spring resort in Monobe, was designated as a culture
room for Izanagi-ryu, with the evident name of “Izanagi Room” (Izanagi-heya) to demarcate it
from other wood cabins that were reserved for the resort guests. Inside the cabin, a large blue
banner declaring the designation of Izanagi-ryu as an Important National Intangible Folk Cultural
Heritage was stretched across an entire wall-face. A small wooden shelf with a row of gohei on
display hangs above the banner. Commemorative displays consisting of various types of gohei and
ritual implements are housed in the row of glass cabinets along one side of the tatami-floored cabin
room. The Izanagi Room was now used as a waiting area and dressing room for members of the
Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society before they perform mai-kagura at the annual festival
events of Befukyō Onsen.54

This resulted in some documentary programs and DVDs such as Izanagiryū gokitō, which was produced by the
Kochi Prefectural Museum of History and released in 1997. A recent recording by NHK World for its travel
documentary series, Journeys in Japan was broadcast internationally on 20 June 2017. The episode, “Monobe, Kochi:
Tales from the Magical Mountain Hamlet” focuses on the role of Izanagi-ryū in the mountain villages of Monobe.
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One of these festival events is the Day of April 29 (Shikaniku-no-hi) which is held annually on 29 April. The
Japanese title of the event, shikaniku is a homophone which alternatively means, “deer meat” and the event is
otherwise known as the “Day of the Deer Meat.” In line with the clever wordplay, the event is a food festival that
celebrates the local culinary culture of deer meat cuisine. This event was started in 2014 by the local city government
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Through such multi-faceted efforts, the residents of Monobe became more aware of the
significance of Izanagi-ryū and some residents started developing interest in getting involved in
the preservation of this local traditional practice. Capitalizing on the growing interest of the
residents and propelled by the need for a more systematic way of training successors, the Izanagiryū Kagura Preservation Society was set up in 1984, nearly five years after the designation of
Izanagi-ryū as an intangible cultural heritage. At that time, enthusiasm for the Izanagi-ryū Kagura
Preservation Society was high and residents were eager to participate in it. This presented the
opportunity to further promote the preservation of Izanagi-ryū practices and cultivate potential
inheritors of this local tradition.
After its set-up, the Preservation Society took charge of training classes called, “successor
classroom” (denshōsha kyōshitsu). The classes were previously started in 1983 for tayū to coach
people with an interest in Izanagi-ryū, and it served the educational function of teaching the
residents of Monobe and the wider public about the ritual practices of Izanagi-ryū. Handa
Toshiharu, the current head of the Preservation Society, and Handa Kotomi were two of the earliest
members of the Preservation Society who learned mai-kagura from the tayū during these training
sessions and continued for the next thirty years to share their knowledge by coaching new
members.55
During the early years of the Preservation Society, several tayū regularly attended the
training sessions to teach participants the prayer-rituals of kitō, the dance-rituals of mai-kagura, as
well as how to perform the taiko drumbeats for the performance of mai-kagura. Despite the initial
of Kami and village communities near Befukyō Onsen to promote the local produce of Monobe. The Izanagi-ryū
Kagura Preservation Society performs regularly at the event as part of the cultural promotion of local traditions.
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Handa Toshiharu and Handa Kotomi were not related by marriage or kinship. They shared the same family name
which was a common occurrence in Monobe. Komatsu and Handa were two of the most common family names found
in the region.
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exuberance over the existence of a communal space for fostering interest in Izanagi-ryū, the tayū
started to diverge on the content that should be taught and transmitted with the progression of the
classes. 56 It should be highlighted here that the kagura of Izanagi-ryū comprises of both kitō
(prayers) and mai-kagura. Kagura was regarded as an essential element of ritual festivals but the
mai-kagura aspect of Izanagi-ryū kagura was not necessarily considered a pertinent training for
tayū.57 Instead, expertise in kitō took priority for a tayū to be considered a professional practitioner
of Izanagi-ryū. Since kitō was regarded to be a pertinent aspect of the entire repertoire of Izanagiryū rituals and mai-kagura was seen as supplementary and purely for entertainment, the maikagura segment of ritual festivals was usually the first to be dispensed with when there were
insufficient tayū and residents to assist in a ritual ceremony. This resulted in the current situation
where rituals consist mainly of kitō with no mai-kagura being performed.
The experiences of two tayū who were the instructors of the “successor classroom,” Nakao
Kesakiyo and Nakayama Yoshihiro, informed us much about the ways in which mai-kagura was
previously transmitted in Monobe. Both tayū stated in their individual commentaries for
Izanagiryū gokitō kagura: Hozon denshō no shiori, a guidebook published in 1988 on the dance
steps of the Izanagi-ryū mai-kagura, that they were not taught mai-kagura by anyone. Instead, they
had been attending the ritual festivals in their villages since they were children and learned how to
perform the mai-kagura and later, the taiko drum through observing the ritual performances at
these events. For Nakao-san, he was sometimes made to participate in the mai-kagura
performances when attending such ritual festivals. The tayū who was presiding the ritual festivals
Takagi Keio wrote about this contention in his foreword for the guidebook on Izanagi-ryu kagura, Izanagiryū gokitō
kagura: Hozon denshō no shiori Monobe Mura Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society, 1988.
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In the rituals I have observed with several tayū, they did not perform any mai-kagura. Both Muneishi Rikio and
Moriyasu Masayoshi also confirmed that they were not trained in mai-kagura. Their experiences and familiarity with
mai-kagura came from witnessing it during the village festivals they attended since young.
57
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then would correct his movements, allowing him to gradually learn and piece together the dance
steps of the mai-kagura. As he got better at mai-kagura, he started performing at the ritual festivals
whenever the chance arose. Having accumulated his mai-kagura knowledge through years of
observing ritual festivals, Nakao Kesakiyo was made the instructor of the “successor classroom”
of the Preservation Society. Despite his breadth of experiences performing mai-kagura, Nakaosan could not dance the pacificatory ritual-dances of Hoko-no-mai and Yumi-no-mai.58 While he
did not state the reasons, the possible causes for his inability to perform those two particular maikagura was likely due to the high physical exertion required for them.
For Nakayama-san, enacting mai-kagura was considered a fun pastime for him and his
friends in the neighborhood when they were young. As children, they would gather and mimic the
dance motions of the mai-kagura, using palm leaves as replacement for the white fans used by the
tayū and making their own versions of a shakujo sounding staff by putting pebbles inside an empty
tin can to create the ringing bell tones of the ritual tool. Nakayama-san became familiar with maikagura through watching the dance-ritual performances in his village’s ritual festivals and playacting what he saw with his friends. Although he later learned the mai-kagura of Shakujō-no-mai
and Ōgi-no-mai from a tayū, he came to know other types of mai-kagura mainly through observing
such performances at several ritual festivals. Despite his interest, he was unable to dance some of
the more physically exertive mai-kagura due to health problems incurred from Raynaud’s Disease.
The experiences of Nakao-san and Nakayama-san denoted that the learning of mai-kagura
hinged on the personal interest of individual tayū. It was up to the tayū themselves to pick up the
skills of mai-kagura. Other than observing the mai-kagura performances at various ritual festivals,
reviewing childhood memories of such performances, and consulting senior tayū for possible
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Izanagiryū gokitō kagura: Hozon denshō no shiori, 1988, 27.
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explanations about the dance-rituals, there were no established school of mai-kagura from which
they could gain comprehensive knowledge about the mai-kagura of Izanagi-ryū. Compared to the
erratic learning of mai-kagura, the acquisition of kitō skills was standard training for any tayū
disciple as it was considered the essence of Izanagi-ryū ritual practices and fundamental
knowledge for a tayū. In a way, kitō could be said to be essential for the transmission of Izanagiryū. The prioritization of kitō by some tayū consequently led to the polarization of opinions over
the activities of the “successor classroom” which had gradually tilted towards the teaching of maikagura and neglected kitō.
Such preference towards mai-kagura arose out of the concern that the methods of kitō were
too difficult and complicated to master. Such sentiments were verified by Saho Miho, one of the
longest active members of the Preservation Society. Positive childhood impressions of the tayū’s
awe-inspiring abilities to heal people had impressed Miho-san so much that she aspired to become
a tayū since young.59 She tried to learn kitō from a tayū when she first started participating in the
Preservation Society about eighteen years ago. In the early days of her involvement in the
Preservation Society, Miho-san had regularly visited a tayū to learn how to read the saimon ritual
texts for her kitō training, but it proved to be a strenuous venture. She remarked that many of the
manuscripts of the saimon possessed by the tayū had been written in the cursive kuzushiji script of
classical Japanese which required a certain reading capacity before disciples could learn and copy
the ritual texts. The ritual texts themselves were already innumerable and often lengthy, and the
complexities in learning them were further compounded by the necessity of memorizing the exact
intonation and way of incantation when conducting kitō to ensure its efficacy. Miho-san professed
to lack the ability to continue the mastery of conducting kitō and decided to focus on learning mai-
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Saho Miho. Personal Interview. 29 April 2017.
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kagura instead. Having mastered the dance steps and acquired a reputation among the residents of
Monobe for being an excellent Izanagi-ryū kagura dancer, she now guided younger members on
the dance steps of the mai-kagura as a senior member of the Preservation Society.
The difficulties of Miho-san in learning the ritual texts underlied the apprehension of the
Preservation Society in recruiting and retaining participants for the “successor classroom.” The
leading members of the Preservation Society felt that the strict demands required for learning kitō
might deter amateurs who have no strong interest in the full study of Izanagi-ryū rituals and would
constrain the participatory nature of the activities of the Preservation Society. Compared to the
pedantic learning required for kitō, mai-kagura was more recreational and easier for amateurs of
all demographics to immediately engage in. The experiential nature of its mai-kagura activities
also allowed casual visitors to quickly grasp a concrete sense of what Izanagi-ryū was about. As
mai-kagura allowed for easy participation by many, it was singled out as the focus of transmission
in the Preservation Society. It was not exactly clear who made mai-kagura the core of the training
for the “successor classroom,” but this decision frustrated some tayū and they consequently
stopped participating in the activities of the Preservation Society.60
Disagreement over the decision had deeper significance. There were speculations that the
split was also a result of internal rivalry among the tayū. Making mai-kagura the core focus of the
classes served to elevate those with a better knowledge of the dance-rituals and cast them as the
true bearers of Izanagi-ryū. This caused some displeasure and alienated the other tayū who were
not as well-versed in mai-kagura. The decision to overlook kitō and make mai-kagura the mainstay
of the training for participants of the Preservation Society divided the tayū as they disputed over
the teaching agenda and standards of training for Izanagi-ryū practices. Consequently, some tayū
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A staff at the Monobe branch government office explained this rift within the Preservation Society when I enquired
about its developments and asked about the lack of tayū participants. Personal Interview. October 2017.
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stopped participating in the Preservation Society. Currently, only one tayū of the five residing in
Monobe now regularly attend the practice sessions. For various unstated reasons, the other tayū
did not participate in any of the Preservation Society’s activities. Instead, Handa Toshiharu and
Handa Kotomi, both of whom are not tayū, now managed the activities of the Preservation Society
and taught mai-kagura to the members.

Activities of the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society
The Preservation Society saw the mai-kagura of Izanagi-ryū as having important cultural
value and took on the duty of preserving and passing on the ritual dance by organizing regular
dance practices for the public.61 Part of its attempts to educate the younger generation of Monobe
on Izanagi-ryū involved conducting annual extra-curricular lessons for students of the local
primary and high schools of Ōdochi every November. The upper-class students were introduced
to a quick lesson on Izanagi-ryū kagura. After a week of coaching fifth-year students in the dance
steps of the mai-kagura and sixth-year students on the drumbeats of the taiko, the students
showcased their newly learnt skills at their school cultural event.
The Preservation Society held regular practice sessions for its members. Attendance at
these bi-monthly training classes was not compulsory, and it was entirely up to individual members
to decide if they were able to attend. During the practice sessions, the members learnt rei-kagura
and hon-kagura. The repertoire of mai-kagura taught to them consists of the Ōgi-no-mai, Tasukino-mai, Hegi-no-mai, Bō-no-mai, Tachi-no-mai, Aruji-mai, Hōjingu-no-mai, and Yumi-no-mai.
Part of the practice session included teaching the members how to perform the taiko drumbeats for
Izanagi-ryū kagura. The head of the Preservation Society, Handa Toshiharu would first

Monobe Izanagiryū Kagura Preservation Society. Tosa・Kami-shi Monobe-chō Izanagiryū. Pamphlet for the
promotion of Izanagi-ryū kagura.
61
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demonstrate the method of hitting the drumsticks called bachi in the center of the drum and
repeated the drumbeats as he recited drum rhythms in the form of “don” and “doko” sound beats.
The members listened closely to his instructions and attempted to repeat the same onomatopoeic
patterns with their drumsticks. The learning of the taiko drums was not a regular part of the practice
sessions, and it was usually Handa-san, or one young member, who would take the helm at the
taiko drums during practices and public performances as other members performed the mai-kagura.
Practice sessions were previously held in a tatami room at the Monobe community building.
The performance costumes and stage tools were kept in large plastic storage boxes and stored
behind paper screen doors inside the room. The plastic boxes protected the white fans, shakujo
hand staff, outfits and tabi shoes, headdress, swords, tasuki cloth bands, gohei, the bō pole, and
hegi wooden boards. After the newly erected Monobe branch government building was opened for
service in February 2017, practice sessions began to take place in the multi-function hall of the
building.62 The new venue was modern, clean, and welcoming with library facilities that quickly
became an after-school gathering place for the children of the neighborhood and for the elderly to
spend a leisurely morning reading the newspapers. The government building functioned as a
disaster shelter for the residents in the low-lying areas could evacuate to when typhoons and the
accompanying flood warnings and power outages affect the region. The large multi-function hall
was located on the second level of this two-story building and was furnished with a low stage and
podium. The far end of the hall was covered with sliding wood panels that can be easily pushed to
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Some residents wondered at the unnecessary expenses for the new building in an area where the aging population
and rapid depopulation has rendered many houses empty. The only supermarket in Ōdochi town had shut down due
to bankruptcy, leaving only a grocer, a sundry goods and liquor store, a hardware store, a barber, a clothing store, two
snack bars, and a gasoline stand struggling to continue their business in the quiet town. As replacement for the
supermarket, a mobile supermarket travels twice weekly from village to village, blasting loud cheerful music to
announce its arrival to each village.
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the side to reveal a long room-length mirror which transformed the hall into a dance studio for
rehearsals and other cultural activities.

Left: Practice session at the old Monobe community building
Right: Practice session in the multi-function hall of the Monobe branch government
building

Compared to the small tatami room of the old Monobe community building where the
practice sessions were previously held, the younger members could run around in this well-lit
spacious hall and engaged in games before the practice sessions start. Without tatami mats to buffer
the swirling motions of the mai-kagura, it was necessary to lay out large carpets to cushion against
the hard wooden floor as well as to protect the shiny veneer flooring of the multi-function hall.
Handa-san would always arrive early to lay out the green carpets and the other members filed in
later to help with the carrying of the storage boxes and the taiko drum. After the training sessions,
all the members worked together to keep the items away and it was always an effort to roll up the
carpets into a neat cylinder without the ends jutting out. It usually required at least two members
to roll up the large heavy carpets and more persons to lug the items back to the storage room across
the multi-function hall.
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The Japanese government provided training allowances (kenshūhi) to active members who
regularly attend the practice sessions. The allowances provided some compensation for the long
distance that some of the members had to take to travel to the practice venue, with some needing
at least twenty minutes’ drive along winding mountain routes to the next nearest town. In 2017,
there were notifications that the Japanese government had decided to cut down such subsidies from
60,000 YEN to 30,000 YEN (USD 530 to USD 270) instead but the reasons for doing so were not
exactly known. In addition to subsidies, it was also common for the members to receive
renumeration for each public performance, usually a nominal sum of roughly 5,000 YEN (USD
45) per person.63 Other than monetary compensation, boxed bento lunches were usually provided
at the performances though it would be dependent on the organizers. Sometimes, the payment for
the meals would be paid for by the city government instead.
While it was easy to expect that financial incentives would attract many people to
participate in the Preservation Society, the amount of renumeration seemed far less significant than
the sense of community and camaraderie established through attending regular practice sessions
together. The tendency to analyze heritage as contingent on livelihoods and government status quo
and commercial imperatives as a driving force sometimes sidelined the intentionality of the carriers
of the heritage. While economic benefits of commercial ventures and the prestige of being
associated with a nationally recognized cultural heritage might have been the driving force behind
participation in the activities, there were many who felt stronger purpose in being part of a larger
group working together towards a common goal. In this case, it was to preserve the culture and
history of the Monobe region through mai-kagura.
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I was once offered this renumeration for my participation in a public performance of mai-kagura and after some
explanations and extended persuasion, finally convinced Handa Kotomi that my research did not allow me to accept
any form of financial payments from my informants. The group was not used to having a foreign researcher in their
midst but quickly accepted my explanation and understood my stance.
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Despite all the support from the Kami city government and enjoinment of Japanese scholars,
the members of the Preservation Society regarded their society as a hobby group, rather than an
establishment for creating future tayū. For the younger members, the Preservation Society was an
afterschool cultural activity and served as a place for them to meet their friends outside of the
classroom context. The older members usually attended the practice sessions after the end of a
workday with some coming in later than the 7:00 P.M. gathering time. The activities of the
Preservation Society were considered a hobby to be undertaken only after the daily work was
completed. For senior members like Handa-san, the activities of the Preservation Society allowed
him to relive his childhood experiences of watching the mai-kagura and listening to the beats of
the taiko drum from his past. To them, the mai-kagura performances functioned as a productive
site to resuscitate communal experiences and using collective recollection to establish connections
with the past.

Changes in Izanagi-ryū kagura to match the times
To accommodate the performative nature of their current dance repertoire, it was inevitable
that the Preservation Society had to make modifications to the format of some of the Izanagi-ryū
kagura. As public performances of mai-kagura were a cultural event to showcase the traditional
arts of Monobe rather than an official ritual performance, no kitō was performed before the start
of the kagura. Only in rare instances where special requests were made and with sufficient
performance time allowed would a sample of kitō prayers be performed. This was the case for the
one event at the Kochi Prefectural Museum of History in 2017 where Handa-san and members of
the Preservation Society sat in a circle as he performed the prayers and sang the saimon. More
about this event will be explained in the later part of this chapter.
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Left: A rare occasion where the Preservation Society performed kitō prayers at a
symposium held at the Kochi Prefectural Museum of History in 2017.
Right: The members later performed a series of Izanagi-ryū kagura. The photo here
shows the Ōgi-no-mai kagura.

It was more common for the mai-kagura performances to always start with the dancers in
a kneeling position and facing the direction of the audience, instead of a ritual altar. The dancers
signaled the start of the mai-kagura performance by clapping their hands twice and giving a bow
to the audience before rising to their feet. Another change came in the form of the length and style
of the dances. One such example was the Aruji-no-mai, which used to require twelve times of
throwing the rice grains (throw in front), the five directions, towards the ground to signify the earth,
towards the center, and then upwards to signify the heavens. But this repetitive process of dancing
had been shortened to three times due to time constraints for the public performances.
Other changes came in the form of the stage tools used to represent the ritual tools engaged
during Izanagi-ryū kagura. The Reigi-no-mai was a combinatory dance that consists of Shakujōōgi no mai and Inkan-no-mai. It was performed as an opening dance of etiquette where a large
gohei was held in the left hand, and a staff in the right hand. The gohei was replaced by a white
fan in the current dance performances of the preservation society. This would be followed by other
kagura dances. The Preservation Society included the Inkan-no-mai as part of their repertoire of
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dances. While this was often not performed in the original kagura, this kagura involved making
hand seals as the dance was performed. The hand seal indicated the presence of the tayū’s yurushi
permission.

Left: The “present style” (ima-ryu) of the Izanagi-ryū kagura performers
Right: The ayagasa hat with long strips of colored paper is a well-recognized part
of Izanagi-ryū kagura attire.

One most visually noticeable innovation made by the Preservation Society was seen in
their performance attire. A simple white overcoat worn over black clothes and hakama pants and
topped with an ayagasa hat was the standard outfit for the tayū when performing the kagura. The
outfits had been designed into what the members called “present style” (ima-ryu) to fit
contemporary imaginations of performers of kagura. The style followed that of shrine priestess
with white kimono paired with red hakama pants. Usually, the female performers would wear the
red pants, though there was also the option of the blue hakama pants which were generally worn
by both genders. This was matched with a flat ayagasa hat with long strips of colored paper that
covered the top of the hat.
The aesthetics and symbolism of the performances appeared to matter more than the ritual
efficacy of the items. During the events I observed, gohei was distributed at the end to the audience.
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In several performances that I have attended, excited audience would rush to collect the gohei and
sakaki branches that were given out at the end of the performances as keepsakes or as protective
amulets. Gohei is used in Shinto as a supplement element to the denote sacred spaces. Attached
onto sakaki branches or hung from hemp ropes on the tori, the gohei for Shinto tradition functions
as a barrier that is secondary to the sacred nature of the mirror, the ultimate symbol of the presence
of the gods. The significance of the gohei in the Izanagi-ryū tradition ran deeper. It was the
temporary abode of the gods that was called upon during the ritual, a paper effigy for the gods to
reside in until the end of the festival season and ritual ceremonies.
When I enquired with Handa Toshiharu about whether such items were traditionally given
out to audience members, he explained that the items used now were mainly for performative
purposes and held no purported ritual efficacy or power. Handa-san admitted that one was not
supposed to bring the gohei back. The shime no ko and seki hemp ropes were supposed to be
bundled up and put on top of the main entrance as a form of protective barrier while the rest of the
gohei were collected and then kept away or burned or buried in a specific place. They were not
supposed to be brought back by the audience. Those that were given away during performances
were perceived as mainly for demonstrative purposes and did hold any special import or powers.
Since there was no ritual-prayer, it was deemed alright to give them away to the audience as a form
of keepsake.

The Preservation Society as a Representative of Izanagi-ryū
Other than the teaching agenda, another point of consternation for the tayū is the elevated
status of the Preservation Society as the public front of Izanagi-ryū. When the tayū slowly
distanced themselves from the activities of the Preservation Society due to disagreement over the
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training focus, the tayū found themselves sidelined when members of the Preservation Society
were invited in their stead to perform mai-kagura during public events. The Preservation Society
inadvertently supplanted their position as the representative of Izanagi-ryū. Since its formation,
the Preservation Society has been the officially recognized representation of the Izanagi-ryū and
it was anticipated that it would serve as a training venue to cultivate new practitioners. It was often
invited to showcase mai-kagura in both private and public events.64
During the early years when the Preservation Society was first set up, many festivals were
still held in the villages and individual homes, and it was often invited to perform at these events.
As the number of householders who could hold such events declined, less of such performances
took place in Monobe, the Preservation Society no longer held regular public performances but
mainly performed at events when invited. It now mainly performed in recreative events held for
the elderly of the local Seniors Club (Roujin kurabu) or public events, such as the annual Kagura
Performing Arts Meet (Kagura geinō taikai) organized by the Kōchi prefectural government to
promote the traditional performances of the region. On occasions, they would be invited by local
cultural groups such as the Kōchi Folksong Appreciation Club to perform mai-kagura and to
explain about the ritual practices of Izanagi-ryū.
The concerted efforts of the Preservation Society in performing mai-kagura resulted in the
mai-kagura of Izanagi-ryū being seen as the artistic expression and representative of the communal
and religious life of Monobe region. Representations of tradition is an ongoing issue in heritage
preservation that is rooted in debates about what authenticity means and where the responsibility
for heritage management lies. By extension, it also relates to the issue of the sustainability of
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Before I became a member participant of the society from October 2016 to November 2017, I attended several of
their performances, one of which was at the Kōchi Prefectural Museum of Japanese History. Izanagi-ryū Kagura
Preservation Society. Public performance of Izanagiryū kagura, performed by members of the Izanagi-ryū Kagura
Preservation Society, Kochi Prefectural Museum of History, May 7, 2016, 13:00-16:00.
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heritage management. The first issue deals with heritage management where the responsibility of
maintaining the heritage and the sustainability of programs designed to continue the heritage
comes to the forefront. The development and sustainability of heritage protection is dependent on
the individual and collective needs of members of local communities and their commitment to
cultural heritage protection and management. Tandem to heritage management is the issue of
representation. Recently, there were efforts to revive other defunct traditional practices, such as
the sword dance. But how did the preservation society feel about being cast as the representative
of Izanagi-ryū?
It would be appropriate here to explain a little about Handa Toshiharu, the current head of
the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society. He was a reserved and soft-spoken person who
became more animated when asked questions about the rituals of Izanagi-ryū.65 During his visit to
the Nichigetsu Festival of 2016, his amicability and willingness to answer questions about the
rituals soon drew a small group of on-lookers who had travelled to this venue out of curiosity. The
local newspapers had announced that this festival had not occurred for the past fifteen years. The
visitors were probably compelled by such impression that it was a rare occurrence that their
cameras constantly honed in on any action and were ready to capture moments of activity. The
visitors had many questions about the ritual procedures, but no one dared to interrupt Ogasawarasan and his disciples with their queries. Partitioned inside the hall of the Izanagi-ryū Prayer Hall,
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I first met Handa-san at the Nichigetsu Festival of 2016. It was the morning of the second day of ritual preparations,
and I had arrived early morning with the other Japanese scholars to see that Ogasawara-san and his disciples were
already busy cutting the gohei and setting up the sacred rope boundaries (shime) within the interior of the shrine hall.
As we stood around observing the preparations, an elderly man in a light khaki-colored jacket came trudging up the
slope. A few Japanese scholars quickly went forth to greet him, exchanging pleasantries with him and making casual
comments about how this event displayed noticeable cross influences of Buddhism and Tendai Shugendō. Seeing the
familiarity in their interactions, I became curious about the relationship between him and the scholars and wondered
if he was a tayū. It was later when I went to introduce myself that I found out that he was in-charge of the Izanagi-ryū
Kagura Preservation Society. At that time, I had not realized that it was a group that I would find myself later highly
involved in its all activities and even participating in its public performances during my 14-months stay in Ōdochi
town.
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Ogasawara-san and his disciples were engrossed in their preparations. When visitors peeked
through the entry way of the hall, they could see them concentrating on the cutting and folding of
the numerous gohei. Conversations were spoken in low voices with only the occasional laughter
of Moriyasu-san resonating inside the small space of the hall.
Upon seeing the polite deference that the Japanese scholars had shown Handa-san, it was
likely that the visitors viewed him as an expert on Izanagi-ryū. They surrounded him and proceeded
to flood him with questions about the meanings and significances of the ritual tools and behavior
that were occurring at this event. When the crowd of eager on-lookers had exhausted their
questions and left satisfied with the answers Handa had provided, I continued the conversation
with Handa-san by enquiring about why he was at this event. He told me of his interest in kagura
and often traveled around to observe such performances. In his memory, many kagura in Kochi
have not been performed for past few decades and he wanted to see whatever remained. He was
drawn to the Nichigetsu Festival because it was something that the local people in the vicinity had
not seen in recent years and he wanted to find out what it was about. Hearing about my research
and my recent move to Ōdochi, Handa-san invited me to join in the monthly rehearsal sessions of
the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society.
As Handa-san patiently answered the queries, he was careful to clarify that he was not a
tayū and explicitly stated that he was primarily a kagura performer.66 Handa-san said that he was
not fully trained by the tayū so he did not know what was the exact way of conducting the rituals
of Izanagi-ryū.67 He clarified that his answers were from his personal understanding and that the
organizers of this event probably had their own explanations for why certain things were done.
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Fieldnotes, Nichigetsu Festival, October 23, 2016.
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Handa Toshiharu, personal interview. November 27, 2017.
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Handa-san clearly differentiated himself from a tayū and his words showed deference to the
expertise of Ogasawara-san. despite the confusion over the different methods used. He had a clear
idea of what constitutes the status of a tayū and took on the role of preserving a different aspect of
Izanagi-ryū from the position of a participant. I often asked about changes in the way rituals are
conducted now. While our conversations dwelt in-depth into the meanings of the materials used in
the preparations and Handa’s observations of the differences between the ones he used and that
employed by Ogasawara, Handa did not consider himself to be a tayū but mainly saw himself a
kagura dancer.
Handa-san presented the case of a resident with detailed knowledge about the rituals
associated with Izanagi-ryū. His knowledge was accumulated from decades of experiencing
numerous festivals since young. He pointed out that he learnt all the cutting method of the gohei
and singing of the saimon by heart when attending the ritual ceremonies.68 He supplemented his
knowledge by undergoing training from the tayū, Nakao Kesakiyo to learn how to recite the saimon
ritual texts, cut the gohei, and perform the mai-kagura. He started helping with taiko drumming in
public performances of Izanagi-ryū since 1980. There were many requests for performances and a
need for manpower to help. Since he was regarded as highly knowledgeable about local ritual
practices, there were expectations for him to join in the ritual festivals. Nakao Kesakiyo, the
teacher who taught the mai-kagura, was the brother of Handa-san’s father. Handa had joined his
uncle then for the purpose of continuing the kagura.
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It is at the venue itself that you are taught everything by your master, the underlying meaning being that the more
ritual events you participate in, the more you learn on how to conduct ceremonies. Such sentiments were echoed by
Muneishi Rikio and even Ogawasara Kenji, the newly recognized disciple of Ogasawara Kenichi who expressed his
inability to accompany his father to more of such ritual ceremonies due to his own work commitments at Dainichi-ji
temple.
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Reception towards Izanagi-ryū kagura as a folk performing art
The first time that I encountered Izanagi-ryū kagura was at the Kōchi Prefectural Museum
of History. In conjunction with its special exhibition, “Izanagi-ryū: Monobe no sato (Izanagi-ryū:
The hometown of Monobe)”, that took place from 29 April to 26 June 2016, the museum organized
a series of activities and included the public performance as part of the promotion of Izanagi-ryū.
Many activities were planned consisted of talks by Japanese scholars, storytelling of local
mountain folklores, performances of folk dances, and a market fair selling local produce and crafts.
These activities culminated in a highly popular day tour of Monobe region where the exceeded
numbers of enrolled participants made the museum engaged another bus to fit all of them. The
museum decided to do this event in celebration of the fact that it had nearly been twenty years
since “Izanagi-ryū no Uchū (The Universe of Izanagi-ryū),” the first special exhibition on the
Izanagi-ryū was held.

During the day tour of the Monobe region which was organised by the Kōchi
Prefectural Museum of History, tour participants were bused to different areas in
Monobe where museum staff and locals explained the cultural practices, beliefs and
folklores of Monobe. Some tour participants were from other areas in Kōchi and
joined the tour to find out more about Izanagi-ryū.
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The series of activities and exhibition was also intended to showcase the results of the five
years of studies and endeavors undertaken by the Society for the Planning/Study of Izanagi-ryū
and the Culture of the Monobe River Region (Izanagi-ryū to monobegawa ryūiki no bunka wo
kangaeru-kai) since it was set up in 2011. This non-governmental group was conceived by
Komatsu Katsuhiko, Umeno Mitsuoki, and the staff of the Kami city government to engage the
local communities in a more concerted effort to preserve and to promote local cultural heritages.
Previous initiatives to publicize local traditions were mainly driven by government bodies such as
the Kōchi Prefectural Museum of History with the help of Japanese scholars. But it became
apparent that the sustainability of the promotional activities necessitated the mobilization and
active involvement of residents of Monobe. The society also functioned as a core focus to
coordinate among the diverse groups in the community. After the society was established, annual
meetings were held where Umeno Mitsuoki reported on the activities related to the promotion of
the traditions of the Monobe region. It was at these meetings that representatives of local cultural
groups could express their opinions and expectations on the upcoming year’s activities.

Visitors gathered outside the the display of the traditional Japanese house
Higashitsuno village to await the start of the Izanagi-ryū kagura performance. The
photo on the right shows how the shōji sliding doors and amado storm shutters had
been removed to allow visitors an open view of the interior of the house.
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To recreate the ritual scenario in its original venue, the Izanagi-ryū kagura was held inside
the open exhibit of traditional Japanese house (minka) on the garden grounds of the Kōchi
Prefectural Museum of History. This house with a tall steep thatched roof and deep eaves appeared
to have been constructed in 1832 and was originally from the Higashitsuno village in the centralwestern part of Kōchi Prefecture. The wooden structure was dismantled and transported to the
museum sometime in 1991 to be reassembled into an open display for visitors to venture inside
and see the architectural structure and living spaces of traditional houses in Kōchi Prefecture.69
The shōji sliding doors and amado storm shutters had been removed, allowing visitors an open
view of the interior of the house.
Members of the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society walked around the interior of the
proceeded to set up the ritual space. Handa Toshiharu, the head of the society instructed the
younger members on how to attach the hemp rope on the beams of the living room area and insert
the sakaki branches and colored slips of gohei paper into the hemp role in regular intervals to form
the sacred barrier. Ii Yukio sat quietly in front of the altar space to cut the gohei and to set up the
offerings for the altar. After the hemp role was set up, Handa-san proceeded to put up the bakkai,
a central feature of many Izanagi-ryū rituals to signify the seat of the gods.
An hour passed as segments of the ritual arena was set up. An unexpectedly large number
of visitors had arrived to view the kagura performance and the rows of foldable metal chairs set
up outside the house structure were quickly filled with visitors. The museum had not anticipated
such a large turnout and even though a large white tent had been set up over a section of the seating
venue, there was worried over the possibility of heatstroke due to the rising summer heat. The
visitors had been excitedly taking photos of their actions and some went forward in curiosity to
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Information from the Kōchi Prefectural Museum of Japanese History.
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take a better look at how it was all done. The members gathered in a circle each held a gohei and
a shakujo and sat on the tatami mat where Handa-san proceeded to start the kagura performance
with the singing of the saimon. The other members joined in chorus and swayed their upper bodies
in unison.

Visitors recording the actions of the members of the Izanagi-ryū Kagura
Preservation Society as they set up the ritual space.

One of the highlights of the performance came at the end during the Yumi-no-mai, a kagura
that is performed using a bow at the end of ritual ceremonies. The performer held a long bow with
colorful paper tassels on both ends of the bow which was swung and thrusted in the four cardinal
directions to quell the powers of the kami that were called upon. As part of the ritual act, the
performer came to the edge of the stage and held out one end of the bow. No one in the audience
knew what was happening until the Japanese scholar, Komatsu Katsuhiko went forward with a
cheerful smile to tear off a few paper tassels from the bow. As if on cue, the audience then realized
that this was what was to be done. Several rushed forward in joyful excitement and amidst some
embarrassed giggles, proceeded to each grab a few pieces of the paper tassels until the ends of the
bow was empty.
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Left: Start of the Yumi-no-mai kagura.
Right: Visitors taking colored paper from the ends of bow as a keepsake.

At the end of the performance, the performers started dismantling the hemp rope and
removed the bakkai from the ceiling. Some audience members took the gohei, probably as
memorabilia of their experience at this performance or for display at their homes as a protective
amulet. The event seemed to be a great success. The events attracted an audience turnout that went
beyond expectations.70 Audience members had a good view of the process of preparing the ritual
arena and was treated to a re-enactment of how the kagura of Izanagi-ryū was conducted in the
past. Even though announcements were made to request the audience not to crowd the front of the
stage, excited audience members would rush to the front of the stage to take photographs and
video-recordings of this sight whenever it was indicated that it was alright to move forward to take
photos.
Some time into the performance, the loud gruff voice of a man in the audience could be
heard muttering in a derisive tone that this was fake and not the “real thing” (nisemono). The
disgruntlement of the man was audible, and he made his feelings clearly heard that he felt that the
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The expected turnout was for about a hundred people but an estimated two hundred visitors arrived to witness the
event. The museum had tried to control the crowd size by requiring pre-registration for some activities and endeavored
to accommodate as many as they could.
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re-enactment of the ritual scenario did not serve to signify the essence of the tradition. The question
here runs beyond the concept of what is “authentic” to a question of what is exactly “representative”
of a cultural tradition. The kagura ritual dance was only an auxiliary part of what Izanagi-ryū
symbolizes but it became the mainstay as it was visually striking enough to capture public attention.
For some of the attendees, it raised indignance over the essentialization and even possibly, the fake
representation of Izanagi-ryū. For others, the kagura performance served to actualize an imagined
sense of regional identity. The performers were aware that they were not the real practitioners of
Izanagi-ryū and that they were mainly enacting the ritual ceremonies. Despite such criticisms, the
members of the Preservation Society recognize their responsibilities as carriers of the heritage and
proudly continue their public performances of the mai-kagura of the Izanagi-ryū .

Limitations of a Preservation Society (hozon-kai)
The Preservation Society was initially started with the expressed intent of developing
practitioners of Izanagi-ryū but it had met limited success in getting its younger members to
continue sustained participation. For the Preservation Society, time had sedimented much of the
enthusiasm and mellowed the drive to push for more practitioners of Izanagi-ryū. More than three
decades have passed, and the senior members had reached past their 60s. Many members had
already left for other ventures. Over the decades, the Preservation Society had become an interest
group for elderly residents of Monobe to reminisce about their past and continue their disappearing
traditions. Handa-san said that the Preservation Society did not do any form of advertisement to
attract new members.as mai-kagura used to be performed in the privacy of homes and were not
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intended to be shown or performed in public. 71 New members were recruited when current
members invite interested friends to join in the practice sessions.
When I started on my fieldwork at the Preservation Society in 2016, there were sixteen
members who regularly attend the bi-monthly practice sessions, half of which were children from
the primary and high schools of Ōdochi town. The numbers dwindled as the high school students
started preparing for their school graduation and progressed on to senior high schools. As the town
no longer offered any senior high school facilities, many students had to consider moving to nearby
towns or even other prefectures to continue their studies after graduation. One of the younger and
most active members who was touted to become the next successor of the Izanagi-ryū, had wanted
to stay in his hometown to continue the local traditions. Despite his reluctance to leave Monobe,
he finally had to make the decision to continue his studies in agricultural farming in another
prefecture. He had been in a great dilemma about his future livelihood and worried over the
possibility that it might be too late when he returned from his studies. He was highly concerned
that the elderly members of the Preservation Society might have passed on and there would not be
sufficient time for him to learn all there was to know.
The situation seemed dire and there was a tinge of resigned acceptance over the incapacity
of the Preservation Society to stave the outflow of members. But the situation was not entirely
hopeless. When I first joined the practice sessions of the Preservation Society in September 2016,
there were about thirteen members. By the time I ended my fieldwork in November 2017, three
children ranging from the ages of eight to ten have joined the Preservation Society, much to the
joy of the older members who seemed invigorated by their boisterous presence. The sounds of the
children’s banter and their lively game playing before the start of practice sessions often lightened
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Handa Toshiharu, personal interview. 27 November 2017.
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the mood, and the participation of these youngsters seemed to offer the older members a temporary
respite from the hopelessness of losing their beloved cultural heritage to time, and gave them
comfort in the hope that the younger generation shared their interest in continuing the practices of
Izanagi-ryū. That is, until these children grow to graduate from high school and had to make the
same harsh decision as the current teenage members about their academic progression and decide
if they should remain in Monobe or leave for other prefectures for further studies.

Conclusion
While kagura is promoted as an expression of the cultural and religious life of rural Japan,
the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society presented a situation in which the realities of heritage
preservation inadvertently ran counter to the original aims. The Preservation Society was started
with the altruistic intention of preserving the local traditions of Monobe by recruiting and
cultivating successors to continue the practices. But during its development, practicalities such as
the dearth of participating tayū and the complexity of mastering kitō, forced the Preservation
Society to focus on mai-kagura as its main object of transmission. Modifications were made to the
dance-rituals and performance props to fit the times.
In the early years of the Preservation Society, the decision to allow mai-kagura to
supersede kitō had caused the split within the initial group of participating tayū. Now it has
incurred criticism that the knowledge transmitted by the Preservation Society has become reduced
to mere form, making the kagura performance an “imposter” (nisemono) of the ideas, philosophies,
and religious functions of Izanagi-ryū. In the case of the Preservation Society, cultural heritages
were used to recontextualize the past even as they were cast as the authentic representation and an
unwavering continuation of local traditions. When kagura is taken out of its original environment
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and re-contextualized as a performing art, its ontological existence and function as a ritual
performance was dissolved. Instead, its artistic performance only served to recapture slivered
memories of a bygone period that could no longer be recreated in actuality. Heritage preservation
in itself is an ideological premise imposed by institutional demands that supported the ideal of
traditions as something that should and must be preserved and transmitted, even though the object
of transmission might not correspond to original practices.
The members of the Preservation Society were highly aware that their kagura performances
served merely as a surface representation of Izanagi-ryū, but they took great pride in their
responsibilities of recreating and demonstrating the characteristics of Izanagi-ryū practices to the
public, even though their mai-kagura performances were only a temporary snippet of a much more
complex system. Although compromises were made to accommodate the changing contexts, the
members were contented that a part of their local traditions, however small it might be, could be
maintained for future generations. The Preservation Society highlighted the importance of having
the active support and participation of local communities to ensure the success of heritage
transmission. Its activities also allowed us to better understand the operations of agency in
Japanese heritage work where human construction, creativity, resistance, and intentionality
directed the developments of heritage preservation on the ground.72
It was unfortunate that the unwavering zeal of the senior members of the preservation
society had slowly worn down over nearly three decades of rapid demographic changes in the
region, to be replaced by resigned acceptance of the difficulties in continuing the transmission of
traditions to the next generation. While the situation might seem bleak, the members considered
this a natural process in which things would disappear with the progression of time. To them, it
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See Rupert Cox and Christoph Brumann, 2010, 4.
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was how things work even if traditional practices could not be maintained. It would forever remain
a mystery as to whether their sentiments arose out of the reality of their local situation or whether
they truly agree with such an outcome for Izanagi-ryū. But in the meantime, they would continue
the activities of the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society for as long as they could.
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CHAPTER 4
Communicating with the Gods: The Politics of Performance in Ritual Legitimation

“Real power?” I asked. “Yes, and that is why we say that he does not hold any of it. He is
a ‘performance’ tayū. If [the ritual] worked, the ancestors will not appear in dreams. They come
to you in dreams if it was not effective,” replied Mitsu-bachan with a decisive tone of certainty.73
Tanaka Mitsuyo, or Mitsu-bachan (Grandma Mitsu) as she told me to call her, was my landlady in
the town of Ōdochi, often seen as the gateway into the locus of the Izanagi-ryū. A widow in her
early eighties who was always helpful with advice about how to adapt to the local environment
and generous with gifts of her homemade dishes and homegrown produce as well as personal
tidbits about happenings in the neighborhood, Mitsu-bachan’s experiences of post-war poverty in
the 1950s and the terrifying tremors of the catastrophic Nankai Earthquake of 194674 often added
penetrating depth to her descriptions about the rise and fall of the fortunes of the Monobe region.
I had visited her that afternoon with the intention of asking for her contact details so that I
could resolve the internet connection in my rental apartment with the local telecommunications
company. Our casual conversation about the unusually warm weather during this autumn season
turned to her question about my sudden disappearance for the past three days. When I replied that
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Tanaka Mitsuyo. Personal interview. 18 October 2016. Mitsu-bachan uses osenzo-sama to refer to the ancestral
entities. While osenzo-sama might be used interchangeably with hotoke-sama to refer to the ancestral dead, osenzosama refers mainly to the recently deceased whom the household can still identify as immediate family members, such
as grandparents and great-grandparents. In contrast, hotoke-sama (lit. buddhas) refers to a broader and more numinous
category of deceased persons that might or might not be directly related to the household.
This Shōwa Nankai jishin seismologically historical earthquake took place on 21 December 1946 at 04.19 JST (20
December, 19:19 UTC) in the southern sea region of Japan. It measured between 8.1 and 8.4 on the moment magnitude
scale and was heavily felt in the central and western parts of Japan. The disastrous earthquake resulted in massive
damages of homes and reached casualties of more than 1330 dead and 2600 injured. Kochi was one of the most heavily
hit regions with tremors measuring magnitude 5 and large tsunami floods that submerged much of the southern parts
of the prefecture. An estimated over 830 injured persons and a death toll of 679 persons were recorded.
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I was away to attend the Nichigetsu Festival (Nichigetsu-sai), the much-anticipated grand
ceremony of the Izanagi-ryū, Mitsu-bachan eagerly interrupted to say that it was reported in the
local news and proceeded to take out a copy of The Kochi Shimbun newspaper.75 Turning to the
page where photo images of the festival and all the ritual participants could be clearly seen, she
expressed that this was a rare festival that had not taken place for the past decade. When I remarked
that it was unusual to see a religious mix of Buddhist monks, Shinto priests, tayū ritualists of
Izanagi-ryū, and yamabushi practitioners of Shugendo present at this festival, she agreed about the
motley gathering of participants and then concluded with a derisive tone of finality that this curious
situation came about because one of the ritualists present was a “performance” (pāfomansu) tayū.76
The choice of “performance” as an adjective to describe a person initially struck me as odd
due to the seemingly incongruous choice of a loanword of English origin by Japanese locals to
refer to a resident member of their community. This sense of oddness came particularly so as it
denoted a critical assessment of the ritual significance of the Nichigetsu Festival. While the context
of reference resonated uncannily with the idea that the ritual process functioned as a transitional
mechanism for social changes (Turner, c1986), the usage of “performance” here harbored an
intentional emphasis on the rupture in the reconciliatory potential of rituals.77 Despite my queries,

The article, “Izanagiryū taisai hajimaru: 15 nenburi akurei nado kawa ni nagasu” gave a summary about the
significance of the ritual ceremony. (Kusunose Kenta. The Kochi Shinbun, October 16, 2016, p. 34). The same event
was reported in more detail by the same reporter in another article, “Izanagiryū 15 nenburi taisai: Ie no kami to shizen
he no inori” (The Kochi Shinbun, October 20, 2016, p. 19).
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The Japanese word, “パーフォンマンス” (pāfomansu, lit. performance) was repeatedly used by Tanaka Mitsuyo
in her descriptions. I have also heard this adjective used by a few others when they talked about a certain tayū.
Although names were not necessarily spoken aloud, the descriptions of the behavioral quirks of the tayū made it easy
to identify whom they were talking about. The superficiality of display and appearances versus real substance was
also an issue when it involved the public performances of the kagura 神楽 ritual dance of Izanagi-ryū. A discussion
of this discordance is in Chapter 3 of this dissertation.
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“Performance” (pāfomansu) was also engaged by Japanese scholars during public talks and discussions about
kagura, a traditional Japanese performance that is intended to call upon and to entertain the gods during festivals and
77
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I could not unearth any clear answers from local Japanese on what the concept of “performance”
meant exactly in indigenous understandings and how it originated in vernacular usage. But it soon
became apparent over the course of my fourteen months’ stay in the mountain town of Ōdochi,
nestled deep in the Monobe region of Kochi prefecture of Japan, how this foreign loanword was
commonly drawn on whenever Mitsu-bachan, other locals, and even some religious practitioners
were insinuating their misgivings about the abilities of certain tayū. When spoken with a tone of
hesitance and especially used during comparative descriptions of persons, it inevitably highlighted
the perceived superficiality of his ritual aptitude and promoted a sense of skepticism about the
individual’s qualifications as a tayū. It brought into question the rightful legitimacy of the tayū.
In this chapter, I look at the measures of legitimacy engaged by the tayū ritualists of
Izanagi-ryū to assert their religious authority and to create the impression of ritual authenticity.
From imparting ideas about “real power” to staking claims of discipleship and lineage relations
with certain reputable tayū masters, to getting involved in media productions and scholarly
publications about cultural heritage preservation, the manifold ways in which practitioners of
Izanagi-ryū reinforced the impression of authenticity of their ritual methods and sought
endorsement of their religious legitimacy highlighted an innovative reaction of a slowly
disappearing tradition against the unrelenting onslaught of modern developments. Within this
context, the patron-client relationship that the tayū held with the local communities comes to the
forefront to highlight the social power structures that supported, or undermined, the efforts of the
tayū.

ritual events. The alternative word used was “engekiteki (theatrical performance)”. However, the intended effects
through the use of such words differed between scholars and the locals.
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Being and becoming a “true” tayū
Jokes were sometimes made by Japanese locals on different occasions that I should
apprentice myself to a tayū once they learnt that I was researching on the Izanagi-ryū.
Simultaneously impressed and perplexed by why a foreigner would decide to come on her own to
stay in this remote locale, their comments would often start with the lament about the fact that
there were few remaining practitioners now and that the tradition was quickly disappearing,
followed by the good-natured banter about how my in-depth knowledge of Izanagi-ryū made me
fit for becoming a tayū. My reply to them was always the same; it was impossible for me to do so
due to my position as a researcher and it did not fit the aims of my research study. More importantly,
the short term of my stay here and the length of time required to master all the rituals discounted
me as a possible candidate to be a tayū.
At that time, my impression of discipleship within the Izanagi-ryū had convinced me that
there was no way that I could ever become a tayū, even though a few tayū had been trying to
convince me in various ways to be their disciple. Their repeated persuasions about how learning it
from the inside as a disciple would enable me to understand what Izanagi-ryū was did little to
convince me otherwise about the responsibilities of becoming a tayū. From my understanding
through scholarship and conversations with the tayū and the residents of Monobe, the tayū
occupied a peculiar position within their communities, one that shifted between their deep-rooted,
daily status as a relative or familiar acquaintance in the neighborhood and the ceremonial role they
transitioned into during ritual events. Becoming a full-fledged tayū was not just about learning
how to conduct the ritual ceremonies, how to recite the saimon (ritual text), and the method of
cutting the numerous gohei (ritual paper wands), it also involved learning information about the
local community, and attaining the ability to know how to adapt the rituals to individual situations.
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As it operated on a tradition of oral transmission, such knowledge was acquired only by being
apprenticed to at least five tayū masters to learn the ways they conducted the ceremonies.
As the fledgling tayū assisted their masters in the rituals through the years and eventually
gained sufficient experience and approval from their mentors to hold the rituals on their own, locals
simultaneously learned about the tayū since they were apprentices. The locals knew their tayū and
were aware of who would succeed as the next tayū because it was usually someone from one of
the households within the community. They would have known the tayū since he or she was a
child, watched them mature into adulthood, and observed them aiding their masters in the village’s
ritual festivals on their journey towards becoming a full-fledged ritualist. Locals witnessed their
participation and growth through the years from a disciple until their masters eventually officially
gave them the yurushi (seal of acceptance), a symbolic gesture of permission and affirmation of
status as a tayū specialist of Izanagi-ryū, during a communal festival that was largely attended by
people within the community.
Such longstanding interactions served to generate a deep-rooted understanding of the
personalities and dispositions of the tayū, and nurtured acknowledgements of and support for a
tayū’s status. A reciprocal cycle of legitimation was created whereby the status of a tayū was
established via consistent long-term involvement in local activities rather than simply by
hereditary transmission. This form of collective recognition from local communities had great
import in circumstances where the position of tayū was primarily earned through extended periods
of discipleship, more than attained through affiliation to formal religious institutions or obtainment
of legal licenses and registrations.
Yet, this was exactly what made Izanagi-ryū particularly vulnerable to contemporary
problems of depopulation and rapidly aging population. Within the past 60 years, the population
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of residents in the Monobe region dropped from more than 10,000 people to a mere 1,900 people
(Arigatō. Monobeson, 2006). Many village hamlets had disappeared in the Monobe region, as
majority of the younger people had moved out to city centers for better job opportunities and the
remaining residents were mostly in their late 70s to 90s. There were few remaining children, which
resulted in the permanent shut-down of the local senior high school in 2003.78 The lack of young
people in the region caused an acute reduction of successors to continue local practices, which
consequently led to a drastic reduction in demand for and provision of all forms of ritual services.
The disheartening fact that local communities were shrinking fast meant a limitation on the shared
provision of financial and logistic support to conduct any large-scale communal ritual ceremonies.
This in effect, eliminated venues for the teaching of ritual methods to a disciple, as well as the
official declaration by a tayū master of the progression of his disciple to a specialist of Izanagiryū.79
To further compound the dire situation, several of the tayū had passed away in succession
over the course of the past decade, leaving less than ten tayū in the region struggling to continue
the legacy of the rituals. This consequently denoted a break in the expected procedure of
knowledge transmission in Izanagi-ryū; being apprenticed to at least five different masters and
obtaining all their seal of acceptance (yurushi) to attain the status of tayū. What made this even

A high school student who was an active member of the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society since he was a
child had reflected to me that he wanted to stay on in Monobe to help continue local cultural practices but the lack of
a senior high school meant that he had to move to the city center of Kochi prefecture or even to another prefecture in
order to continue his studies. There were willing young participants eager to continue and to transmit cultural heritages
but institutional limitations in the form of inadequate education facilities forced them to move out of the region for
better study opportunities.
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The problem with a decrease in demand for and the organizing of festivals was specifically expressed to me by one
tayū, Muneishi Rikio when I met him for the first time on 8 December 2018. He said that there was no venue to pass
on the knowledge of Izanagi-ryū rituals now. There was no one to call for such rituals to be performed and there were
insufficient people to perform such rituals now. Since there are no architectural structure of worship in Izanagi-ryū, a
festival event was deemed to be a pertinent venue of knowledge transmission as preparations for all aspects of the
rituals would be explained and demonstrated to the disciple by the master.
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less tenable was the fact that there were no longer sufficient fully qualified tayū alive now to allow
for the criteria of being apprenticed to five masters. At present, none of the current existing tayū
could qualify as a specialist of Izanagi-ryū in the traditionally recognized system of transmission.
And the tayū I spoke to were fully aware of this fact.
The tayū knew they could not be considered full-fledged specialist of Izanagi-ryū when
measured against the checkbox list of transmission requirements that had been recorded by
scholars and later spread to the public through publications and public talks.80 All the current tayū
had been apprenticed under only one or two masters, which effectively invalidated their status as
qualified tayū. This in turn, denoted that they did not possess the qualifications to conduct rituals
on their own, much less take on disciples and pass on their knowledge. The conundrum was that
there were no one to pass on their knowledge either. The legitimate status of a tayū was a constant
issue of contention and also one that drove at the heart of the current state of affairs in Izanagiryū: how should one define who or what was legitimate when the conventional system of
transmission had already been disrupted?
The rivalry among the tayū over who could be deemed a legitimate specialist, and by
extension, the rightful heir to the legacy of Izanagi-ryū, became bound up in claims over what a
“true tayū” (honmono no tayū) was. I first encountered this concept of a “true” (honmono) tayū
during one early conversation with a tayū, Muneishi Rikio, or Rikio-san as many preferred to
address him.81 Rikio-san was a bespectacled, soft-spoken tayū on the heavyset side with a cleanshaven head and a scholarly demeanor matched by a questioning mind that penchant on
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Japanese scholars such as Komatsu Kazuhiko, Saito Hideki, and Umeno Mitsuoki had written extensively about the
Izanagi-ryū and conducted annual talks and symposiums since 2013 to educate the public about the Izanagi-ryū.
Ritual preparations, mochi-making for the Yama no kami Festival, Ino, Kōchi, Japan, 8 December 2016, 13:1015:00. I first met Muneishi Rikio on 8 December 2016 through introductions by a local.
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philosophical abstractions. In subsequent conversations and during my attendance at a few of his
rituals, Rikio-san tried to explain and demonstrate on different occasions the expected behavior,
ritual aptitude, and attitude of a genuine tayū. When Rikio-san went on to declare that the current
existing tayū were a spectacle (mise-mono), I was uncertain about what he was trying to express
and prompted him to explain what he meant by a “true” tayū.82 Rikio-san proceeded to elaborate
that in the past, each family had a tayū.83 There were so many of them then. He reminisced that
the tayū back in the days helped each other out; One could visit another tayū and get his advice
and tips on how to tackle a tricky problem. They would gather during festivals to exchange
information and provide suggestions to each other on how to improve the efficacy of rituals. These
were the “true” tayū whose behavior and intentions denoted a higher altruistic aim of serving the
community and helping the people.
The lament over the lack of collegial relationship among the tayū of now was also echoed
by Moriyasu Masayoshi, a contemporaneous peer of Rikio-san who was discipled under the same
master, Komatsu Tameshige.84 He had spoken of the functions of ritual festivals in the past when
I asked him about his participation in the 2016 Nichigetsu Festival. Whether intentional or simply
to reminisce about the past, Moriyasu-san pointed out how he had coached the disciples of the
organizer, Ogawasara Kenhō, in the spirit of sharing knowledge, and mentioned the positive result
of having different religious practitioners gathered together for the festival. He saw this gathering
of varied religious specialists as enabling mutual communications and the exchange of ideas and
methods on how to make the rituals more efficacious. between his knowing looks interwoven with
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Muneishi Rikio. Personal Interview. 29 August 2017.
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Ibid.
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Moriyasu Masayoshi. Personal interview. 29 November 2017.
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his descriptions of the past, there were clear indications that Moriyasu-san seemed critical about
the notable lack of attendance and participation from other tayū and appeared to harbor a certain
disgruntlement that he had not been able to obtain any new ritual knowledge from the Nichigetsu
Festival of 2016.
For Rikio-san, the spirit of sharing knowledge for the benefit of the community would
quantify the definition of what a “true” tayū should be. This insistence on magnanimity and
relations of reciprocity was supplemented by an expectation of humility. Rikio-san compared the
behavior of his two masters, clearly indicating his preference for his second teacher.85 He often
mentioned his second master, Nakao Sadayoshi, as a foil to his first master, Komatsu Tameshige,
whom he had undergone training for two years before becoming disillusioned enough to seek a
new teacher. His second teacher, Nakao-san was a person that he held in high regard and saw him
as a worthy master who willingly shared his experiences and ritual knowledge. Rikio-san
appreciated the fact that Nakao-san could answer his questions about the rituals with clear
explanations and yet remained humble enough to readily admit when he had no clear answers to
his many queries. His master did not mask his lack of knowledge, preferring to open admit his
ignorance rather than pretend to know the answers or be secretive about it. It was Nakao-san who
had taught him much about the principles behind the responsibilities of a tayū, emphasizing on the
importance of being considerate and understanding as a requisite for communicating with the
clients. This greatly influenced Rikio-san who felt that listening carefully to the needs of his clients
and being empathic to their situations to be a continuation of his master’s legacy.
Rikio-san’s explanations paralleled the sentiments of my landlady, Mitsu-bachan who
happened to be one of his firm supporters and a regular client, with regards to the Nichigetsu
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Muneishi Rikio. Personal interview. 29 August 2017.
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Festival of 2016. He felt that this festival was only for show with no true desire for helping and
benefitting people.86 In his opinion, the atmosphere of the festivals of the past were congenial and
cooperative, unlike the current situation where the high level of competition among the tayū to
cast themselves as the true representative of Izanagi-ryū had dismantled the collegial relationship
among themselves. Rikio-san blamed the official designation of Izanagi-ryū as a National
Important Intangible Folk Cultural Property for inspiring many locals in the region to get involved
in the Izanagi-ryū and prompted some to arbitrarily define themselves as a tayū specialist.87 He
saw this national designation to be the trigger for causing the current tense situation in which
individuals tried to cast themselves as the “true” tayū despite not possessing the proper
qualifications to be one. The selfish desire by unqualified “tayū” to latch onto a nationally
recognized intangible cultural heritages for reasons such as pride and profit all came at the
detriment of the repute of the “true” tayū.88 Now anyone could declare themselves to be a tayū.

Redefining the measures of legitimacy to create a “true” tayū
It was this break in the traditionally recognized formality for ascertaining the legitimate
status of a tayū that the terms for becoming a tayū had to be modified to fit contemporary
conditions. Pressured by the invalidity of their qualifications, the tayū engaged in multiple
strategies to assert the authenticity of their status. Participation in the production of information
about Izanagi-ryū was an obvious choice of approach to be considered in the category of credibility.
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Muneishi Rikio. Personal interview. 29 August 2017.
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Ibid. This issue of cultural property being an impediment in the preservation of intangible cultural heritages is
further discussed in Chapter 3 of this dissertation.
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Muneishi Rikio. Personal Interview. 19 September 2017.
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A display of in-depth knowledge about the rites and ritual texts proved to be an effective venture
as scholars and local administrative staff directed me to speak with certain tayū whom they
regarded as specialists of Izanagi-ryū.
One such tayū was Komatsu Toyonori, a tayū who declared himself, and commonly seen
by many in this region, to be last remaining specialist of all knowledge about the rituals.89 He was
already in his 90s with no disciples but his knowledge of Izanagi-ryū rituals was unquestioned by
the fact that he had contributed detailed written records of ritual procedures for submission to the
national government to attain the Cultural Property designation for the Izanagi-ryū tradition. His
position as a “true” tayū was reinforced by his involvement in the previous Nichigetsu Festival in
2001, a much hyped-about festival of Izanagi-ryū that was regarded to be the “last” Grand Festival
(taisai) to be held.90 But possessing a cache of knowledge about the rituals and texts did not
necessarily automatically translated to acceptance of his status. Other tayū had misgivings about
the accuracy of his writings, attributing their skepticism to their association of Toyonori-san with
a subsidiary of Izanagi-ryū, the Kamakura style (kamakura-ryū).91
Here, a digression should be made with regards to these alternative styles of Izanagi-ryū.
Two main strains of Izanagi-ryū had been mentioned to me by the tayū and some locals, namely
the Kamakura style and the Tendai style (tendai-ryū). These two styles were oft mentioned as a
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Komatsu Toyonori. Personal interview. 31 March 2017.

The rhetoric of “last” was a constant feature when scholars, government bodies, the media, and locals wanted to
emphasize the finality of cultural heritages and local practices. Whether it was a conscious effort or a reflection of
prevailing apprehensive concerns, I see this frame of reference as a way of creating anxiety while elevating the
significance and importance of the event being performed. Further analysis is given in Chapter 2.
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I chose to translate the Japanese term, “ryū” as “style” to indicate the manner and methods employed by the tayū in
their deportment and presentation of rituals. The explanations provided by the tayū suggested that it was more an
adoption of form, rather than substance (such as “sect/school”, ryūha) when they used ryū to indicate their ritual
preferences and differences.
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contrast to what was considered “authentic” Izanagi-ryū versus these secondary versions. While
some tayū noted their association with sectarian or school belonging, particularly for those like
Ogasawara Kenhō and Fujioka Takatoshi who explicitly stated their Tendai style of Izanagi-ryū
rituals, to be associated with the Kamakura style appeared to carry a certain sense of adulteration
of Izanagi-ryū traditions. One reason for Rikio-san’s disillusionment with his first master lied in
his perception that Tameshige-san took an overly liberal interpretation of Izanagi-ryū, superficially
incorporating a hodge-podge of elements from various religious traditions to create what was
deemed the Kamakura style, or what Rikio-san further censured as “Tameshige style (tameshigeryū).”
Tameshige-san operated in the realm of the Kamakura style, as easily distinguished by his
attire when he conducted his rituals. Rikio-san was adamant that the standard outfit that was worn
since the past by “true” tayū was a simple addition of a plain white haori (unlined overcoat) over
the samue (casual work clothing made of cotton or linen for performing labor) or other daily
wear.92 The tayū did not wear a hakama, broad Japanese style trousers that were now worn by
performers of the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society.93 The white overcoat, as Rikio-san
insisted, would be the one item that differentiated the tayū from other religious practitioners. It
reflected the original roots of tayū as a person from within the mostly agrarian community, rather
than a pretentiously exalted religious practitioner. And he continued wearing this attire during
rituals, as did his disciple, Aiko-san. This contrasted greatly with the attire of choice for other tayū,
which involved donning a multi-layered kariginu made of colorful silk brocade and an eboshi, a
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Muneishi Rikio. Personal Interview. 29 August 2017.
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Refer to Chapter 3 for a discussion about the activities of this interest group and its participation in the transmission
of Izanagi-ryū practices.
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long, black dome-shaped cloth hat that was the standard formal attire of the Heian aristocratic class
and adopted into the ceremonial outfit for Shinto priests. Rikio-san deemed this choice of dressing
to be the adherents of the Kamakura-style, whereby the sartorial effort to impart a sense of
constricted formality was done merely for appearances and constituted an unnecessary waste of
money since the costly outfits were not reflective of the principles and qualities of Izanagi-ryū.
Ogasawara Kenhō would disagree with Rikio-san’s opinions. Ogasawara-san was a tayū
who was as precise in his bearing as much as he was warmly polite with ready smiles that easily
shifted into serious expressions marked with frowns as he paused in thoughtful silence to
contemplate answers to my questions. Displaying a preference for wearing crisply sharp outfits,
Ogasawara-san took pride in being properly garbed in formal traditional Japanese attire during his
rituals and when meeting guests in his home. This formalism was instrumental to his image of
professionalism and injected a ceremonial propriety to his conduct, a point that his supporters
seemed to prefer and appreciate. Ogasawara-san attributed his emphasis on proper attiring to be
the influence from his one master, Tameshige-san who had taught him that formal garments were
essential as a show of respect to the deities and to the clients. Both Ogasawara-san and his fellow
junior disciple from the same master, Moriyasu-san suit up in elaborate and colorful kariginu attire
for their rituals, unlike their senior, Rikio-san who abstained from this intricate style of dressing
as he followed the teachings of his second master and opted for the simple vestment of a white
haori overcoat.
Possibly following the teachings of Tameshige-san, Ogasawara-san interchangeably used
various ritual implements when he was conducting his rituals. From the expected gohei, prayer
beads (juzu) and white fan, to include a small Buddhist belled staff (shakujō), vajra double-headed
scepter (kongōsho), and a thin, flat wood board (shaku) for holding the supplicatory text. His rituals
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displayed a fascinating mix of deft exchange among the ritual tools as he quickly switched the
instrument to be wielded in his hand while continuing his intonation of the ritual texts. 94 Upon
hearing my curious query about the reason for engaging the use of different ritual implements,
Ogasawara-san replied that this assemblage was amassed with the main aim of ensuring the
efficacy of the rituals. In his opinion, more types of ritual implements enhanced the harnessing of
power from various deities which in turn, would enable better success for the rituals. The
underlying meaning behind his words indicated that a successful outcome mattered more than the
fixation over which ritual object belonged to which religious affiliation.
Sectarian differentiation clearly incited uneasy tensions, which might have arisen from
apprehension over the impression it would leave on clients and supporters. One tayū I met, Fujioka
Takatoshi, clarified at the start of our first meeting that their temple followed the Tendai sect of
Buddhism, a point that he repeatedly emphasized throughout our conversation at Ōmoto-ji, the
temple he had inherited from his father who was well-known in this part of the region as a tayū of
Izanagi-ryū.95
Fujioka-san had learnt the requisite gohei-cutting, recitation of saimon texts, and ritual
procedures from his father, but he demonstrated a preference for identifying himself as a
practitioner of the Tendai Buddhist sect rather than a tayū. His choice of outfits for rituals such as
funerary rites and annual purification rites was that of the garb of yamabushi (mountain ascetic
monks) with white robes adorned with the yui-gesa, a harness-like vest with six pompom tassels

Yagitō, ritual ceremony, Birafu, Kōchi, Japan, April 13, 2017, 13:00-20:00. I was invited by a local acquaintance
that I had met at a festival at Komatsu Shrine to observe Ogasawara Kenhō’s conducting of the yagitō ritual at her
home.
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Fujioka Takatoshi. Personal interview. 19 October 2016. It was not just Fujioka-san who was fixated on ensuring
that I was clear about his sectarian affiliation. Yokota Etsuko, a friendly lady in her 60s whom I met at the Nichigetsusai on October 15-16, had volunteered to introduce me to her acquaintance, Fujioka-san. She also emphasized that it
was Tendai school of Izanagi-ryu when she called to confirm the meeting.
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attached. Even though official temple website managed by him stated the provision of Izanagi-ryū
rituals alongside Buddhist rites, Fujioka-san specified that he specialized in Buddhist practices and
that no one requests for Izanagi-ryū rituals now. The only reason why Izanagi-ryū rituals remained
on the menu of services at the temple was to cater to long-time clients of his father. But his father
was now too old to conduct such rituals which eventually phased off demands for such services.
Despite the tensions over the existence of alternative strains of Izanagi-ryū, there were
advantages of being associated with many forms of religious practices such as Tendai Buddhism,
namely attracting clients with one’s broad cache of ritual knowledge and by extension, one’s
ability to adapt rituals according to the religious preferences of the clients. A tayū’s range of ritual
knowledge earns affirmation of legitimacy, as what Toyonori-san, one of the main contributors for
enabling the Cultural Property designation of the Izanagi-ryū tradition, had attempted to achieve.
But with the lack of sufficient fully qualified masters for the current set of tayū to obtain knowledge,
seeking alternative sources of ritual knowledge presented a useful avenue for buttressing one’s
ability and status as an eligible religious practitioner.96
Being the bearer of knowledge justified claims of legitimacy, as do being the possessor of
remnant ritual texts that were either transmitted from a master or entrusted by a family whose tayū
relative had passed away. Ritual texts were considered personal items specific to each tayū and
contained significant handwritten records of ritual procedures. There are two main categories of
ritual texts, the saimon and the hōmon. Unlike the easy availability of saimon, acquiring the hōmon
constituted a higher level of ritual mastery as these texts contained magical spells that range from
curing sicknesses and deflecting curses, to protecting the country, to manipulating the workings of
natural elements. The decision of a master to gift a certain disciple with a viewing of his own

Refer to Komatsu Kazuhiko (2011) for a study of the historical origins of tayū. He attributed onmyōji (yin yang
specialists), itinerant monks, and local cults as some of the influences on the formation of the tayū.
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collection would denote a willingness to transfer pertinent ritual knowledge. Usually, disciples
were expected to make their own handwritten copies from the set of ritual texts possessed by their
masters, rather than receive the original texts.97
Rikio-san was glad that he was entrusted with a set of hōmon ritual texts by a family who
had been reluctant to hand them to other tayū and scholars. He saw this as their trust in his moral
capacity and their recognition of him as a worthy tayū who would be able to carry on the legacy
of the deceased tayū and not exploit the magical spells in the texts for personal gains. The one
problem was that he was unable to fully decipher and understand the principles and instructions in
these texts without explanations from a master, an obstacle that he tried to overcome by consulting
other religious texts or scholarly publications for possible clues and explanations.

Measures of legitimacy: How a disciple was made
Although Toyonori-san was commonly recognized as an authority on the Izanagi-ryū, he
was unable to attract disciples and pass on his knowledge, a regret which people I had spoken to,
had attributed to his difficult personality. He had two sons, one of whom was said to have had
decided not to follow in his father’s footsteps to become a tayū of Izanagi-ryū but became a
Buddhist monk instead. The most probable reason for his son’s choice of career being that there
was no livelihood to be made from becoming a tayū. This issue of limited livelihood was echoed
by a few tayū when I spoke with them. There was too little demand for rituals of Izanagi-ryū for a
decent living to be made, such that it was necessary for them to engage in other main occupations
such as agriculture and forestry. Some even traveled to other prefectures to conduct rituals when

For convenience, the tayū travelled to their clients’ homes with a suitcase of their ritual tools and texts. These
rectangular boxes of ritual artifacts that were sometimes found hidden in the rafters of abandoned houses became
important sources for scholars to uncover details about the workings of Izanagi-ryū practices. The issue of how ritual
texts and implements were managed after the passing of a tayū is discussed in Chapter 5.
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a client requested for it. Clients who continued requesting for rituals were mostly senior citizens
subsisting on their limited pensions, and the lonely sight of only an elderly couple or a single
widow during a few of my observations of private rituals reflected the shrinking sizes and the
changes in the structure of households in the region. When assessing the current situation in the
region, being a tayū became more as a form of social service rather than a lucrative business
venture.
Yet, despite this dead-end occupation as a tayū, why did they want to continue to be one?
Oftentimes, the first reason given was altruistic motivations. There was almost an air of tired
resignation as the tayū repeated the expected standard reply of how the sense of duty and urgency
for someone to continue the “tradition” of the region had spurred them to take on the task. 98
Regarding themselves to be the guardians of a vanishing tradition, they shared a sense of calling
to take on this vocation to preserve the last vestiges of a regional cultural heritage. The prestige of
being associated with a nationally recognized Cultural Property would somewhat compensate the
limited amount of remuneration received for their services. Another common reason given was
that they were persuaded to do so by their master, who usually happened to be a distant relative, a
family acquaintance, or who were engaged by the elders in their family to conduct rituals. Regular
contact with the tayū and fascination with the rituals fueled their desire to learn the mysterious
techniques such that it was easy to agree to become a disciple when asked by the tayū.
Community demands were another reason given when I asked Rikio-san how he had come
to accept a local resident, Aiko-san as his disciple. She was initially reluctant to do so but was
propelled into the position a few years before due to a need in her community for someone to aid

A few tayū gave the same answer when I asked them during my initial interviews the reason for their decision to
become a practitioner of the Izanagi-ryū. It was during continued interactions over the course of my fourteen months
stay in Monobe that they started revealing other insights into their motivations.
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in conducting the rituals for an annual harvest festival. The taking on of a ritualist role by
laypersons in times of insufficient manpower was common in this region. Usually, an ujiko, a clan
member of the community, would be roped in to participate in the ritual. Since these locals had
grown up witnessing the rituals and were familiar with the ritualists conducting the ceremony,
such socialization into these communal activities and frequent exposure to rituals enabled the
locals to be prepared to take on roles to ensure that the events could be continued. Furthermore,
with the lack of a formal system or systematic training method to define what a tayū was, the
tendency was to draw on a family member or to ask a local acquaintance for help.99
Satake Miho, a lady in her early forties that I had become on good terms with throughout my yearlong participation in the activities of the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society, had already
started on her journey to becoming a tayū nearly a decade ago but it was curtailed by the death of
her master. Her decision to become a disciple of a tayū was shaped by her personal interest in the
rituals of the Izanagi-ryū as well as the euphoric momentum impelled by the rhetoric of cultural
preservation after the Cultural Property designation of Izanagi-ryū. She had been persuaded by the
people in her community to become involved and while she found the ritual texts difficult to grasp,
she had been fascinated enough by the ritual practices to become a disciple when asked to do so.
Ultimately, she focused on the training for the kagura (ritual performance to call upon and to
entertain the gods) of Izanagi-ryū and continued teaching the members of the preservation society
till this day.
It has already been more than three decades since Izanagi-ryū was designated a National
Important Intangible Folk Cultural Property in 1980. Drastic changes had taken place since then
as continued depopulation drained the region of its vitality and the once active tayū subsequently
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passed away in succession. As the excitement and glowing euphoria of the national designation
faded away with the years, there were few who aspired to continue local traditions while those
who desired to became increasingly demotivated by the futility of their efforts and by the weariness
of their advanced age. Persuasion by current tayū to convince people to become their disciples no
longer seemed as appealing as it once did. Other than Rikio-san, only Ogasawara-san had disciples.
He achieved this by having two of his sons ordained as his disciples at the Nichigetsu Festival of
2016. I will explain more about this 2016 festival in the next section.

Measures of legitimacy: Recreating the ritual space of transmission
As mentioned in the introductory chapter of this dissertation, the Nichigetsu Festival, a
festival of much import in the Izanagi-ryū tradition, came suddenly into being after a fifteen-year
hiatus from the presence of Monobe. The last frame of reference was the Nichigetsu Festival held
on 2 February 2001 in in the Ichū area of Monobe at the home of the Komatsu family, where
remnant memories of this momentous event remained in the form of a documentary DVD
produced by the local broadcast television, Kochi Sun Sun Broadcasting and two large, metre-long
noto gohei used during the festival that now embellished the wall of the ritual altar at the Komatsu
home.100
The Nichigetsu Festival of that time was a lengthy, week-long affair involving multiple
participants with assigned duties for each specific part of the extensive ritual ceremonies. The one
held at the Komatsu family involved a stalwart gathering of eight tayū, the likes of which were
impossible to find now in contemporary Monobe due to various inevitable reasons. With their

Komatsu Masao had invited me to his house to view video recordings of the Izanagi-ryū rituals. He pointed out the
large gohei, about a meter in length, placed prominently behind the altars of his ancestral tablets and said that they
were used during the rituals. Fieldnotes, 28 November 2017.
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passing, only a small handful of the disciples of these tayū remained active now. The tayū of the
Nichigetsu Festival of 2001 were from various communities situated around Monobe and
identified by their locality association such as Yamasaki Kesayoshi from the Ichū area, while the
other seven tayū, Handa Masahide, Komatsu Asayoshi, Komatsu Kesama, Muneishi Seiki, Nakao
Sadayoshi, Nakao Kesakiyo, and Nakayama Yoshihiro were identified to be from another part of
Monobe.101 It was a matter of both custom and practicality to refer to tayū by their first names,
since family names like Komatsu, Nakao, and Handa were common around the region and you
would be likely to encounter much confusion should you refer to someone simply by their family
names. As such, people would refer to a tayū by saying, “Kesayoshi of Ichū region (ichū no
kesayoshi).”
The Nichigetsu Festival of 2016 was held on 16-18 October and came about only due to
the efforts of Ogasawara-san. It was ardently posited in local newspapers as a revival of a longdisappeared tradition and alleged among a few in the Japanese scholarly community to be the “last”
grand festival of this century where financial constraints and disappearing local communities made
it no longer possible to ever conduct another in future, Ogasawara-san’s Nichigetsu Festival held
several distinct features that already departed from the traditional sense of what an Izanagi-ryū
festival was. First and foremost, it was truncated into a three-day affair instead of the week-long
preparations.102 Nichigetsu Festival usually took place in February, within the months of the full
moon but Ogasawara-san decided to have it during October for reasons of practicality.103 The third
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Ritual records, private collection of Komatsu Masao.
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Refer to Chapter 4 for a detailed description of the rituals and for an analysis of the effects of such abridgement in
ritual procedures.
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Ogasawara Kenhō. Personal interview. 28 November 2017.
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jarring departure from tradition was that it was held at a venue specifically built by Ogasawarasan for the purpose, the Izanagi-ryū Prayer Hall. The Izanagi-ryū tradition did not have a
permanent place of worship; altars made of wood planks and bamboo or metal poles were a
temporary affair that was dismantled once the festival was over. Rituals were mainly held in a
household’s home or at a village community’s shared venue, like a communal meeting hall or a
clan shrine. Ogasawara-san said that his master, Tameshige-san had suggested the building of a
permanent location to conduct Izanagi-ryū rituals, so he followed his master’s request. Finally,
instead of a request from a local community or household, Ogasawara decided to hold it by himself
and organized it using his personal money. Even though there were monetary donations from his
clients and supporters, it was still a hefty financial burden considering the need to provide
remuneration for the many religious practitioners helping and the costs of the banquets (naorai)
and food and drink refreshments (goshōtai) for visitors through the entirety of the three days
festival.
Displaying one’s ability to conduct a large-scale festival was an essential factor in
highlighting one’s knowledge of the intricacies of ritual procedures. Ogasawara-san should have
impressed this image on the visitors as he confidently directed his disciples, the other practitioners,
and the many helpers on how to set up the ritual altar and coached them on how to proceed with
the ritual procedures. He was charming as he led the group of Japanese scholars, reporters of local
newspapers, and curious visitors from other regions around the vicinity to explain the facilities and
the offerings prepared for the festival.
Yet, the assessment of this Nichigetsu Festival of 2016 came in many forms; not all locals
were supportive of Ogasawara-san’s declaration of the festival purpose for gathering soon-to-be
abandoned household gods under a central venue for continued veneration. Nor were they
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necessarily convinced by the display of ritual knowledge. To add to the anomality of this particular
Nichigetsu Festival was the participation of religious practitioners that were obviously not tayū
specialists of Izanagi-ryū. The rituals seemed different and some of the gohei used were
unfamiliar.104 A speculation that ran rift among some tayū was that Ogasawara-san chose to hold
this Nichigetsu Festival for purely personal reasons; he needed a venue to officially announce his
acceptance of his two sons as tayū-in-training and to show the public his granting of yurushi (seal
of acceptance) to his disciples. Since no communities, and venues, remained with the ability to
hold these costly large-scale communal festivals, Ogasawara-san had to create his own.
The need to provide venues for declaring the status of one’s disciples and for transmitting
ritual knowledge led to the tayū themselves organizing the festivals. Rikio-san had to do the same
for his disciple, Aiko-san with the Mountain God Festival (Yama no kami matsuri). During my
stay in Ōdochi, I had met Aiko-san a few times, the first of which was at her home at Inono region
where I was brought by an elderly resident to observe the preparation of mochi rice cakes for the
upcoming Mountain God Festival.105 She resided in a village area on the other side of the Nagase
Dam at Ōdochi Lake and regularly aided Rikio-san in preparations for festivals. After Rikio-san
had pounded the steamed rice into a thick glutinous paste, she assisted in the shaping of the rice
cakes into small round domes. It was on the day of the Mountain God festival that I found out that
Aiko-san was fully responsible for conducting the entirety of the rituals such as chanting the

Handa Toshiharu. Personal interview. 17 October 2017. He was a local in-charge of the Izanagi-ryū Kagura
Preservation Society who had witnessed many and was familiar with the festivals of Izanagi-ryū.
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Ritual preparations, mochi-making for the Mountain God Festival (Yama no kami matsuri), Ino, Kōchi, Japan, 8
December 2016, 13:10-15:00. What was particularly interesting about the name of this festival was that when I asked
Rikio-san how to call the ritual he was holding, he instead asked me what the Japanese scholars had termed it. When
I replied that it was called the Mountain God Festival, he said to let it be called that then without going into any further
explanations about whether this was the original name of the festival. I remained uncertain, and perplexed, by the
actuality and accuracy of the name.
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saimon ritual texts as her master, Rikio-san stood back and only instructed her during the
preparatory work of setting up the altar.106 The intent was clear; Rikio-san intended for Aiko-san
to practice and to gain sufficient experience so that she would be able to conduct the rituals on her
own in future. It was also a way to present her as a tayū trainee to the visitors to the festival.
Considering the circumstances in which disciples such as Aiko-san were enlisted into
participating in Izanagi-ryū practices and involuntarily made to become a tayū, it was curious what
the disciples themselves considered about this kind of situation. The response of Ogasawara Daihō,
the younger of Ogasawara-san’s sons and one of his newly accepted disciples, indicated that his
becoming a tayū was simply what his father had decided on.107 When asked if he identified himself
as a tayū, Daihō-san looked unsure. His indecision about his status as a tayū-in-training stemmed
from his unfamiliarity with Izanagi-ryū practices. Furthermore, his full-time work at a Buddhist
temple often overlapped with his father’s job as a tayū, making it difficult for him to participate
and assist in the rituals, and also reduced his training opportunities to become a tayū. Daihō-san
identified himself as a Buddhist monk more than a tayū, as he had already received ordination as
a monk while his elder brother had undergone training to become a Shinto priest. In his view,
Izanagi-ryū is not a strictly defined religious tradition with fixed methods of identification. Since

Mountain God Festival (Yama no kami matsuri), ritual event, Becchaku, Kōchi, Japan, 11 December 2016, 10:0014:30. More details on the reconstruction of ritual space for this festival are provided in Chapter 5.
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Ogasawara Daihō. Personal interview. 10 March 2017. In response to my question about the difficulties he
encountered in the process of becoming a tayū, he cited the qualifications he had to achieve to become ordained as a
monk and remarked that Izanagi-ryū does not have a similar formal system as that of a monk registry (sōseki). Since
Daihō-san brought up the issue of qualifications (shikaku), I took the opportunity to further clarify with him on what
qualifications are required for one to become a tayū. He said that there are no specifically stated elements to ascertain
who can become a tayū. For him, his father decided to have him and his elder brother become tayū. He mentioned that
it was uncommon in Izanagi-ryū to have a patrilineal transmission of knowledge from father and son within a familial
context, as what his father had done, but he quickly retracted from this comment as if wary of what impression this
might have on me on his father’s action and their status as tayū. Daihō said that his father chooses who to become his
disciple based on the person’s character and way of thinking. He would interact with the interested person and then
choose who has the qualifications to become his disciple.
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it has no standard system of training, this enabled it to undergo changes. It was alright to mix
Buddhist elements into Izanagi-ryū to create new ways of conducting rituals.

Measures of legitimacy: The economies of pilgrimage
Despite not asking them directly about their training, the tayū inevitably shared the ways
in which they attained their current position throughout the course of my continued interactions
with them. Likely taking ideas from Shugendo, Moriyasu-san talked in length during my first
meeting with him about his pilgrimage with a few like-minded comrades to a sacred mountain in
Shikoku as a form of disciplinary ascetic training (shugyō) and shared photos of this trip with shots
of small abandoned statues of Buddhist deities and historical sites. 108 While the expedition
sounded more like a one-day hiking jaunt, Moriyasu-san described his journey to be an important
one of self-discovery and affirmation of his destiny to be a tayū. He avoided saying what forms of
ascetic preparations he had engaged in for the trip and whether this short pilgrimage imparted any
sense of empowerment. Instead, he enthusiastically focused on sharing his travel memories and
the many sights he saw along his trip.
Pilgrimages had much significance as a form of devotional expression and spiritual
attainment which even in the depths of Monobe, held a historical entrenchment. Proofs of
pilgrimages made were seen in the collection of ofuda and protective amulets displayed on at the
household altar or attached onto the pillar or beams of homes. A chest of monetary funds collected
during the 18th century for a pilgrimage was shown to me with pride by the descendent of a village
head. Regardless of length, engaging in and completing some form of pilgrimage appeared to
create a certain cultural leverage that differentiated the serious religious practitioner from the
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Moriyasu Masayoshi. Personal interview. 28 June 2017.
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superficial. The environment of Shikoku as a venue for pilgrimages (henro) came through in
another tayū, Ii Yukio’s mentions of his trips that sometimes lasted a few months to various sacred
temples and sites around Shikoku.109 He was clear about the characteristics of different temples
and recommended a few should I be planning to undertake a pilgrimage of my own. He mentioned
seasonal and weather conditions as factors in the manageability of the journey. He was explicit
about the dangers of entering places noted for visitations from wild animals110 and the hardships
it entailed to be trekking through the routes made up of different terrains, especially for a female.
But the narrative changed when Ii-san concluded that these pilgrimages ultimately denoted only
monetary prowess. With his left palm facing upwards and using his thumb and index finger to
create a circle in an “okay” sign, Ii-san made the hand gesture that symbolizes money in Japan,
and cynically remarked that all those proofs of visits to the temples required cash payments costing
from 500 YEN onwards. Considering that a total of eighty-eight temples was the norm, a full
collection of seal stamps (shu-in) to be made in a booklet (nōkyō-chō) from the pilgrim’s bag of
requisite pilgrimage equipment would already constitute a heavy cost. And this has yet to include
accommodations, transportation, and other travel costs, which demanded strong monetary abilities.
Rikio-san shared Ii-san’s disillusionment and critique of pilgrimages as a money-making
enterprise for religious institutions. He spoke of his experiences of undergoing these pilgrimages
in search of answers and then realizing the meaninglessness of it when the religious practitioners
he encountered at the temples were unable to answer his queries pertaining to rituals. He did not
feel particularly enlightened by the experiences either. Instead, it only further convinced him of
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Ii Yukio. Personal interview. 10 March 2017.
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While there were cautionary warnings of possible attacks from bears, wild boars, deer, racoons, and dogs, it was
often poisonous snakes, particularly the Japanese pit viper (mamushi), that was much feared in Shikoku.
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his naturally gifted power of insight as the affirmation of his rightful status as a tayū. One cannot
gain power through ascetic training, but one is born with the ability to be a tayū. This was where
ideas of “real power” (shin no chikara) came into play.

A power play of legitimacy
As mentioned through the words of Mitsu-bachan at the start of this chapter, “real power”
was enacted by locals as a counterbalance to “performance” to denote the capabilities of a tayū
and as a method to reinforce and to champion his legitimacy. The power of extra-sensory abilities
seemed to be of importance but there were different sets of abilities associated with what
constituted suitable for becoming a tayū. The perception of ritual knowledge was measured by the
volume of gohei and types of ritual procedures, as well as the ability to conduct the ritual processes.
Surpassing these basic requirements was the ability to answer client’s queries regarding problems
associated with health, relationships, household woes, ancestral worship, or work-related concerns.
More than the ability to predict the future, which would be the job of a diviner, a superior tayū was
one who is able to resolve issues pertaining to disgruntled ancestors, displeased spirits and
displaced gods, and enlighten the troubled households on the appropriate measures to take to
appease these numinous presences.
Whether manifested in bodily ailments or dreams of spirit appearances, the sensitivity
towards spiritual occurrences allowed the locals to assess on their own terms, the efficacy of the
rituals conducted by a tayū. The talk of being ill and susceptible to influences from spirits or
ancestors came up in conversations with locals, usually followed by their comment on how a tayū
acquaintance had tried to convince them to become their disciple. Komatsu Emiko, a local residing
in the Befu area in the deeper part of Monobe, described how she was weak in constitution since
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young, a condition that she attributed to her ability to see the supernatural. 111 She became
fascinated with the world of the tayū when her family engaged one to conduct rituals for the
household. Emiko-san was convinced of the capabilities of the tayū when he was able to pinpoint
the cause of all her mysterious ailments and contemplated about becoming a disciple. She later
gave up the thought, citing her inability to memorize all the ritual texts and procedures as reason
for not following through with her aspiration. Emiko seemed eager to share her spiritual
experiences to imply her suitability of becoming a tayū.
Another person keen to provide descriptions of her otherworldly encounters was Mitsubachan, my landlady in Ōdochi. Her descriptions of repeatedly occurring dreams where ancestors
appeared in hazy, white shadows to indicate their displeasure harbored a more pointed intention
of highlighting the results of a failed ritual by tayū. Before she had the dreams, her family had
engaged a tayū to advise on the relocation of the ancestral graves from the upper slopes of a
mountain to a more accessible spot near to their current place of residence. The relocation of
ancestral graves was a delicate task that required knowledge about the specific placement of the
gravestones to the cajoling of all ancestral spirits to agree on the move.112 If one ancestor was
deemed to disagree with the relocation, efforts were needed to divine what must be done to gain
that ancestor’s consent for the move. The divining involved the use of a string of beads (juzu)
which the tayū would first hold with both hands and then quickly pull one hand along the string
before abruptly stopping the hand motion.113 The tayū then counted the beads before the stopped
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Komatsu Emiko. Personal interview. 27 October 2017.
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Details of how this process was done and the effects of relocating ritual spaces are given in Chapter 5.

This is different from Buddhist prayer beads. Tayū used a string of tightly bound beads made from wood or seeds
and with each bead crafted in a disc shape, to perform divining.
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hand, deriving odd or even numbers to ascertain answers for questions asked to the spirits. Until a
positive reply could be obtained, it was common for the divining to be done multiple times as the
tayū sought ways to gain the approval of the spirits. This was done by positing various questions
to the spirits, allowing the tayū to extrapolate possible reasons for their unwillingness. He would
then convey the reasons to the household to allow for a resolution of the issue. The divining
constituted a pertinent part of nearly all rituals of the tayū A capable tayū was able to give clear,
accurate messages from the spirits and gods.114
Skepticism over the competence of some tayū was often fomented over the years by an
aggregation of elements that melded into a collective perceived image of them as a spectacle of
attention-seeking narcissists and their rituals as merely a superficial display that was employed as
a tactical method to attract more media attention. The reason a ritualist dispraised by Mitsu-bachan
as a “performance” tayū was largely because of his bizarre behavior when conducting rituals.
Moriyasu-san was well-known for his booming guffaws which resounded in the venues where he
was conducting ceremonies, often at strangely ill-timings during the ceremonial rites. What was
cited often during a few casual conversations with the locals of Monobe was his inappropriately
jovial laughing fits during one funerary rite, which became an outrage for some offended by such
tactlessness during a serious event of grief for the family involved. His mirth was a source of

Ogasawara Daihō. Personal interview. 10 March 2017. Daihō-san mentioned that the types of people who became
tayū were usually persons who work in occupations related to agriculture and mountain forestry. Another requirement
is persons who possess special powers, which he differentiated between person with clairvoyant abilities (霊が見え
る人 and person who possesses extrasensory psychic abilities (霊能がある人). As Daihō-san put it, it is convenient
for those with psychic abilities since they can easily know the responses of the gods. Such as the fact that there are
various gods like the mountain gods and deities of the household, it is faster for those who have aptitude to learn
rituals related to such deities. This was probably why he had specifically mentioned the occupations of the people in
their daily lives was an asset that predisposed them to the rituals related to such deities. The issue of real powers, the
shin-no-chikara 真の力 came up often in the course of my conversations with various people and while some have
offered it as a way to differentiate the capabilities of tayū, the way in which it is an inborn ability or if it can be
obtained remains ambiguous. Since Izanagi-ryū has not stated training methods to attain special powers, Daihō-san
explained that there are other methods available, as what his father had undergone the ascetics training of Shugendo,
to cultivate the abilities even if one was not born with the powers.
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confusion for some who had witnessed how he conducted the rituals. Laughter was not necessarily
the best medicine, particularly when it involved the ancestors and the gods and especially when it
concerned the fortunes and well-being of the household and the larger community.
While the jubilant nature in which he expressed himself grated on the sensitivities of some
who perceived rituals as a solemn affair of great import, his lighthearted behavior was cast as a
positive point when I encountered his patron clients. “Bright” (akarui) and “cheerful” (yōki) were
some of the terms used to describe him. He was bringing a spark of lively energy to the tedium of
rituals, using his laughter to temper the doldrums of long hours of preparations while putting
people at ease to enjoy the rites. And such refreshing lightheartedness was regarded to have
delighted the ancestors and the gods who were probably bored by the repetitive nature of rituals
and the conventionally uptight ways in which ceremonial rites were conducted. The ancestors and
the gods were not entities to be feared and revered with apprehension. Instead, they could have a
sense of humor. 115
Although the ways in which the tayū conducts the rituals can be attributed to his attitude
towards the purpose of rituals and his perception of the gods as being merry and fun-loving, the
divergent assessment over his boisterous laughing style was one indication of the local
communities’ acceptance of the types of behavior expected of a tayū. One example of exemplary
behavior expected of a ritualist was that of the earlier mentioned tayū, Rikio-san would arrive at
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I came to a sense about some local perception of this playful nature of Japanese gods during my practice sessions
with the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society. When I expressed my trepidation over the possibility of doing a
wrong step or dropping a ritual instrument during my upcoming debut performance of the kagura at a public event, I
was comforted with the upbeat reply that the gods would probably be pleased instead. One of the supportive comments
given to me was, “The gods are probably delighted (Kamisama wa tabun yorokonderu yo.).” Laughter from the
audience if they spot any mistake in the kagura performance could also be an indication of the gods enjoying
themselves and laughing in amusement at the misstep. As kagura is meant to entertain the gods, cheers and laughter
enliven the event. I was told that it is alright to make mistakes during my performance since the gods would not hold
it against me and would likely be more entertained instead. See Chapter 3 for a detailed analysis of my fieldwork with
the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society.
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the household with the gohei already cut and ready to be immediately set up. After time spent
fastidiously on setting up the positions of each offering and the arrangements of the altar, he would
proceed with the purification rite followed by about an hour of prayer incantations. Having done
the preparations of gohei-cutting beforehand, the entire session usually ended within a succinctly
efficient two-hour timeframe. Citing gastric issues as a reason, Rikio-san often limited the amount
of food he consumed in the feasts that the household had prepared for him and it was frequently
the case that he did not stay for long to partake in the feasting. One reason for this was due to the
tight financial straits of his patrons. In the private ceremonies I was invited to attend with Rikiosan, the household was small, and the participants consisted mainly of an elderly couple or an old
widow with humble means of living. They would always prepare meals within their financial
means, such as sushi, red bean rice, home-cooked dishes, Japanese traditional snacks, and servings
of fresh fruits. But it was apparent that these were not the large sawachi food that was commonly
associated with the feasts I had attended at shrine festivals.116
While preparing lavish feasts to thank a tayū for their services was common protocol within
this region, a tayū who disregarded the financial straits of the household by prolonging the ritual
session until it necessitated the family to prepare refreshments for frequent breaks and even several
meals, would notably cause some vexation to the household who had engaged their services. Even
overstaying their time until the feast stretched on for more than three to four hours would
sometimes cause considerable burden on the family as they had to continuously entertain the tayū
with small talk, beverages and food refreshments. I had attended the feasts in which audible sighs

Sawachi-ryori, which means “cuisine served on a large dish,” is a dish that is provided during celebratory feasts.
Foods like sushi, sashimi, traditional red-bean jelly sweet (azuki-yōkan), seasonal fruits, and grilled fish and seafood,
are carefully arranged on a large porcelain dish that measures from 36 to 90 centimetres wide. While it is promoted
as a typical dish of Kōchi prefecture, other regions of Japan have it and it is regarded to be a prime presentation of
traditional local cuisine (kyōdo-ryōri).
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of relief and low laughter of elation were released when the ritualist finally took his leave after
many hours of drinking his fill of Japanese sake and shochu liquors. Another lowkey ceremonial
ritual that I had attended in a rundown shrine had one lady commenting about her reluctance to
engage a certain tayū because he took too long with ritual preparations and liked too much to
engage in idle chatting such that it unnecessarily over-extended the session and caused much work
for her.
As such, there were nicknames attached to each tayū that were derived from their
characteristic behavior, mostly due to notoriety such as being an unsociable taciturn, a profitseeker, an attention-grabber, a philanderer, being weak to liquor or monetary gains. It was unclear
whether such nicknames were a common term of reference among the various community
occupying different areas of Monobe, but a reference to a phrase or adjective, such as the “laughing
tayū” (warau tayū)117 often quickly brought nods of recognition and successive pointed comments
on their personal views of the aforementioned tayū. Whether they were terms of familiarity or
mockery, individual households have their own deliberations and preferences for the services of
specific tayū. Although there were less tayū serving the area now, the diminishing numbers of
communities meant an increased competition for patrons. And each tayū sought ways to appeal to
potential patrons.

Conclusion
In the face of disappearing numbers of ritualists where the requirement of having five
masters seemed impossible in this age, the tayū had come up with their own alternative methods
of proving their authenticity as a “true” tayū. Yet, such efforts to legitimize their status as a “true”

I heard another more derisive version to this nickname, the “laughable tayū (warawaseru tayū).” This nickname
was an outright show of disdain over the perceived attention-seeking behavior of this specific tayū.
117
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tayū sometimes encountered rebuff from the local residents of Monobe as expressed in derisive
comments about the superficial spectacle of these “performance” tayū. “Performance” was
unmistakably a term of judgement that functioned to differentiate the motivations behind the
actions of a person. Despite the amorphous structure of Izanagi-ryū, there are clear indications that
there were certain criterions, either personal or justified by normative precedents, for assessing the
rightful legitimacy of a tayū ritualist. Whether implied through their tone of speaking or clearly
censured by giving examples directly associated with the tayū, such criterions were usually hinted
through comments about “real power” and reinforced by personal anecdotes of displaced ancestors
appearing in dreams to complain about an unsuccessful ritual or by accounts of illnesses that were
caused by disgruntled gods and subsequently cured by a ritual, all of which served to impart a
supranatural dimension to the ritual authority of a tayū.
The issue of “real power” operated as a form of proof to measure the efficacy of rituals and
as an assessment on whether a person was born to be a tayū, based on the perception of their
supernatural ability to communicate with the gods. Undeniably, idle talk circulating among the
tight-knit communities functioned very effectively in disclosing information and opinions about
the tayū. Here, it should be noted that the competing narratives of who was the remaining “true”
tayū need to be considered within the context of the structural flexibility of Izanagi-ryū, the
relationship among the tayū, and the impact of community opinions, all of which were entangled
by the overarching influences of the cultural heritage preservation movement and the active
involvement of governmental and scholarly interest groups. A drastic decline in the number of
tayū in the region, from at least thirty during the heyday of the Izanagi-ryū to a now measly group
of less than half a dozen remaining active in the ritual circuit, might have limited the choices of
local communities but it was clear that preferences remained, as denoted by each supporter’s
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descriptions of their preferred tayū. And such preferences had effects on the ways “Izanagi-ryū”
became known and spread to the public, which we will come to see in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
Negotiating with the Gods: The Effects of Relocating Ritual Space and Objects

The organizers of the Nichigetsu Festival of 2016 had many reasons for bringing the event
into fruition. One ancillary benefit of the festival was that it allowed residents of Monobe who
could no longer venerate Onzaki in their homes to enshrine the god in an alternative venue where
they could be assured that the gods will not be abandoned. Gods who are not regularly venerated
are regarded as a potential source of concern by the residents. They fear that the gods’
disgruntlement over the neglect might cause them to withdraw their divine favor and protection.
Aware that some people sought alternatives for housing their gods to prevent misfortune from
befalling their households, Ogasawara Kenji organized the festival to gather all the gods,
specifically Onzaki in a common space of veneration. This unconventional move was regarded as
a godsend for some residents who were uncertain about how to tackle the tricky issue of the gods
of their household. The Nichigetsu Festival provided a final resting place for their gods and
signified a closure for ritual practices that will no longer take place with their homes.
In previous chapters, I highlighted the efforts done to preserve and to continue cultural
practices that are at threat of disappearing. The aging communities and rapid depopulation of the
region had effects on the religious practices of Izanagi-ryū, necessitating further adjustments to be
made to its mutable structure of ritual procedures to accommodate the lack of practitioners and
supporters to continue the tradition. Here, the angle of perspective shifts as I outline the processes
involved when ritual practices are discontinued and how ritual objects are treated after they have
lost their venues of use. This chapter dives into several topics surrounding disappearing practices
that are interlinked through the common issue of heritage preservation. By presenting cases about
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the treatment of displaced gods and the removal of ritual objects, I aim to show multifaceted
aspects in the aftermath of disappearing practices.

The dangers of having displaced gods in limbo
A family’s ability to continue venerating the gods of their household is guided by varied
considerations. The younger generation might be disinclined to continue the traditional practices
of their aging parents and grandparents due to changing commitments and beliefs. In such cases,
the senior members often considered it more prudent to relieve their family members of such
responsibilities after their passing by properly sending the gods away, thus ceasing the need to
continue their veneration in the households. Other times, a family might be constrained by the
inevitable reality that the next generation does not possess the qualifications to continue venerating
the gods of their household. This was the exact situation of the last blacksmith in Monobe who
was compelled to permanently close his forge in Ōdochi town when he had no sons to inherit this
artisanal trade. The blacksmith had a daughter who could not continue her family’s trade as it was
considered taboo for females to engage in the industry. This left the blacksmith with no other
choice but to invite Tenjin, the tutelary god of metalsmiths that have been venerated in his family
for generations, away as he laid the furnace in his smithy to rest.
A common problem in many rural areas is the issue of depopulation and Monobe similarly
suffered from the departure of people from the region in recent decades. As the lure of better job
prospects and easier access to health, education, and other public facilities stimulated many
residents to move out of the rural areas of Monobe to urban areas, new problems arose with regards
to the continued worship of the ancestral gods (osenzō-sama) and deities of their households.118
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As described in Chapter 2, there are many gods in the belief system of the residents of Monobe, the result of
centuries of cross influences from Buddhism, Shinto, Shugendō, Onmyōdō, and folk religions. When asked, the
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The relocation of household deities to a distant venue seldom surfaced as an issue of concern in
the past as it was common for families in Monobe to stay in a fixed locale for several generations.
Now, residents face the problem of bringing their household deities with them when they relocate
to another region. The relocation presents both logistic and devotional difficulties for bringing
their household gods along as there is a paucity of precedence and a perplexing unfamiliarity of
such methods in Monobe. The dearth of recorded solutions for inviting the gods to reside in another
locale was further compounded by the lack of assurance that the methods work and that the gods
would have indeed successfully accompanied them to the new venue, creating further anxiety for
the residents. Any deserted gods could be a potential source of problem for the residents.
According to conversations with residents of Monobe, several people disclosed that gods
and ancestral spirits would repeatedly appear in dreams to convey their exasperation, usually over
the lack of proper rituals being conducted or sometimes over the misplacement of an object. When
these otherworldly complaints were not duly resolved, the disgruntled gods and spirits would
punish people with illnesses or other mishaps. To prevent such a possibility, the residents consult
a tayū to divine what the dreams meant and to advise them on the appropriate action to take to
propitiate these vexed spirits. Anxiety over displeasing these otherworldly forces often motivates
individuals to organize rituals in a bid to avoid potential repercussions. Such anxiety could easily
be felt when I received a sudden invitation from Satomi-san, an elderly neighborhood acquaintance
in Ōdochi town, to attend and to observe a ritual ceremony held in her home. After the ritual was

residents would use specific terms to identify a certain class of divine powers but the terms are often interchangeably
used based on the context. In general, ancestral gods are referred to as osenzō-sama, and buddhas and bodhisattvas
are termed hotoke-sama. Kami would mainly refer to the gods of nature, mountains, and waters, such as Suijin-sama
for the water deity.
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completed, we sat in her living room to partake in the feast she had prepared. 119 Satomi-san
apologized repeatedly for the simple fare, saying that she was unable to cook and could only buy
packets of pre-made sushi and adzuki bean rice (sekihan) from the neighborhood market. She
explained that she had not intended to conduct any rituals in her house for the year but a dream
involving the appearance of her late husband compelled her to engage a tayū to perform a yagitō
(household prayer ritual).120 She surmised that her husband must have desired for the ritual to be
conducted since he almost never sent her dreams. Due to the unusual and rare appearance of the
deceased, Satomi-san felt that a yagitō was warranted despite her tight finances. It would satisfy
her late husband and set her mind at ease.
While anecdotal in nature, dreams indicate that distressed gods and ancestral spirits do seek
recourse for their liminal state. Through dreams, they expressed the need to rectify the current
situation. But the messages imparted by the dreams also held a deeper meaning, especially if they
pertain to actions previously undertaken by a tayū. This, in turn, hold significant influence in the
locals’ assessment of the efficacy of rituals and by extension, the power of the tayū who had
conducted the rituals. My landlady, Mitsu-bachan frequently related her dream of her ancestors’
disgruntlement after a ritual was conducted for the relocation of the ancestral graves. 121 Several
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It is common practice in Monobe to prepare a banquet after a ritual ceremony as a show of appreciation for the
tayū’s services and to give thanks to people who have helped in the preparation of the ritual ceremonies. This postservice meal is known as naorai and is believed to be a form of communion dining with the gods present at the
religious event. During naorai, consecrated offerings of food and drinks are also shared among the priests and
participants. Descriptions of the practices and contexts surrounding naorai and the types of food fare served can be
found in Yoshida Mitsukuni’s Naorai: Communion of the Table (1989).
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Fieldnotes, yagitō, 26 February 2017.
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Fieldnotes, 2016-2017. Tanaka Mitsuyo repeated her account of this dream on at least seven different occasions,
particularly during times when she wanted to express her opinions over the tayū and the rituals of Izanagi-ryū. As
described in Chapter 5, residents’ impressions of the personality directly translated to assessment of their ritual power,
their shin-no-chikara or “true power.” Although Tanaka Mitsuyo’s accounts harbored strong critique of a specific
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years ago, her husband’s family made the decision to shift the graves from a distant mountain to
another site on lower grounds for easier access. Since her household was not the main household
(honke), her husband’s brother made the decision to engage a tayū of his choice to conduct the
ceremony. It was the tayū that she often disparagingly referred to as the “performance tayū.”122 It
was apparent that she was not impressed with how the ritual was conducted, as embodied by her
dream account. In her dream, white nebulous human figures that she recognized as ancestors of
the household appeared and stood in solemn silence. It was a simple dream that did not provide
any narrative scenario or feature any form of dialogue, but it was one that took on added
significance when the dream repeated itself for a few days. Mitsu-bachan felt troubled that the
osenzō-sama were probably trying to send her a message and decided to consult another tayū about
the issue. The tayū conducted divination and affirmed that the osenzō-sama were not properly
resettled when the ancestral graves were relocated. The ritual conducted by the “performance tayū”
had failed to gather the ancestral spirits and guide them to the new venue, resulting in some being
left stranded in the old venue without proper sanctum. Without informing the main household,
Mitsu-bachan engaged this tayū to conduct another ritual to relocate the ancestral spirits. The
dreams did not occur again after the ritual was conducted which convinced Mitsu-bachan that the
osenzō-sama were now finally resettled in the new site.
The failure of rituals to relocate ancestral spirits and gods is further expressed through the
ill health of individuals. The tayū, Muneishi Rikio related an accident where a long-time client

tayū, the fact that she was prompted by her dreams to act upon it denotes an anxiety over the state of displaced ancestral
spirits.
122

Refer to Chapter 4 for explanations about the power relationships among the tayū and the residents of Monobe.
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called him one day to enquire about the sickness of her young granddaughter.123 The child resided
with her parents in Ehime prefecture and had taken ill suddenly. Rikio-san conducted a divination
to determine the cause of the child’s poor health. In his account, the sickness of the child was likely
brought on by the god, Onzaki who was expressing his displeasure over the Nichigetsu Festival of
2016.124 The god was not in attendance at the festival but remained in the homes of the residents
instead. This signified that the festival had failed to gather the god to the new site of veneration
and instead left the god abandoned in the original homes. In his view, the god had presented his
verdict of the ritual inefficacy of the festival by inflicting ailments on humans. His task was to
advise his client on the appropriate actions to take to propitiate the god and to ensure that his
client’s granddaughter recover well.
After a decision is made by residents to cease the veneration of the gods of their households,
the tayū play a pertinent role as mediator in helping the Monobe residents navigate the delicate
task of ensuring that the gods leave in peace. When sites of veneration such as altars and ancestral
graves are relocated, tayū are engaged to conduct rituals and even negotiate with the gods to
persuade them to move to the new location. The rituals should be efficacious to ensure that the
gods are not accidentally forsaken as seen in the case of Mitsu-bachan’s ancestral spirits who were
left in limbo at the old site. The rituals conducted should also satisfy the gods to prevent a similar
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Muneishi Rikio, personal conversation, 2 January 2017.

Rikio-san’s explanation did not alleviate my puzzlement over how a person in Ehime, far from the Monobe region
of Kōchi prefecture, and not directly related to the event itself should suffer the effects. The spatial and relational
relevance seems extrinsic, as Rikio-san seemed more intent on critiquing the current state of tayū. He criticized
Ogasawara-san’s rituals as being only for display (misemono) and held no real meanings or power. In Rikio-san’s
view, Ogasawara-san was very confident of the rightness of his method and will firmly insist on his way of creating
the ritual stages or holding rituals, even though the process and materials used are wrong. He gave examples of how
the ritual stage of the Nichigetsu Festival of 2016 was incorrect, such as the top tier of the ritual stage should have
been at an eye-level height rather than a tall structure. As described in Chapter 4, these criticisms of ritual accuracy
denote competitive disputes among the remaining tayū on the legitimacy of their positions as practitioners of Izanagiryū. It also highlights the consequential effects of a breakdown in the traditional modes of transmission within Izanagiryū.
124
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situation of the sickness of the granddaughter in Ehime. There are no specific methods in Izanagiryū that address this contemporary conundrum of relocating the gods but requests from residents
concerned about disgruntled gods prompted a few tayū to devise new ritual methods to resolve
their clients’ demands. One of such solutions was provided by the tayū, Nakao Kesakiyo.

How to relocate the gods: The house-moving ritual at Okuribata
In 1993, a ritual was conducted to move Ten-no-kami and other gods of the household
from the village of Okuribata in Monobe to a new house in Nankoku city. 125 The ritual was
requested by Nakao-san’s client, Komatsu-san, who no longer lived in the main family house in
Okuribata. This was a highly inaccessible area that required a further thirty minutes of trekking on
foot up a narrow mountain path after driving in from a bypath of the main road. The village of
Okuribata had dwindled from ten households to only one, leaving the Komatsu family the sole
remaining household in this once long-lived village. Komatsu-san worked in forestry which
required him to be in Aichi prefecture, leaving the house unoccupied throughout the year.126 With
Komatsu-san away, there was no one left in the village. Since the family had built a new house in
Nankoku city and planned to live there after his retirement, they made the decision to move the
gods that had been venerated in the family for generations from the main house in Okuribata to
their new home. The ritual was held from 3rd to 8th January and was helmed by Nakao-san. He led
the rituals with the aid of two other tayū, Nakayama Yoshihiro and Ii Arayoshi. This was the
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Details of the ritual schedule are recorded in Izanagi-ryū no uchū, pp. 147-148.
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Aichi prefecture is in central Japan. The distance between Kochi and Aichi is about 350 kilometers by air and about
450 kilometers by car. It takes about an hour of domestic flight or at least 6.5 hours of car drive to travel between the
two prefectures.
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second time that Nakao-san had conducted this ritual which was a technique that he had learnt on
his own.127
The ritual procedure took six days to complete and involved special rites that were
developed in relation to the changing circumstances of depopulation. The first day was the
purification rite of tori-wake.128 This involved preparations that started in the morning at around
10:00 A.M. and the actual ceremony at 3:30 P.M. which took an hour to complete. This was
followed by another hour-long reading of the tori-wake saimon in the evening. After the tori-wake
was done, the rice divination (fuma-uranai) was conducted to ascertain that the purification rite
was successfully accomplished. On the second day, the morning started with another tori-wake
rite which ended one hour later with the burial of the mitegura in an area that nobody would venture
into. This was followed by a special prayer-ritual for the gods of the household in the afternoon.
The gohei of Ten-no-kami was brought down from the house rafters and ritual implements such
as gohei and talisman were collected from various parts of the house to be later categorized into
items that would be brought to the new home and items that needed to be properly disposed of.
The items that would be transported to the new house were gathered and offerings were given.
After which, gods and other spirits residing in the vicinity of the house were categorized
into gods that would follow the family to the new home and gods that would remain behind such
as the god of the earth (chigami). Each god required individual saimon to be recited to gain their
understanding and decision for the relocation, and this was done by all three tayū who did the
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Nakao Kesakiyo has already passed away which make it difficult to verify the details of how he developed the
ritual for relocating the gods. From the account of his disciple, Muneishi Rikio, Nakao-san is described to be a highly
knowledgeable person who had trained him to refer to various ritual texts for answers and to rely on the experience of
residents when faced with unfamiliar situations in the local environment. It is likely that Nakao-san consulted his
collection of ritual texts to devise the methods. It is also highly possible that he consulted the other two tayū who were
conducting the ritual with him to further refine the ritual procedures.
128

Refer to Chapter 2 for explanations about each segment of the ritual.
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prayer-rituals (kitō) simultaneously. One tayū recited the korikubari for inviting the gods, another
recited the saimon of the god of the earth, and the last tayū recited a saimon for the gods of the
mountains and waters. Through this prayer-ritual process, the gods who would follow the family
to the new home were gathered in a gohei. About a meter in length, this large gohei served as the
medium for transporting the gods to the venue.
The third morning started with a petitionary prayer (kami-kanjo) to once again gather the
gods in the gohei, followed by a clean-up of the ritual area. Before the departure from Okuribata,
a prayer-ritual was conducted to send the gods ahead to the new house in Nankoku city before the
family members’ arrival at the venue in their vehicles. For this prayer-ritual, a layer of rice stalks
(warasube) was laid on the ground in front of the house to create a sacred path. Nakao-san recited
prayers as he reverently carried the large gohei with the top end of the paper wand offering resting
against his shoulder and walked on the sacred path to the main entrance of the old house before
boarding the vehicles. He and the family members then made their way to Nankoku. Once they
arrived at the new house, Nakao-san alighted from the car and held the large gohei towards the
direction of Monobe. He recited a prayer to call upon and to gather the gods. After which, rice
stalks were again laid to create a sacred path that led directly into the new house. After entering
the new house, Nakao-san carried the gohei to proceed on a peregrination around the house before
stopping at the alcove (tokonoma) of the main room. Proclaiming the arrival at the altar of the
house with a short declaration, he then laid the gohei at the alcove. This marked the arrival of the
gods at the new house. The next three days involved a continuous series of purificatory rituals for
the newly build house. This included prayer-rituals and kagura performances for each god of the
household, primarily Ten-no-kami, Onzaki, and Ebisu. The sixth and the final day ended in the
late evening with a yumi-no-mai performance and the sending away of the gods (kami-okuri).
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Following that, feasting involving family members and participants in the festival ensued to
celebrate the successful move.

Providing a final place for the gods: The Nichigetsu Festival of 2016
The ritual at Okuribata demonstrated the possibility for residents to bring their gods with
them. If there is a way, efforts are usually made to bring gods that have been venerated in the
family for generations to the new home. But there are situations where residents preferred to
discontinue their veneration of the gods and needed solutions for managing the orphaned gods.
This situation was resolved by the tayū, Ogasawara Kenji. Through the Nichigetsu Festival of 2016
and the provision of a physical venue, the Izanagi-ryū Prayer Hall, he housed their gods in an
alternative location and helped relieve the residents of their worry over gods angered by their
abandonment.

Left: The Izanagi-ryū Prayer Hall with a temporary white tent set up for the
Nichigetsu Festival.
Right: Interior of the Izanagi-ryū Prayer Hall set up in preparation for the festival.
Inspired by his late master’s suggestion, Ogasawara-san had the Izanagi-ryū Prayer Hall
constructed for conducting Izanagi-ryū rituals and chosen Sendō, a locality within the district of
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Monobe as the site for purpose.129 Constructed in the tsumairi style of a traditional Japanese shrine
with a wooden structure capped by a green-tiled prow gable roof, the Prayer Hall is elevated above
ground with a short stairway at the main entrance that immediately leads into the main worship
hall (haiden) of the building.130 The front of the building is modestly furnished with a large waterfilled basin made of stone (chōzubachi) and long-handle metal ladles for visitors to perform
ablutions of their hands and faces. The affiliation of Ogasawara-san with the Tendai-ryū strain of
Izanagi-ryū is expressed through the enshrinement of several small wooden statues of bodhisattvas
and Buddhist Wisdom Kings within the sanctuary of the worship hall.131 On the right side of the
hall, there are two hanging scrolls (shikoku-hachijūhachikasho-shūinjiku) which attest to
Ogasawara-san’s attainment of ascetic training by his completion of the sacred Shikoku
Pilgrimage. 132 One hanging scroll lined with red stamps records his devotional journey to all
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Ogasawara Kenji, interview, 28 November 2017.
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The tsumairi or tsumairi-zukuri is one of several basic architectural styles of Japanese shrine buildings. For this
style of construction, the main entrance of the building is located under one of the gables. A typology of Japanese
shrine architecture is listed in Jinja to reibyō (1968) by Inagaki Eizō. Shintō no bijutsu (2012) by Katō Kenji, Hatanaka
Akihiro, and Hiramatsu Atsuko is a helpful resource for an introduction on the aesthetics of Shinto architecture and
ritual tools. In Japan’s Wooden Heritage: A Journey through a Thousand Years of Architecture (2017), Fujimori
Terunobu and Mitsumasa Fujitsuka showcase the broad spectrum of architectural styles in Japan through their
selection of temples, shrines, and structures from different time periods. Their essays on the Ōtaki Shrine, Izumo
Taisha Shrine, Itsukushima Shrine, and Akagami Shrine are particularly useful for understanding the varied structures
and functions of Shinto architecture.
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Refer to Chapter 2 for explanations about the Tendai style of Izanagi-ryū.
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The Shikoku Pilgrimage (shikoku henro, or shikoku junrei) is a 1,200 kilometers long religious journey around
Shikoku island to eighty-eight temples associated with the Buddhist monk, Kūkai. The journey is undertaken by many
pilgrims as an ascetic religious practice and serves pious, recreational, and touristic purposes. Easily recognized by
their white cotton outfits, conical sedge hats, a wooden staff (kongō-zue or kongō-jō), and a small white sling bag
containing their rosaries, temple stamp book (nōkyō-chō, shuin-chō), incense sticks, candles, coin offerings (o-saisen),
and sutra book (kyōbon), the pilgrims undertake the pilgrimage by various means, either by walking, cycling, driving,
taking public transport, or joining a tour bus pilgrimage. A common practice among pilgrims for recording their
journey and for proving their visits is to collect red stamps from the temples they visited. The red stamps indicate the
temple name, temple number and Sanskrit character of the principle image of the Buddha. Trained temple staff would
then write Japanese calligraphy indicating the name of the Buddha, date of visit and temple name over the red stamps.
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eighty-eight temples associated with the Buddhist monk, Kūkai (Kōbō Daishi) [774-835], and the
other hanging scroll documents his visit to the thirty-six temples of Fudō Myō-ō on Shikoku island.
A large drum (miya-daiko) placed on an ornamental stand dominates the left side of this small
worship hall, ready to be used to announce the ceremonial start of festivals.133
Ogasawara-san’s decision to build the Izanagi-ryū Prayer Hall stemmed from his personal
commitment towards establishing a formal ritual space for conducting Izanagi-ryū practices and
from his belief that this would be beneficious for elderly residents worried over the future of their
gods of veneration after their passing.134 The provision of a permanent architecture is unique in
the context of Izanagi-ryū, which is a tradition that had always thrived on the protean nature of its
practices and the custom of conducting the rituals at the homes of the tayū’s clients or in the open
with temporary altars. To stow in a public arena the gods that had always been venerated in private
within individual households is a step further in reconstructing ritual practices in Monobe to
accommodate new demands.
The ritual procedures of the Nichigetsu Festival of 2016 were constructed based on what
Ogasawara-san remembered from years of training under his master, Komatsu Tameshige and
from his attendance at the last Nichigetsu Festival of 2001.135 He had accompanied his master to
the festival then and witnessed parts of how the event was conducted. Although he did not

Most pilgrims receive the stamps in their temple stamp book while others opt to use plain silk which they will later
have it mounted onto a scroll to become a hanging scroll (kakejiku).
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William P. Malm wrote about various Japanese musical styles and instruments in Traditional Japanese Music and
Musical Instruments. Chapter 2 of his book provides a comprehensive description of ceremonial and folk music used
in Japanese Buddhist, Shinto, and Christian contexts.
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Ogasawara Kenji, interview, 28 November 2017.
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Refer to Chapter 2 for explanations about the ritual procedures of the Nichigetsu Festival.
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participate in the entirety of the festival, Ogasawara-san was able to piece details from photos and
read through descriptions in scholarly publications to reconstruct the altar and the ritual
procedures. 136 Ogasawara-san explained that he asked acquaintances who had the photos and
videos and referred to these visual resources and publications to ensure an accurate reconstruction
of the ritual altar and procedures.

Left photo: Installing a gohei of Onzaki-sama in the rafter of the Izanagi-ryū Prayer
Hall.
Right photo: Rows of Onzaki-sama gohei that were belonged to residents of Monobe.

Although he had recreated the festival format, the venue and function were already a drastic
change from previously held festivals. This change in the function of this Nichigetsu Festival could
already be seen on the first morning of the three-day event. An elderly couple arrived at the
Izanagi-ryū Prayer Hall near 10:00 A.M. with a gohei of Onzaki. They wanted to enshrine the god
at the prayer hall and brought the gohei that they venerated within their home as a symbolic
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Ogasawara Kenji, interview, 28 November 2017.
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indication of the relocation of the god. 137 A disciple of Ogasawara-san received them at the
entrance of the Prayer Hall and collected the gohei from them. He held the gohei with one hand
and proceeded to carefully climb up a tall ladder to access the rafter of the Prayer Hall. There were
already rows of gohei lining the six ceiling beams that stretched across the ceiling of the hall. Many
of these gohei were deposited earlier by an estimate of about twenty-five families in the Monobe
region, and it took the disciple some time to find a spot among the dense amassment of white paper
wands to place the newly arrived gohei.
By unilaterally deciding to organize a major festival of Izanagi-ryū and have it held in a
building that he had commissioned, Ogasawara-san, like Nakao-san, presented another possibility
for catering to the disappearance of local religious practices. He provided a sanctuary, a new home
for the orphaned household gods. Such a bold move incited confusion and even discontent among
other tayū who did not participate in this unconventional festival. There were complaints from a
few tayū about the lack of comradery and unwillingness to share knowledge. Other complaints
dwelled on the inaccuracy of the festival, from the ritual procedures, the structure of the altar, the
offerings prepared to the date of the event.138 The Nichigetsu Festival was originally conducted in
the homes of the tayū’s clients to engage the protection of the gods for the clients’ families. Yet,
the Nichigetsu Festival of 2016 operated as an occasion for gathering all the gods within a public
arena and establishing the Prayer Hall in the eyes of the public as an official venue for Izanagi-ryū
practices. The symbolic act of having the residents physically bring their gohei of Onzaki to the
Prayer Hall officially proclaimed this location to be their new site of veneration. This act of
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It was unclear if Ogasawara-san had conducted a ritual at each household before collecting the gohei to place in
the Izanagi-ryū Prayer Hall, much like what Nakao Kesakiyo had done during the relocation festival at Okuribata.
The Nichigetsu Festival of 2016 was cited as an example by three tayū and several residents when I asked about
changes in the practices of Izanagi-ryū. There were differing views, but most people commented on the unfamiliarity
of the event.
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Ogasawara-san was seen as arrogant and bore the mark of over-confidence in the efficacy of his
methods. Since other tayū were not included in the planning of the festival, there was suspicion
about whether the gods were properly invited to and domiciled in the new location. This suspicion
manifested itself in comments, such as the one made by Rikio-san where the displaced Onzaki
asserted his displeasure on the health of his client’s grand-daughter in Ehime.
Ogasawara-san was contented that he had fulfilled his master’s wish by establishing a
permanent location for the practice of Izanagi-ryū rituals but the future of the Izanagi-ryū Prayer
Hall and the gods venerated within after his passing remains uncertain. 139 Ogasawara-san did not
have an answer for it. He preferred to rely on the belief that his two sons and grandchildren might
continue his legacy. It appeared that his elated satisfaction over successfully completing the
Nichigetsu Festival and officially establishing his two sons during the festival as his disciples were
reasons enough for focusing on the present.

When the rituals for the gods ended: The Suijin water deity at Befu village
For the gods that remained in the region, annual festivals are held for them to ensure their
continued divine protection and safe passage in the mountains.140 The goodwill of the gods is
important for many locals whose occupation or whose family member’s work is reliant on the
natural environment such as agriculture, forestry, and the lumber industry. Even if festivals are no
longer held for individual gods, due respect and gratitude for their protection are still expressed
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Ogasawara Kenji, interview, 28 November 2017.

The dangers of mountains are reflected in the local folktales and anecdotal accounts of Monobe residents’
incredible encounters with supernatural presences which are recorded by Matsumoto Minoru in his book, Mura no
are kore (1971). These tales were also published in the monthly issue of the village newsletter of Monobe, the Sonpō
monobe under the section, “Zoku・Mura no are kore.” The section focuses on local folk history and provides
explanatory information on folk practices and legends.
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through the presentation of offerings. Such is the case in the inner recesses of Monobe where an
aging village community at Befu persevered with holding its annual festivals during autumn and
spring.141 These festivals are held at the Kujikata Shrine and were previously conducted by tayū.
Now, the festivals are presided by a young Shinto priest, Komatsu Shūshi. Although there are no
tayū left in their village to conduct the necessary rituals for the gods of the mountains and waters,
offerings are still presented to these gods.142 Gohei that were formerly prepared by the tayū for the
gods are not done anymore as the Shinto priest does not conduct Izanagi-ryū rituals for the
mountain and water gods.143 However, he continues to assemble additional sets of offerings of
sakaki sprigs, mochi, fruits, and biscuits during festival preparations as a token expression of the
village residents’ continued reverence for the gods. These offerings are laid out on folded sheets
of pristine white paper to maintain their cleanliness and then transported by one of the village
residents to the respective venues where rituals for the gods were previously held. The ritual venues
are located inside forested areas, rendering them well-hidden from sight.
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Sugimoto Junichi, personal conversation, 1 November 2017. The village headman, Sugimoto Junichi expressed
that they will continue to hold the festivals and present offerings to Suijin until they could no longer do so. The
continuation of the festivals seemed bleak as the population of Befu comprised of less than fifteen households and
many of the residents were already in their late 60s to 80s. There are no young residents left and it was almost expected
that the festivals will likely end with the current batch of aging residents.
Komatsu Shūshi prepared the offerings for the mountain god (yama-no-kami), Myōjin, and Suijin and instructed
Buraku Nakao on which direction that the wooden stands are supposed to face. Fieldnotes, 21 November 2016.
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On the way to the ritual site, a village resident, Buraku Nakao told me that gohei used to be cut for Suijin but it
was no longer done now. Fieldnotes, 21 November 2016.
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Left: Buraku Nakao, a resident of Befu village presenting offerings to Suijin.
Right: Offerings and sacred boundary rope (shimenawa) were placed on the altar for
Suijin.

The altar for Suijin, or Sujin-sama as the honorific term used by residents to refer to the
water deity, stands alone amidst wild bamboo groves. The once well-trodden footpath that winds
towards the obscure altar is now eroded from weather elements and strewn with fallen leaves and
branches. Without a resident to lead the way, it would have been easy to overlook this small
structure camouflaged within the forested area. It was a simply-constructed two-tiered wooden
stand formed from logs of wood tied together with hemp rope. Three small logs laid across the
bottom tier functioned as a rudimentary platform for holding the offerings. The unmarked bareness
of this modest wooden structure masde it difficult to ascertain its specific religious purpose until
the offerings and sacred boundary rope (shimenawa) had been carefully placed on the stand.144
Despite its weatherworn state, this remnant of Izanagi-ryū practices stands resolutely among the

The shimenawa used here is the gobōjume (牛蒡注連). The name is derived from the long, thin shape of the hemp
rope which resembles the Japanese burdock root (gobō).
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bamboo groves as a quintessential reminder of past village festivals and of the village community’s
acknowledgement of the presence of Suijin.
It was livelier in the past with numerous festivals occurring in the villages scattered around
Monobe. Echoes of taiko drumbeats reverberated through the mountain ranges whenever each
village announced the start of their own festivals. The beating of the drums served as an opening
call for people to join in the excitement and enjoy themselves alongside the gods for whom the
festive celebrations were dedicated to. The taiko drums were always associated with festivals.
Elderly residents sometimes reminisced about this sonorous memory of their childhood and the
anticipation they felt over a full day of festive activity whenever they heard this rhythmic
announcement. Regrettably, the sounds of the taiko drums have become an increasingly rare
occurrence as the region of Monobe saw increasing desolation with many villages now deserted
and the consequent cessation of many festivities. There are not many sounds disrupting the listless
tranquility of today other than the horn sirens that persistently announce the lunch hour at twelve
noon daily, and the new addition of loud cheerful music booming from the loudspeaker of the
mini-mart van. The mobile mini-mart started its twice-weekly rounds around the villages ever
since the largest supermarket in Ōdochi town permanently shut down due to bankruptcy in January
2017. But no sounds probably meant good news. The sirens of an ambulance resounding through
the mountains or the rapid shrills of the fire engine truck only brought about concerned speculation
among the people in my neighborhood about who was the next elderly resident to be hospitalized
or where a forest fire was likely occurring.
With many village festivals gone, the learning of the taiko drum beats became part of the
extra-curriculum activities for students of the Ōdochi primary school and Kahoku middle school
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instead of knowledge gained from longtime exposure to and participation in the festivals.145 For a
month every school year, students in the lower grades are taught the kagura of Izanagi-ryū and
students in the upper grades are coached in taiko drums once a week by members of the Izanagiryū Kagura Preservation Society. This was done so that the younger residents of Monobe would
at least have the chance to be exposed to some local cultural practices. The remaining villages
continued to hold their annual festivals but on a much reduced and truncated scale. Festivals in
Monobe were usually organized with the help of many people. Each stage of preparation involved
people from local communities contributing various help in the form of preparing offerings to the
gods, twisting hemp into shimenawa for marking sacred boundaries, cleaning and setting up the
ritual venue, or providing food refreshments and beverages for the banquet (naorai) to celebrate
the successful closure of the festival.
Some residents spoke of the financial difficulties in continuing their festivals due to the
reduced number of residents within their village communities. It was always costly to organize the
events. The provision of refreshments and lavish naorai feasts to visitors of the festivals as a show
of hospitality (go-shotai) entailed heavy costs, especially if the festival lasted for several days. Just
one platter of sawachi-ryōri, the famous Kōchi cuisine for special occasions, requires at least ten
thousand yen and there are many other expenses to consider when holding a festival, including
payment for the ritualist’s services.146 One resident candidly complained that cash offerings served
more practical function than bottles of sake which are always a popular choice of gifts to the gods
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The familiarity of the taiko drums have become so ingrained that a middle-aged lady I encountered by chance at a
small restaurant in Monobe was immediately able to recite the drum beat when she heard that I was researching on
the Izanagi-ryū.
146

Sawachi-ryōri is a dish served during festive events. It is a large 60 centimeters dish arranged with an assortment
of sushi, sashimi, and shellfish.
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by visitors to the festivals.147 She stated her gratitude for the continued provision of offerings by
those who could afford but monetary gifts would be a much-appreciated aid for them to continue
organizing the ritual events.
The lack of villagers to share financial contributions entailed that those who wished to hold
festivals for the community often had to pay for everything out of their own pockets. Previously,
it was the village headmen and leaders of the communities who was tasked with the duty of holding
the annual festivals for the village. They collected funds from the community and engaged tayū to
conduct the rites. Tayū then received payment for their services. But the situation had shifted, and
it has sometimes fallen upon the tayū to manage every aspect of festival preparation and even dole
out money if they desire to have a major festival held. The role of the tayū had shifted from that
of a participant to the provider of festivals. This was the case for Ogasawara-san who had paid for
the building of the Izanagi-ryū Prayer Hall and the bulk of the expenses for the Nichigetsu Festival
with some contributions from his supporters.
The tayū, Rikio-san faced the same situation as well as he continued to hold an annual
festival for the mountain god (yama-no-kami) in early December. The Mountain God Festival was
held at Ōbi-ura, a village area deep inside the mountains of Monobe. The small community that
once occupied this area had already moved away, leaving this place an empty wilderness with only
a winding road cutting across the mountain slopes. Four households used to reside here, but they
have moved elsewhere and only one household remained by the time Rikio-san was born in the
1950s. Even though many families in the area have already left the region, Rikio-san continued
holding the festival for the chief purpose of pleasing the gods of the mountains.
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This comment came unexpectedly during the naorai feasting after a festival. I had presented an envelope of a
thousand yen (about USD 9.00) cash offering as a symbolic gesture of respect for the event and gratitude for allowing
me to attend the festival. The village headman made a special mention of it during the feast.
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Persuading the gods to move: The Mountain God Festival at Ōbi-ura
On the morning of the festival on 11 December 2016, Yasumaru Hiroko, a senior member
of the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society arrived in her SUV with her teenage daughter,
Haruka-san at my rented apartment in Ōdochi town. Along the way, I asked if they participate in
this festival every year and Yasumaru-san replied that this was her daughter’s second year of
attendance. We arrived at the venue at 10:35 A.M. after a thirty minutes’ drive to see that Rikiosan and his disciple, Aiko-san had already set up the altar. On a slope by the side of a high waterfall,
they had fixed thin metal rods together into a scaffolding structure to form the main frame of the
altar and placed planks across the railings to create a platform for positioning the gohei. The altar
was deliberately built low with the platform specifically positioned to be at eye-level when one
kneels in front of the altar. Rikio-san has always been insistent that the altar should be at eye-level,
stating that this is the traditional way of positioning the gohei and offerings. An elaborate canopy
of intricately-cut gohei propped up by thin bamboo poles adorned the altar. This was the gohei for
the gods of mountains.
With the gohei in place, Rikio-san and Aiko-san proceeded to carefully lay out the offerings
of rice grains, fruit, packets of snacks, and envelopes of money presented by the residents in front
of the altar. On our arrival, there was already a family of four consisting of a couple in their 20s30s and an older couple in their 50s waiting for the start of the festival inside their car. More
visitors started arriving until a small gathering of nearly twenty persons was formed. The visitors
arrived at various timings with some bringing offerings of bags of rice grains and seasonal fruits.
Others presented white envelopes of monetary offerings.
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Left: Muneishi Rikio and Aiko-san preparing the altar for the festival.
Right: Visitors waiting for the start of the Mountain God Festival.

Everything for the festival had been pared down to essential basics, but Rikio-san ensured
to prepare the requisite rice cake (mochi) offerings and food for the naorai feasting at the end of
the festival. With no household left in the village, the usual custom of clan members (ujiko)
participating in the making of the mochi offerings was no longer possible. Instead, Rikio-san and
his disciple, Aiko-san undertook the task of making the mochi offerings. Three days before the
festival, they prepared the mochi by pounding steamed rice into a paste and shaping the paste into
small domes of rice cakes. This would be given as offerings to the mountain gods and later
distributed to the visitors of the festival during the mochi-maki segment after the ritual-prayers
were done.
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Left: Rikio-san and Aiko-san preparing the mochi offerings for the Mountain God
Festival.
Right: Mochi-maki, a customary practice of distributing the rice cake offerings by
throwing them into the air for people to catch.

As part of the go-shotai hospitality to thank the visitors who had specially travelled to the
obscure venue to witness the festival, Rikio-san prepared a naorai banquet consisting of
homemade country-style sushi and a hearty soup made from soba-mochi, white radishes, leeks,
tofu, chicken chunks and dried anchovies.148 From Rikio-san’s memory, naorai was typically held
in the home of one family and the responsibility of preparing the feast rotated among the
households in the community every year. Due to the lack of households to provide this function,
he changed the format of naorai to the current rustic setting with cooking in the open using a
makeshift stove. Rikio-san did not consider the naorai to be a formality but an occasion to build
relationships within the community. He believed that it would delight the visitors to share in the
meal together even if what he could offer was only homemade sushi and soup, which were
comparatively simple fare compared to typical naorai.
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The country style sushi is called inaka sushi and is a local dish in the mountainside villages of Kochi. It consists of
a variety of sushi that are topped with slices of cured mackerel, pickled bamboo, or young ginger shoots. One type of
inaka sushi is rice flavored with yuzu citron vinegar stuffed inside pockets of konnyaku skins.
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Left: Rikio-san filling the metal pot with water to cook soup for the naorai.
Right: Visitors partaking in the naorai feast of homemade sushi, soup, and drinks.

And informality appeared to be a key feature in this Mountain God Festival organized by
him. Held in the open with the temporary altar as the central feature to indicate that a ritual festival
was taking place, there were no specific instructions about the schedule of events. The atmosphere
was relaxed with visitors chatting with each other as they casually walked around or sat by the
roadside to await the start of the festival. When Rikio-san started clearing an area by the roadside
to place his makeshift stove for cooking the soup, a few visitors came forward of their own
initiative to help with the clearing of leaves and stones. Whoever was present contributed some
form of help. I carried concrete bricks from his van to set up the base for the stove. Rikio-san had
brought pre-chopped ingredients, charcoal, and a big metal pot as cooking utensil in his van. After
setting up the roughly constructed brick stove, Rikio-san proceeded to lay charcoal inside it and
set the charcoal alight with liquid fuel. He washed out the metal pot by pouring water from a large
water canister and then filled it with water to start the cooking of the soup.
At 11:00AM, sounds of the taiko drum resounded as Haruka-san hit the drum to announce
the commencement of the festival. Yasumaru-san joined in a short while later with mai-kagura.
Holding only a white fan, Yasumaru-san performed in casual clothing of long-sleeve shirt, jeans,
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and a dark grey winter jacket with a patterned scarf and sunglasses. At one point, Rikio-san took
over the drumming of the taiko drums to demonstrate his version of drum beats for the kagura of
Izanagi-ryū and instructed Yasumaru-san and Haruka-san on the correct way of performing the
mai-kagura. 149 Their performance ended as abruptly as it started. The brevity of their almost
cursory mai-kagura performance made it appear more of an impromptu dance to enliven the
festival atmosphere rather than a ceremonial procedure.

Left: Yasumaru Hiroko and her daughter, Haruka-san performing the mai-kagura of
Izanagi-ryū as Aiko-san (third person from the left) and a visitor looked on.
Right: Rikio-san performing his version of the drumbeats of Izanagi-ryū and
directing Yasumaru-san on the dance steps of the mai-kagura.

By 11:10 A.M., Aiko-san had already finished the preparations and had donned a simple
white robe over her sweater to indicate the change in her status to a tayū. She proceeded with the
start of the ritual-prayers after she settled down in front of the altar. Rikio-san decided that it was
time for his disciple, Aiko-san to take full charge of conducting the ritual-prayers, but he

Rikio-san’s coaching of Yasumaru-san and Haruka-san followed the conventional way in which residents of
Monobe learnt about the mai-kagura during festivals. The tayū taught interested residents during festivals, giving
pointers to improve their learning of the mai-kagura. Handa Toshiharu, the current head of the Izanagi-ryū Kagura
Preservation Society, remembered that tayū would teach him taiko drumbeats when he attended festivals since he was
a child.
149
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occasionally climbed up the slope to check on Aiko-san and her prayer-chanting to make sure that
everything progressed smoothly. The festival ended in the mid-afternoon at 2:20 P.M. with the
much-anticipated distribution of mochi to the visitors and the clearing up of the venue. After
partaking in the feast prepared by Rikio-san, the visitors left contented with bags of mochi.
While there is no need for a permanent building such as a temple or shrine in Izanagi-ryū
practices, Rikio-san stated that there are still specific areas where rituals are conducted, and
offerings are presented to the gods. In midst of ritual preparations, Rikio-san told me that he would
show me where the previous ritual venue was. After a 10-minute uphill drive through a narrow
road, he stopped his van by the roadside and pointed out a spot near the peak of the mountains.
The foliage of trees blanketed the slopes of the mountain ranges and a tall tree marked the area
where a house was previously located. This was the village of Ōbi-ura where the Mountain God
Festival used to be held. It was six years ago that Rikio-san decided to shift the ritual site from its
previous spot down to a more accessible location by the road. His decision was driven by
practicality since the move meant that people need not climb a further distance up the mountain to
reach the old site. It was already a tough journey to traverse through the narrow gravel road to the
current venue, and the lack of clear road signs to show the exact location rendered it highly
inaccessible to a new visitor unfamiliar with the region.150
In fact, the bad physical conditions of the road and the long winding journey were reasons
for several elderly residents’ decision not to travel to this remote area despite their interest in the
festival. My landlady, Mitsu-bachan had strongly dissuaded me from driving to the venue alone,
despite my assurances of being careful when driving. She had been concerned enough about the
dangerous road conditions such that she asked Yasumaru-san to bring me to the ritual venue on
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The lack of road signs and banner flags posted a problem for even some residents of Monobe. On the day of the
festival, a visitor had to call Rikio-san to ask for directions as she was uncertain where the festival would be held.
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the day of the festival. Yasumaru-san explained during our journey to the festival that there was
always the possibility of rocks or tree branches falling from the forested slope, and that it was good
to stay alert to ensure driving safety. As she deftly maneuvered her SUV to avoid the occasional
larger rocks on the narrow mountain path, she pointed out that it would be very difficult to have a
car mechanic travel to this remote area to fix punctured car tires or obtain emergency rescue when
trapped deep in the forest. Such road hazards were the reason that Rikio-san decided not to put up
any banner flags (nobori hata) to announce the festival.151 It was better not to have too many
people travel up the mountain roads for the festival.
The process for deciding the new location for the festival took a long time as Rikio-san
tried to get the gods to come to a consensus about which venue would be appropriate.152 Using his
string of augury beads to perform the divination (kuji), he consulted individual gods on their
preferences and tried to find a locale that satisfied all their requests. It was easy to settle the
requirements of the kami gods but there were many gods, including ancestral gods (osenzō-sama),
buddhas and bodhisattvas (hotoke-sama), and they had many requests. In his opinion, tayū usually
worked in occupations related to agriculture which gave them a better understanding of what the
kami gods would prefer. But the osenzō-sama and hotoke-sama particularly had a lot of requests.
He understood what the hotoke-sama wanted but he needed to talk with elderly residents to
understand what the requests of the osenzō-sama were.153 It was not an easy task to fulfill all their
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Yasumaru Hiroko mentioned this to me after the festival when she was driving me back to my apartment. She had
probably suggested the idea of banner flags to Rikio-san. Personal conversation, 11 December 2016.
152

Muneishi Rikio, personal conversation, 11 December 2016.

Rikio-san’s singling out of osenzō-sama and hotoke-sama as having many requirements was an intriguing behavior
that seemed to signify his personal perceptions of Buddhism. During my many conversations with him, Rikio-san
sometimes spoke of his disappointment with the Buddhist learning that he had undertaken and gave unveiled criticisms
of the Shikoku pilgrimage as a money-making venture by Buddhist temples rather than an act of piety. It seemed that
153
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requests. “But,” Rikio-san said with a smile, “there are times in which the gods can be ‘persuaded’
to follow with what was decided.”
When I asked how it was done, Rikio-san struggled to find the exact words to describe the
method in which he impelled the gods. He explained that it was a matter of asking in various ways
to find a common ground among the gods. If a god disagreed with a location, Rikio-san asked
subsequent questions using kuji divination to find out the reasons for the disagreement and posited
suggestions to the gods to verify if this would eliminate their resistance to the new venue. After
extended negotiations and conceding to fulfill divine requests, Rikio-san finally managed to
persuade the gods to agree to have the rituals held at the new location. It appeared that he was
successful in gaining the consensus of the gods since he has been conducting the annual rituals at
the new venue for the past six years with no divine repercussions. There were no complaints of
illnesses and reports of dream messages from the residents during this period.

Burying the secrets of the trade
By relocating the gods to new locations, the tayū, Nakao Kesakiyo, Ogasawara Kenji, and
Muneishi Rikio displayed attempts to accommodate dying ritual practices in diminishing
communities. Their methods underscore the idea that the gods of Japan can be persuaded into
acquiescing to the requests of their human believers and resettled in alternative locales. Although
gods can be cajoled, and unruly gods can be quelled, caution is still practiced when dealing with
the gods to avert divine punishments in the form of sickness and misfortune. This wariness of
punitive consequences extends to objects that are associated with the gods. As the spaces for the
enactment of rituals become defunct, the residents are often left with ritual objects that are no

Rikio-san harbored a rather cynical view of Buddhist practices which might have translated into his perception of the
hotoke-sama as being particularly demanding.
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longer in use. Many of these items, mainly ritual masks, texts, and implements like shakujō, hold
special religious meanings due to the perceived divine powers contained within them and it is often
recommended to ensure their proper disposal to mitigate the effects of their discontinued
veneration. All these require the aid of the tayū to glean the gods’ preferences and to provide
suitable solutions for the removal of the ritual objects.
The last blacksmith of Monobe mentioned at the start of this chapter had to manage the
issue of how to properly end his family trade and what to do with the equipment and tools of his
forge, all of which are considered an important source of material information about local
traditional industries. When the blacksmith decided to cease his forge nearly ten years ago in the
early 2010s, scholars and research institutions promptly came to collect data material that would
have been lost without recording them. Dark markings of measurements taken by researchers to
assess the placement of objects remained visible on the beams of the small forge till today.154 Many
small sickle blades that had been hammered into the wooden beams were left behind with the
markings.155 The blacksmith had thought carefully about what should be done with his stock of
equipment and hand-tools. Hand-tools in his forge like hammers, tongs, chisels, and files were
packed away but the anvil and furnace required more formalities in disposal. The power of Tenjin,
the patron god of metalsmithing, and Kamadogami, the god of the hearth who is also identified as
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A walking tour was arranged by the Kochi Prefectural Museum of History in 2015 where visitors were brought to
the blacksmith’s workshop to view the remaining items.
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It is customary for some craftsmen to make miniature replicas of the tools of their trade as an offering to the tutelary
gods at the start of the new year, and the blacksmith and his family had conscientiously followed this custom for
several generations. These sickle blades were forged on the first day of the year and offered by the blacksmith to the
tutelary god of metalsmiths, Tenjin. They had amassed through the decades to form overlapping layers of rusting
metal blades. Japanese scholars have classified these sickle blades as hinakata (“miniatures”), which are small replicas
of hand-tools. The Toyonagagominozku Museum in Otoyo has a display of such tiny objects which also consist of
agricultural and farm tools, but much detail remains lost about the production, purpose, and practices surrounding
these miniatures.
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the fire deity, are believed to reside in these crucial tools of the smith trade. The blacksmith
consulted a tayū on the ritual procedures for the proper disposal of the equipment and tools.156 The
advice given by the tayū after divinatory rites to confirm the decision of the gods of fire and
metalsmithing, was to lay the anvil and several selected tools to rest in the mountains. In a smallscale ceremony, the tayū sent Tenjin back to the heavens before proceeding to carry the items into
the mountains where he buried them in a spot that was left unknown to others. While local
museums would have welcomed the addition of these important specimens of traditional Japanese
metalsmithing industry to their collections, the decision of the blacksmith to follow the instructions
given by tayū and have his tools buried was still respected.
A pressing issue in heritage preservation is the consequence of cultural artifacts that are
irrelevant to the changing contexts and no longer serve a purpose within a diminishing community.
The cultural meanings embedded within the object present material evidence of cultural practices
and could serve as an important source of historical information about local communities and their
belief systems. Yet, the need to preserve pertinent local knowledge and cultural heritages
sometimes vied with fears of supernatural retaliation from such ritually significant items. Within
Izanagi-ryū, the scarcity of written records about its historical developments made objects such as
the gohei, masks, and the ritual texts of saimon and hōmon, pertinent documentations of its
practices. As an oral-based tradition, tayū usually transcribe their own collections of ritual texts
while in training under their masters. Since rites are lengthy and complex, and each village has its
peculiarities concerning festivals, most tayū have the habit of recording down details of ritual
procedures as they learnt them to ensure no mistakes are made when they conduct similar rituals
in future. Some obtained their masters’ permission to copy their compilations of ritual texts. Rikio-

The tayū who was enlisted to aid with the official cessation of the forge and the removal of the equipment was
Muneishi Rikio.
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san was able to create his own collection of ritual texts and instructions through such means. He
did not plan on passing his collection to his disciple, Aiko-san and expected her to do the same in
compiling her own book as he trains her in the rituals.
Many tayū have the habit of storing their tools and collection of ritual texts in hard
briefcases which they bring to the ritual venues. It was unheard of for the tayū to destroy their
ritual tools and manuals, but it is also uncommon for them to gift their entire personal collection
to their disciples, should they have any. Instead, it is often the case that families of deceased tayū
become keepers of these briefcase receptacles of Izanagi-ryū practices which they keep in storage
at home. There were occasions where briefcases of ritual texts and tools were found hidden in the
rafters of old abandoned Japanese houses in Monobe, and later collected by the Kochi Prefectural
Museum of History for study. These discoveries allowed Japanese scholars to have a closer look
at the instruments and the materials engaged by the tayū. Of much interest to Japanese scholars
are the collection of ritual texts left behind by the tayū. The ritual texts are the main written source
of information about the rites, and it is through them that details about the cosmology and the
origins of rituals of Izanagi-ryū can be evinced.
One household, the Okumura family, retains such a collection of ritual texts after the
passing of the head of the household who was a tayū. Securely locked inside a small chest of
drawers and concealed from public view, the ritual texts are considered so formidable that the son
of the Okumura family did not touch them, presumably because he did not have the qualifications
and legitimate status as a full-fledged tayū.157 The guardedness surrounding such a collection came
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Muneishi Rikio, personal conversation, 23 January 2017. Rikio-san stated that the Okumura widow allowed him
access to the collection of ritual texts. By mentioning that the son of the tayū was either unable or reluctant to come
into contact with his father’s ritual texts, it can be said that Rikio-san was emphasizing the formidability of the
collection. He was also trying to amplify his qualifications as a tayū, since he was able to gain the trust of the Okumura
widow to view the private collection.
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from the rare existence of a manual of hōmon (hōmon-chō) among the stacks of ritual texts.158As
explained in Chapter 2, the miscellany of ritual texts within Izanagi-ryū can be sorted into two
broad types, saimon and hōmon. Saimon are narrative tales which explain the origins of the gods
and ritual procedures of Izanagi-ryū, and these are the most common texts engaged by Japanese
scholars for analysis. Saimon are recited during prayer-ritual (kitō) to pay homage to the gods and
they are considered harmless because they hold no actual powers. The power of the saimon to call
upon the gods manifests only when a process known as rikan is conducted by the tayū. The rikan
is a type of prayer where the tayū states the reasons for conducting the ritual. It is through rikan
that power is vested in the prayer-ritual, allowing the tayū to invite divine beings to the ritual
ceremony. There are no written records or fixed standards for how the rikan is recited. Instead,
tayū learn to formulate their rikan after years of training and experience in conducting rituals.159
Compared to saimon, hōmon are deemed dangerous items that should not be shown to the
public. 160 Hōmon contains instructions on ritual procedures that can cause potentially harmful
consequences, such as how to create curses (chōbuku) and how to retaliate them (suso-kaeshi).
Furthermore, hōmon can be used to summon and to command divine beings to do the bidding of
the tayū, making it risky in the hands of someone who does not have the ability to handle the texts’

As no dates were recorded on the texts, the date of the hōmon-chō was indeterminable. This is a common situation
for many of the ritual texts of Izanagi-ryū. The texts are often undated as they were written by the tayū for their
personal use and intended as a reference, not as a text to be passed down to another.
158
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For more information on the process of rikan, refer to Saito Hideki’s Izanagi ryū: saimon to girei (2002).
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Other than the ritual texts, masks used for mai-kagura are another item believed to hold potent powers to curse.
There are legends in Kochi surrounding certain masks that had been found to be the cause of a family’s misfortune.
Some masks are stored in wooden boxes and revealed only during times of ritual performances. A well-known
example of a cursed mask is found in Hongawa kagura. The legend goes that the mask will rattle violently in its box
and cause disturbances if it is not released from storage and used in mai-kagura performances at least once annually.
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potent potentiality. 161 While the ritual texts of Izanagi-ryū serve as important records of local
practices in Monobe, there is discomfort among some tayū about revealing too much to public
view. The was the exact situation that occurred during a special exhibition organized by the
National Museum of Japanese History between July 2014 to January 2015, where pages of hōmon
from the late-Edo period were put on open display.162 The “anatomizing gaze” (Law 2010: 118)
of museum visitors that the ritual texts are subjected to discomforts some tayū when it is cast upon
the sensitive materials of hōmon.163

Saitō Hideki stated the differences between saimon and hōmon in his 2013 report for the open symposium on
Izanagi-ryū at Wako University, pp. 23-24. He explains that tayū can use hōmon to make gods follow their orders and
perform duties for them, much like the spirit servants (shikigami) of Onmyōdō. Detailed explanations about spirit
servants are provided in his book, Izanagiryū: shikiōji (2000).
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The special exhibition, Chugoku shikoku chihō no kōjin shinkō was held at the National Museum of Japanese
History in Chiba, Japan from 23 July 2014 to 12 January 2015. The museum holds a collection of texts that belonged
to a tayū who was born in Oka-no-uchi in Monobe in late-Edo period.
162

I find Jane Marie Law’s study of the museum display of puppet heads (kashira) of the Awaji tradition to be
particularly useful in analyzing exhibitions related to Izanagi-ryū. Law notes that in a museum context, the tendency
is to highlight the material aspects of an object and not its performing quality. Museums reveal the process of puppethead making and inner working of a puppet head in a way that she parallels to having the quality of a post-mortem
examination, one that offers a “precise exposition of its operation.” By cutting open intact puppet heads and breaking
down all elements of the objects, the puppets are exposed to the “anatomizing gaze” of all visitors (Law 2010: 118).
But understanding the technicalities of operation does not necessarily allow visitors to understand the meanings
embedded in each puppet head. As such, Law calls for the importance of understanding the biographies of the puppet
heads, the stories of their stage life cycle to their demise, preferably a proper burial in a puppet cemetery (dekozanma)
or display in a museum collection. In her view, “Telling these stories is a way of performing heritage. Just as how one
tells the stories of one’s ancestors tells us a great deal about how people understand themselves, so to do the ways
people talk about the cultural objects they have imbued with status and value reveal the dynamics of their
understanding of heritage” (Law 2010: 113). Biography covers the imagination of how events are remembered and
understood by individuals and shaped by society.
163
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Displays of hōmon texts at the National Museum of Japanese History.
The open exposure of hōmon not only raises concerns about unveiling too much about its
operation, there is also concern that negligence to contextualize the hōmon casts the practices of
Izanagi-ryū in a tantalizing but unsavory light of being a folk religion enwreathed in curse
manipulation. Artefacts undergo a process of de-contextualization when taken out of their original
environments and re-contextualized as historical relics or decorative art objects, a situation that is
dependent on the manner they are displayed in extraneous contexts such as a museum setting and
how they are presented to viewers.164 To contextualize the hōmon and provide a more holistic
picture of Izanagi-ryū practices, it is necessary for museum displays to provide extra information
explaining that there are various parts to hōmon. Some hōmon provide instructions on how to affect

Payne, pp. 86-89. Rachel Payne’s study of nō masks showed that they took on meanings that went beyond their
function as stage tools when placed in non-theatrical contexts such as behind glass displays and under bright light as
part of the museum collection. As Payne observed, the re-contextualization of the masks is purely dependent on the
museum’s emphasis. To help re-contextualize the masks, extra information such as the history and character types can
be displayed alongside the masks. Synopsis of storylines, and photographs or videos of the characters as they appear
on stage can also be provided. Illustrations of the function of the artefact, the decision to focus on the historic, artistic
or theatrical aspects, and display formats of collections are wholly dependent on museum limitations such as exhibit
space, insurance costs of perceived risk of damage and conservation concerns. Curators also play a pertinent role in
deciding the format of display, but their decisions are often swayed by their roles as custodians of artefacts and their
commitment to the Museum as a historic institution (Payne 2010: 88). The exposure of nō masks is not all negative
as creative interpretations and “imaginative encounters” of the displays by visitors can take place, as exemplified by
Payne’s observation of how a teacher encouraged students to invent stories about the lives and personalities of the
masks through close observations of the expressions on the mask faces (Payne 2010: 87). But this form of creative
interpretations might not be viable for the hōmon due to the nature of the ritual texts.
164
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weather elements, such as inducing rainfall during drought seasons. Some hōmon prescribe
solutions for curing sicknesses or seeking out lost items. When only specific parts of hōmon related
to curses are selected for museum display, the tayū of Izanagi-ryū are inadvertently sensationalized
as spell-casters dealing in sorcery. Which is an image that the current tayū, Ogasawara Kenji,
Muneishi Rikio, and Moriyasu Masayoshi, are determined to disassociate from. For these
remaining tayū in Monobe, the future of their collection of ritual texts lies uncertain. They are
highly aware that their collections of ritual texts are a vital source of information on Izanagi-ryū
practices and believe that they will be beneficial as a cultural resource. If possible, they prefer their
collections of saimon be used for the benefit of future posterity, whether to be used for imparting
knowledge about Izanagi-ryū rites to tayū aspirants or embalmed in museum storage as additional
resources for future research.165 As for any hōmon that might be in their collection, the tayū made
no mention of their existence.

Depositing ritual artifacts in the museums
Rikio-san acknowledged that it has been a task to preserve his ritual texts even though he
suns all the texts twice a year to delay their decay from age, mold, and insects. 166 Personal
conversations I had with residents sometimes revealed their dilemma over how they should
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During interviews with Ogasawara Kenji, Muneishi Rikio, and Moriyasu Masayoshi, I asked them about their
intentions for the texts in their possession and they expressed similar hopes for their collection of texts.
166

Muneishi Rikio, personal conversation, 23 January 2017. Rikio-san expressed that when he is unable to conduct
anymore rituals in future, he would like to present his collection to someone that he deemed trustworthy and who will
treat the texts with respect. He stated several times during the conversation that he could give me his collection of
ritual texts. I did not accept his offer as I felt that it would not be ethical to receive the documents if I will be bringing
it overseas with me and when I did not have the appropriate storage to ensure that the texts will be properly stored.
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manage artifacts in their possession.167 They were uncertain about what to do with the artifacts
that have been handed down in their family through the generations and faced problems in storing
the heirlooms since most are made from composable and fragile materials such as paper, textiles,
and wood. Some families took care to wrap them in paper or fabric and store them in wooden
boxes but many of these delicate materials have already succumbed to the punishing effects of the
passing of time, weather conditions, humidity, mildew, and pests. As the items slowly decay from
the inadequacy of proper storage, some residents started to consider alternative possibilities for
their family heirlooms.
Donating the items to museums would appear to be a viable solution since there will be
proper storage facilities and professionals to preserve the fragile objects. Kochi has many museums
and facilities that celebrate traditional folk crafts and industries. The Kochi Prefectural Museum
of History and the Kochi Castle Museum of History are prominent venues for exploring artifacts
tied to the social-cultural history of Japan. The Kochi Prefecture Archaeological Center in
Nankoku and Konan City Cultural Properties deal with archeological finds around Kochi to trace
prehistoric developments in the region. The myriad local histories and arts of Kochi are showcased
in district museums established in the cities of Sukumo, Geisei, Shimanto, Aki, Niyodogawa, and
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When people move out from rural areas, the decline in population and the lack of caretakers in the emptied
communities caused village shrines to be left derelict. Some of these shrines hold cache of ritual texts and items used
for the veneration of the gods like sculptures, musical instruments, ritual implements, and masks. With no one to care
for them, the fate of these ritual texts and objects remained bleakly uncertain. I once accompanied a staff of the Kochi
Prefectural Museum of History to survey a small, dilapidated shrine in a village in the Kagesendo district. The staff
had received a call from a resident of the village about the shrine and wanted to check the state of the items inside the
shrine. The shrine was locked but the staff had received a key from the resident to open it. What left a strong impression
on me was the discovery of a wooden box filled with a stack of ritual texts. Despite our excitement, many of the fragile
texts were tattered and some of the writing had become faded and illegible from the age. Other than taking photos for
record, there was nothing else much that could be done for the decaying items. We left the items in the shrine and the
staff said that he might come back another day when he has time to take a closer look at the items. Fieldnotes, March
2017.
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Yasuhara.168 Traditional industries peculiar to Kochi are featured in the Kiramesse Muroto Whale
Museum which provides an insight into the whaling industries in Japan during the Edo period, and
the Ino Paper Museum which showcases the historical developments and production of Tosa washi
paper.169
With such a proliferation of museums for promoting local cultures, museums are often
regarded as the de facto custodian of artifacts with the important function of an educational facility
for transmitting knowledge. Yet, there is uncertainty as the residents are unsure about whether the
museums would be interested in the items they hold. Another concern is that some items are so
decayed that the residents felt too embarrassed to present them to the museums. Inhibited by
hesitance, some residents opted to treat the damaged items as trash and disposed of them in a
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Other than these public institutions, there are many alternative forms of cultural institutions in Kochi that allow for
accessibility for diverse communities and that actively promote local folk culture. 168 One significant but often
overlooked venue for contributing to the promotion of local cultures is the “Roadside Stations (michi-no-eki).” Japan
has a total of 1145 “Roadside Stations” that are registered with the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and
Tourism (MLIT). There are 87 in Shikoku of which 24 are in Kochi. “Roadside Stations” are service stations that
provide rest facilities, aid for medical emergency, and information about traffic conditions and tourist venues. They
also serve as a multi-functional space for the sale of local products and fresh produce where visitors can purchase folk
crafts as souvenirs. Some “Roadside Stations” have small exhibits or display boards that explain local flora and fauna
or display folk crafts or art works by students of local schools. Others have recreational facilities that conduct classes
on cultural arts. “Roadside Stations” offer a more accessible and informal way of getting visitors interested in local
cultures and involves participation from local students or hobby groups. Some of such rest stations served as a
community space for building relationships and holding festival events. More information about the structure and
locations of rest stations is available on “Michi-no-eki,” a website by All Nippon Michi-no-Eki Network.
https://www.michi-no-eki.jp/ [Accessed 30 November 2018]. Information on rest stations that are registered with the
Japanese Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism can be found here:
http://www.mlit.go.jp/report/press/road01_hh_000973.html . This information was valid on 25 April 2018 [Accessed
on November 30, 2018].
There are also museums that celebrate traditional Japanese architecture in Kochi such as Ōkawasuji Samurai
Residence featured the conservation of a samurai house and Old Sekikawa Family House of an old vassal of warlord
and the Old Residence of Tanaka Ryosukekyutei. There are designated museums for commemorating prominent
historical figures who were Kochi natives such as Sakamoto Ryōma, the poet Yoshii Isamu, and Nakahama Manjirō,
a translator who served the shogunate during the late Tokugawa period. A Yanase Takashi Memorial Hall was
established in Kami City to celebrate the popular Japanese cartoon character, Anpanman whose creator was a Kochi
native.
169
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bonfire.170 There are no systematic methods for collecting folk objects despite their potentiality of
being cultural artifacts and valuable proofs of past local livelihoods and folk practices. The ability
of museums and experts to access such items is mainly dependent on the residents’ own initiative
and their personal decisions about what to do with the collections of items in their possession.
The heartening news is that there is increasing awareness among the residents that the items
in their possession could have important cultural and historical value. Such awareness can be said
to have been cultivated through years of exposure to preservation efforts undertaken by Japanese
experts and staff of museums and revitalization NGOs. It is chiefly through their continued efforts
that residents realize that museums hold interest in items that they once considered mundane and
worthless. Regular surveys and visits to the regions by enthusiastic Japanese experts increased
interactions between residents and the scholars. It also disseminated news among the locals about
upcoming research developments. Since residents often share among themselves their experiences
of such interactions, they learn how to contact the relevant personal with regards to cultural objects
and sometimes become inspired to consider the possibility of donating items in their possessions
to museum collections in support of heritage preservation.
In addition, public exhibitions and cultural talks work to inform residents about the cultural
importance of items that they would have previously deemed to be articles of little value. In Ōdochi
town, an exhibition of mingu (tools used in daily life) is held twice annually since 2012 in the
assembly hall of the now defunct Ōdochi High School.171 The assembly hall had been converted

During a visit to a resident’s home with a museum staff, the resident enthusiastically pulled out a collection of
items he had found in his house while cleaning up the storage area. He remarked that some of the items are so damaged
that he was unsure if the museum would want them. Fieldnotes, March 2017. At another resident’s house, he
mentioned that he had burned a stack of historical documents found in his house because he viewed them as trash and
did not know that the museums might be interested in them.
170
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Another venue with an impressive collection of mingu (folk daily tools) is the Toyonagagominozku Museum in
Otoyo district in Kōchi.
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into an open museum for historical folk materials by the Kochi Prefectural Museum of History,
and it functioned mainly as a large storage space for tools used in farming, fishing, weaving,
sericulture, sake-making, and washi paper and other craft productions.172 Much efforts were made
to broadly cluster the plethora of items into their categories of trade and functions, allowing visitors
to walk around the maze of tools spread out on large blue tarpaulin sheets to admire gadgets of
lesser-seen trades such as silkworm breeding and washi-paper making. Some elderly residents
found the items to be an affectionate reminder of their childhood years when such tools were used
within their families. The grand scale of the mingu exhibits was impressive but few people know
of these tools’ methods of usage. Many of the tools, especially those related to agriculture and
textile-weaving, have become obsolete as technological innovations introduced more efficient
methods of production and machinery automated manual processes. To counter this, the museum
had staff give guided tours, and invited experienced residents to give talks and demonstrations of
the tools to visitors during the exhibition period.

Guided tours of the mingu exhibits by museum staff at Ōdochi High School.

The conversion of Ōdochi Senior High School into a storage room for the mingu is a brilliant idea to reuse defunct
spaces for cultural purposes, but there is no humidity control and conservation efforts are minimal as the items are
laid out in the open. There is also insufficient staff to manage the massive volume of items.
172
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Demonstrations and talks on traditional agricultural tools and wheat harvesting methods by
residents of Monobe at Ōdochi High School.

Majority of local craft trades and traditional industries in Monobe have ended or are dying
out, leaving a profusion of tools disintegrating in storage rooms. The Kochi Prefectural Museum
of History took on the task of collecting these disused objects and showcasing them in public
exhibitions as tactile proofs of past daily practices. These events enabled better understandings
among residents about the cultural value of folk materials. Oftentimes, nostalgic sentiments of loss
over the disappearance of local practices helped to augment the residents’ desires to protect such
remnants of the past and inspire them to supply information about disappearing practices. This is
naturally welcomed by the museums. But it is still a long process to get the residents more actively
involved and progress is slow as museums and experts sought better ways to manage the massive
disarray of folk materials. The drive to preserve folk materials continues to be modulated by many
questions; which objects should be preserved? How should such objects be preserved and
transmitted? Where should such objects be stored and who should be the main custodians of such
culturally significant objects?
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Conclusion
As communities in Monobe diminish and villages start emptying from depopulation, the
issue of heritage preservation take on more personal affects as residents grapple with the
management of displaced gods and disused ritual artifacts left in their possession. With such rising
concerns, the tayū responded to the requests of the residents and devised new methods to allay
their anxieties over displeased divine powers. From domiciling the gods in new venues of
veneration to sending them back to their place of origins, the tayū offered solutions for relocating
the gods. While these solutions were available, it was still open for the residents to decide which
solution they want. The decision often rested on their relationship with the tayū offering the service
and their perception about the efficacy of the proposed solution for placating the gods. A
permanent resolution is certainly preferred but not always expected. The residents believed that
the gods will respond through dreams or through the more drastic measures of inflicting ill health
if dissatisfied with the offered solutions. The next step to do when such messages are received is
to decipher the problem and to seek out solutions, a task that a tayū used to be always on hand to
help.
Yet, decreasing numbers of tayū in Monobe presented a future concern that there will be
no one available to help. There are and will be other religious practitioners ready to offer their
services, just as the village community at Befu resorted to engaging a Shinto priest to continue
their annual festivals when the highly-respected tayū residing in their village passed away. The
residents continued to do what they could with what is available and adjust when necessary. But
if unable to do so, the residents rationalize that it was unavoidable since they had already done the
best of what could be done. This might be pessimistically passive in the context of heritage
preservation, and the concessions made by the residents sometimes go against the spirit of
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preserving disappearing traditions. But this behavior of the residents bespoke a different sentiment
towards their dying practices. To them, by letting practices die off in their most natural state rather
than artificially prolonging a distorted version is the proper respect accorded to a tradition.
Compared to the ending of ritual practices, the treatment of disused ritual artifacts suffers
more complications. The usual practice in Monobe is to conceal the objects in the rafters of houses
or to bury them in undisclosed areas. However, the advocacy of heritage preservation by
government bodies has made residents more discerning about the cultural value of such objects.
Influenced by the propagation of heritage preservation, they are compelled by a sense of duty to
preserve these physical proofs of their local practices. Increasing numbers of residents became
receptive towards sharing their collection of religious items with public institutions like museums
and entrusting them to treat the objects with proper care. While there is pride in enriching the
repository of cultural artifacts associated with Monobe, hesitance remains over the sensitive nature
of some ritual objects that are believed to hold potent divine powers such as ritual texts and masks.
The degree of latitude that museums and experts can take with the objects is often unchecked and
it is this inability of practitioners to limit what is revealed in public displays that deters some tayū
from dealing with the museums and experts. The ethics of display, specifically on museum
decisions surrounding choice, purpose, and context of displays, and the types of information
presented to visitors, depend on the level of involvement from practitioners, local communities,
and experts in the decision-making process for the artifacts on display. Yet, the current existing
tayū in Monobe showed little interest in getting actively involved in the museums’ management
of ritual objects despite being critical about the museum displays. Their solution was to withhold
information and to deny knowledge. This is their symbolic burial of the secrets of their trade.
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CONCLUSION
How is Izanagi-ryū studied?

My decision to start this dissertation with the question of “What is Izanagi-ryū?” was
driven by the attempt to analyze the broader issue of what “religion” means and how it is studied.
Whether examined through practices, rituals, communities, networks, objects or physical
structures, the concept of “religion” is thrown a curve when it involves a religious tradition that
does not have an officially recognized or traceable system of transmission. Izanagi-ryū is
considered an anomaly in Japanese religions, due to its structure of practice. Or to put it more
accurately, its lack of a systematic structure that can be traced to a founding religious head or clear
historical roots. It is an evolving entity that was adapted to the environments in which it was
gainfully supported. Such environments manifested in various spaces, from village homes, shrines,
community halls, cultural festivals, museums, to even symposium venues. It then depended on the
communities within these environments to help the observer make sense of what Izanagi-ryū is.
With such a broad spectrum of possibilities, the opportunities to find answers for what “Izanagiryū” is seemed endless.

The Purveyors of Authenticity and the Transmitters of Tradition
Yet, when the understanding of a religious practice was tied to environments with
communities that convened only temporarily or are on the verge of disappearing, it increased the
fluidity of interpretation and obfuscated who the transmitters of the practice should be. Academic
discourse and the ideological premises of government-led heritage protection endeavors in Japan
had influenced interpretations of Izanagi-ryū, while the initiatives of public institutions, non-
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government organizations, and entrepreneurs had directed its manifestations. Within this
interconnected structure, there was a seemingly unintended but clear division in responsibilities
with regards to the transmission of Izanagi-ryū. The identifiable actors in play within this structure
were public institutions, scholars, the residents of Monobe, the tayū, and the Izanagi-ryū Kagura
Preservation Society.
Public institutions such as the Kami city government and the Kōchi Prefectural Museum
of History, in tandem with scholars, educated the members of the public on the philosophies,
characteristics, and historical developments of Izanagi-ryū through symposiums and public talks,
which were often supplemented by cultural activities in the form of exhibitions, activity workshops
and experiential tours. Preferring to engage the residents in their preservation efforts, these public
institutions often invited the residents, tayū, and the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society to
share their experiences and demonstrate their knowledge of local practices during cultural events.
The residents see such participation as an opportunity to relive and showcase their local customs,
and tayū and the Izanagi-ryū Kagura Preservation Society saw it as a way to gain recognition.
There were many benefits to be reaped from the augmenting an Izanagi-ryū reality onto the
Monobe landscape; national recognition and heightened pride in their local identity being just one
of manifold gains. Enterprising residents welcomed the influx of visitors into Monobe to inject a
boost into the languid local economy and generate additional revenue as the visitors partook in the
activities and purchased souvenirs in the form of local produce and crafts.
This natural division in responsibilities meant that each component in the interconnected
structure had a role to play in the transmission of Izanagi-ryū, but the authority of deciding who
represented this local religious practice rested in the hands of public institutions and scholars. Till
now, I have people ranging from scholars to locals telling me that there was nothing about Izanagi-
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ryū to be found in Monobe. Handa Kotomi, one of the key kagura instructors of Izanagi-ryū Kagura
Preservation Society, told me outrightly that I was late by more than ten years since less than ten
percent of Izanagi-ryū practices still remained in existent. She advised that it was better for me to
learn from the scholars who had studied and witnessed the rituals of the past. I listened to her, as I
ruminated on the recollection of how one of these academic experts had once confided to me that
the lack of historical records and archeological materials, as well as the lack of scholars to work
on the subject, meant that many scholarly theories about Izanagi-ryū came about through
assumption and active imagination. Learned creativity was needed to fill in the absence of
historical materials and living practitioners.
The reason that scholars determined the 2001 Nichigetsu-sai to be the last grand ritual
festival to be conducted was the reality of drastically reduced number of Izanagi-ryū ritualists with
the knowledge and qualifications to conduct this ritual. Chapter 2 of this dissertation has already
highlighted the need to have at least a minimum of three qualified ritualists to conduct a proper
ceremony. Considering that a conventional ceremony required at least three full days of
preparations and continuous recitation of ritual texts, it was physically taxing for only one ritualist
to undertake all aspects of the ceremony. With many ritualists in their 70s and older, the task of
conducting the rituals became a physical burden on their health and age. As these experienced
ritualists passed on with lack of successors to succeed them, the know-how of the ceremonies
became increasingly vague, and modifications were made as the remaining struggling ritualists
attempted to recreate and continue the rituals with reduced number of participants. Some of the
current tayū ritualists then took the scholarly publications to be the bible of Izanagi-ryū and
industriously studied the notes, video-recordings and photo records done during the scholars’
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fieldwork to recreate the rituals. The scholars and their works became the instructional manuals
for their practice.
When tayū ritualists ventured to conduct a ritual festival, as what Ogasawara-san and
Moriyasu-san had attempted to do with the Nichigetsu-sai in 2016, the verdict of the scholars who
had witnessed the 2001 festival became the proof of the authenticity of their rituals. Should the
scholars’ verdict proved unfavorable, there were naturally other mitigating strategies to ensure that
their status as legitimate tayū successors: Getting the local press interested in covering their event;
inviting their supporters to attend the festival; naming the wooden structure where the festival was
held for three full days as the Izanagi-ryū Shrine; and getting religious practitioners from Shugendo,
Shinto, and Buddhism to collaborate on this festival were some of the calculated moves made by
Ogasawara-san to enhance their religious standing. It succeeded to a certain extent. Other tayū
ritualists who were not part of the festival were either confused by the hybrid nature of the 2016
Nichigetsu-sai or deemed it an erroneous representation of Izanagi-ryū rituals. The scholars and I
saw it as an opportunity to record another research material for further analysis about the
transmission of a local religious practice.
But as I fervently followed the procedures and aftermath of the Nichigetsu-sai and spoke
with the residents and ritualists, my excitement over gathering such oral histories were overcast
by the doubts about my role and responsibility as a researcher: Am I representing them in the most
accurate light? How should I ensure that the views presented do not become another omnibus of
authenticity? In 20 years’ time, would there be gossip about a foreign researcher who had
witnessed the “last” ritual in Monobe. It would be back to square one where this time, my work
might become the next instructional manual for future tayū or Izanagi-ryū kagura aspirants to pore
and ponder over. I would be horrified if this turned out to be the case.
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Thankfully, scholars like us at the 2016 Nichigetsu-sai and those in attendance at the last
Nichigetsu-sai ceremony in 2001 might try to record as much of the information as possible, but
this did not translate into qualifications for fully understanding the meanings behind the practices
nor automatically propelled them into the realm of practitioners. As highlighted in Chapter 4, there
were still ideas amongst the residents of Monobe such “Izanagi-ryū no kokoro” and “shin no
chikara” to maneuver around the tricky issue of legitimacy173 and determine what a true Izanagiryū ritualist was. Such ideas helped to downplay the role of the scholars since they were perceived
to hold pertinent theoretical knowledge of Izanagi-ryū’s historical developments and rituals but
did not possess the spiritual power nor proclivity for Izanagi-ryū.

Fieldwork Fencing: Methods of information-gathering
At this point, I should pause to share some key issues encountered during my fieldwork in
Monobe. I have decided to frame this section within the sphere of fencing terminology, but it is
necessary for me to state that my use of fencing metaphor/analogy here is not intended to cast
fieldwork as a combative and militia endeavor to attack another culture or to relegate it to the
sphere of competitive sport involving winners and losers. There are no winners and losers in the
site of fieldwork. It is a cooperative venture that requires a mutual to-fro interaction to seek a
common site of understanding. How much is gained depends fully on both parties’ desire to create
a common ground of interaction, and in fieldwork there are multiple parties to consider. It requires
nimble footwork to navigate the intricacies of communication and interactions, and a mutual
respect for each other’s space. I had stumbled and I had tripped. I broke my right ankle for it and
have the scars to bear witness to my clumsy attempts to penetrate the complications of fieldwork.
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Refer to Chapter 4 for the significance of these ideas in the context of the legitimation of Izanagi-ryū practitioners.
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But I preserved and along the way, discovered more about myself as I tried hard to avoid being
brainwashed by the communities and Japanese scholars into believing that I was “lucky” to see
“rare” rituals, and being pulled by competing narratives to decide which tayū holds “real” powers.
The physiological exertion of fieldwork was different from the mental callisthenic of
engaging in textual analysis of historical documents. It required me to venture to distant locales in
unfamiliar geological, climatic, and demographic terrains, and establishing relations with
communities outside the academic realm. The residents of Monobe that I interacted with were
mostly engaged in the agricultural field. Some operated small businesses, others worked in
administrative jobs. Largely educated and aware of Japanese scholarly publications. they were
well-informed about world news and developments, and I often got animated conversations from
them about world news. They were curious about me and took delight in my weak attempts to
learn the local Monobe dialect.
In my rudimentary rules of engagement for fieldwork, where knowing when to be on the
offensive and defensive is mostly based on gut instincts more than rational science or set principles
of conduct, I had to slowly figure out how to establish a professional relationship with the locals
and how to tactfully distant myself from the site and the informants’ gregarious advances. As the
months passed during my stay in Monobe, the ways of communicating and interacting took on a
more familiar and personal tone as I was asked details about my livelihood and upbringing, family,
dietary habits, the nature of my work and how I made my living. There was also the unresolved
issue of my position as a single, Asian female in a place of depopulation. The residents’
lighthearted jokes of marriage proposals and unwanted male attention sometimes became more of
a burden to me rather than a banter. On such occasions, I made sure then to make clear about the
temporality of my stay in Japan and made repeated jokes about my destiny to remain unfettered
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from the chains of marriage. My elderly landlady accepted this but continued to remain worried
about my adamant insistence to remain single. I appreciated her maternal concern over my welfare
and saw this as her acceptance of me into her inner circle.
Being accepted into the communities in Monobe was a relief but there were times when I
had to make quick decisions about how to respond to constant invitations to various activities and
parties, which served the important purpose of establishing relations with the residents but took up
precious time and energy. It was also normal to receive sudden unsolicited house visits in a
neighborhood where people know everybody else. The main door gates were commonly kept
unlocked, and people could freely enter the courtyards of their acquaintances’ homes. There were
sometimes unwanted phone calls. It was during such times that I found myself having to reevaluate and carefully manage the boundaries of relationship-building with the residents.
There was also the delicate issue of monetary transactions to consider. It was common
practice for participants to give offerings, usually in the form of cash, liquor or fruits when
attending ritual festivals. When I first tagged along with the Japanese scholars to attend these
festivals, I chipped in on the shared gift which was usually a large bottle of sake. Now that I was
attending on my own, I took note to follow the local practice of giving token sums of 1,000 to
5,000 yen for every ritual festival I attended. However small these token sums might be, I took
comfort in the knowledge that they served to contribute to alleviating the expenses of organizing
such events. The residents were oftentimes surprised by my gifts for their festivals and appreciated
my desire to follow their local customs.
While the easy acceptance of my presence by the local communities in Monobe seemed to
indicate some form of success, there were issues that certainly required further improvements.
During the initial stages of my fieldwork, I found it more comprehensible to explain in self-
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introductions that I have moved to Odochi town for the key purpose of studying Izanagi-ryu to
make it easier to enter straight into my research subject, without veering off-course by the
conversation interest of my informants. When the informants talked in-depth, I always clarified
and affirmed their sentiments that “Izanagi-ryu” was a construct by scholars. I sometimes switched
to using the term, “tayū” to gain a better insight into their thinking. Yet, this direct affirmation of
the existence of a “Izanagi-ryu” would strengthen the conviction that the scholars’ definition of
this religious practice was accurate. My duty lied in whether I should perpetrate the idea of
“Izanagi-ryu” as a given existence or whether I should destroy the residents’ hopeful impressions
of the existence of a unique local tradition. Repeated interactions with some correspondents tend
to allow me to further clarify the issue and discuss with them about their thoughts. But when it
involves singular interactions, such as at a festival event or at a public talk or simply an encounter
on the streets or local stores, the depth of discussion undertakes a more superficial level of selfintroduction and greeting exchanges. The excitement and bemusement over the rare presence of a
foreigner who was interested in studying about their local culture dominated the conversation, and
I sometimes left these quick interactions with the uncomfortable thought that just my mere
presence in this rural region in itself, had already served to confirm scholarly definitions of Izanagiryu.
Throughout the course of my research, the intense number of interactions with different
groups of people and participation in varied local activities allowed for an insight into different
perspectives, but it also meant increased possibilities of losing pertinent informants due to the
inability to maintain regular contact with individuals. There were cases where I had apprehensions
and reluctant to continue building relationship with some people for safety reasons. This was rare.
Others were because of their age and physical health. Being immersed in an environment where
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the elderly dominated the scene, the likelihood of encountering news of hospitalization and death
drastically increased. I did not deem my research to be so important as to impose on the health of
an ailing elderly by repeatedly requesting for interviews. I chose to forgo setting up interviews
with a prominent ritualist who had been hospitalized and said to be in poor health. I might not have
the data, but I certainly had an ease of mind.

Conclusion
When I started on this project, I had thought that my research would allow me to figure out
a way to protect and preserve cultural traditions that are under threat of disappearing due to rapid
urbanization efforts. My home country is currently facing the same situation where successors for
intangible cultural heritages are generally few and it is hard to convince the next generation to take
it up. Compared to Japan which had initiated this more than 20 years ago, Singapore is still in the
early stages of identifying and cataloguing which intangible cultural heritages should be
recognized and transmitted. We have the benefit of being able to learn from Japan’s current
challenges and from there, devise ways to make the continuation of cultural heritages more
sustainable. But I neglected to reflect on exactly why it is necessary to do so. Afterall, cultural
heritages are important, and expectations are that efforts should always be made to preserve them,
or the world would become even more culturally destitute in the mad global rush to urbanize. But
would this truly be the case?
Throughout my fieldwork, scholars and government bodies kept reiterating that a certain
ritual practice or festival will end and never be revived. Their tone of certainty and finality seemed
deliberately geared towards creating anxieties over the potential of losing yet another portion of
Japanese cultural history to the inevitable blackhole of depopulation. Thus, there was a need to
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quickly record these disappearing practices, even though it would only serve to monumentalize
them. The residents of Monobe had also wistfully told me that most rituals they had experienced
in the past were gone forever. Even though these voices professed that the rituals were no longer
being practiced now, what I saw in Monobe was a reduction, but not necessarily, a termination of
the rituals. Instead of a village effort with nearly the whole community contributing in various
ways to ensure the success of the communal ritual festivals, families still engaged in the rituals in
the privacy of their own homes. When emergencies struck and assurances were needed to assuage
uncertainties, the help of a tayū ritualist was still engaged during such times of need to perform
the role of an intermediary between the people and the gods.
The rituals might have been greatly simplified but this was exactly what Izanagi-ryū was
about; it was supposed to adapt to the environment and its key function was to cater to the
immediate needs of the communities and individuals, albeit on a drastically reduced scale. Izanagiryū had the luxury of not being encumbered by fixed tenets or regulated by religious systems. Its
ability to speak to the needs of the communities it served, also meant that it would, and should,
slowly decrease in influence as the communities dissipated. I had not understood this actuality
until the residents and practitioners educated me on their sentiments over the constant strained
efforts to preserve and promote Izanagi-ryū. To them, it was more dignified for their local practice
to slowly die off even if it would ultimately fade into the depths of history. I supported their
sentiments.
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